
Part VII
Causal Discovery 4: 

Practical Issues

• Nonstationarity/heterogeneity

• Measurement error

• Selection bias

• Causality in time series

Zhang, Schölkopf, Spirtes, Glymour, Learning Causality and Causality-Related Learning, 
National Science Review, 2018



Nonstationary/Heterogeneous Data and 
Causality

• Ubiquity of nonstationary/heterogeneous data

• Nonstationary time series (brain signals, climate 
data...)

• Multiple data sets under different observational 
or experimental conditions

• Causal modeling and distribution shift heavily 
coupled

• Benefit from nonstationarity/heterogeneity!



What If We Ignore Nonstationarity?

• Ignoring changes may lead to spurious connections: 

• FCMs may not hold because of model changes
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Causal Discovery from Nonstationary Data

to reveal the correct causal structure when the data distri-
bution shifts. If the changes in some variables are related,
one can imagine that there exists some unobservable quan-
tity which influences all those variables and, as a conse-
quence, the conditional independence relationships in the
distribution-shifted data will be different from those im-
plied by the true causal structure. Similarly, suppose a
variable Vi was generated from its direct causes with a cer-
tain functional causal model (e.g., the linear, non-Gaussian
model (Shimizu et al., 2006)) whose parameters change at
some point. Then if one fits a fixed functional causal model
from the directed causes to Vi, the noise term is usually not
independent from the causes any more, and accordingly it
fails to distinguish the correct causal structure from other
candidates. There exist some methods aiming to detect
the changes (Talih & Hengartner, 2005; Adams & Mackay,
2007; Kummerfeld & Danks, 2013) or directly model time-
varying causal relations (see, e.g., (Huang et al., 2015)) in a
dynamic manner. They usually focus on the linear case, in-
volve high computational load, and cannot quickly locate
changing causal relations. This motivated the following
questions, which are to be answered in this paper.

a) The conditional independence relationships in the data
between the given variables may be changed by shifted
causal models. However, can we find the correct skeleton
of the true causal model efficiently?

b) Can we efficiently identify the variables whose generat-
ing processes (i.e., causal models) change?

c) Compared to the situation with data from a fixed distri-
bution, can the distribution shift phenomenon provide some
benefit in causal discovery, especially in causal direction
determination?

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give
the problem definition and review related work. Section 3
proposes an enhanced constraint-based approach to robust
and specific causal skeleton discovery, which is able to re-
cover the skeleton of the causal structure underlying the
observed variables and identify those variables whose gen-
erating processes are nonstationary. The remaining prob-
lem is how to determine the direction of the causal con-
nections, which is addressed in Section 4: we show that
the nonstionarity of the distribution usually provides addi-
tional benefit in causal direction determination. Section 5
reports simulations results to test the performance of the
proposed causal discovery approach when the ground truth
is known. Finally, we apply the proposed approach to do
causal discovery from fMRI data and to find the causal re-
lations among a set of stocks from their daily returns in 2.

2. Problem Definition and Related Work

We aim at recovering the causal structure from data when
the causal influences associated with some causal relations

change over time or across domains. In this paper we
assume that the underlying causal structure is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) and that the causal structure is fixed,
with changing causal models.

V1 V2 V3 V4

g(C)

V1 V2 V3 V4

(a) (b)

Figure 1. An illustration on how ignoring changes in the causal
model may lead to spurious connections by the constraint-based
method. (a) The true causal graph (including confounder g(C)).
(b) The estimated conditional independence graph on the ob-
served data in the asymptotic case.

Let us decompose the joint probability distribution of the
given variable set V = {Vi}ni=1 according to the DAG as

P (V) =
nY

i=1

P (Vi |PAi), (1)

where PAi denotes the set of parents (or direct causes)
of variable Vi in the causal DAG. Here we call each
P (Vi |PAi) a causal module. Clearly, in the presence of
distribution shifts, there must be changes in certain causal
modules P (Vk |PAk), k 2 N , to generate the change of
the data distribution. We call those causal modules non-
stationary causal modules. Their changes may be caused
by the change of the involved functional models, causal
strengths, noise levels, etc. We assume that the changes
in those quantities can be written as functions of the time
or domain index, and denote by C such an index.

If the changes in some modules are related, one can
imagine that there exist some unobservable quantity (con-
founder) which influences those modules and, as a conse-
quence, the conditional independence relationships in the
distribution-shifted data will be different from those im-
plied by the true causal structure. Therefore, the original
constraint-based approach, like PC (Spirtes et al., 2001;
Pearl, 2000), may not be able to reveal the true causal struc-
ture. This is especially the case for the causal network in
the brain: the causal influences in different causal modules
in the brain may change with stimuli, tasks, states, the at-
tention of the subject, etc. As an illustration, suppose that
the observed data were generated according to Fig. 1(a),
where g(C), a function of C, is involved in the generating
processes in both V2 and V4; the conditional independence
graph on the observed data then contains spurious connec-
tions V1 � V4 and V2 � V4, because there is only one con-
ditional independence relationship, V3 ?? V1 |V2, as shown
in 1(b). Moreover, when one fits a fixed functional causal
model (e.g., the linear, non-Gaussian model (Shimizu et al.,
2006)) on the data with changing causal influences, the
estimated noise may not be independent from the cause
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Figure 2. Illustration on the failure of using the approach based on functional causal models for causal direction determination when the
causal model changes. (a) Scatter plot of V1 and V2 on data set 1. (b) That on data set 2. (c) That on merged data (both data sets). (d)
The scatter plot of V1 and the estimated regression residual on merged data.

are directly connected to C will have time-varying generat-
ing processes (or causal models), and moreover, the causal
skeleton for the observed variables can be corrected esti-
mated by Algorithm 1, as if the confounders {gl}Ll=1 were
known, as shown in the following theorem. For a proof see
the Supplementary Material.
Theorem 1. Denote by Gaug the skeleton obtained
by applying constraint-based causal discovery on V [
{gl(C)}Ll=1. Let the assumptions made in Section 3.1 hold.
Then any two variables Vi are Vj are connected in GC if
and only if they are connected in Gaug .

Algorithm 1 Robust and Specific Causal Discovery

1. Build a complete undirected graph GC on the variable
set {Vi} [ C, i = 1, 2, · · · , n.

2. (Specific discovery) Test for the marginal and condi-
tional independence between Vi and C. If they are
independent given a subset of the observed variables,
remove the edge between Vi and C in GC . Let SC

denote the set of variables that are always dependent
on C, i.e., C-specific variables.

3. (Robust discovery) Test for the marginal and condi-
tional independence between Vi and Vj . If they are in-
dependent given a subset of {Vk | k 6= i, k 6= j} [ C,
remove the edge between Vi and Vj in GC .

To better understand Algorithm 1, let us consider the con-
ditional independence property of its output, the undirected
graph GC , with an illustrative example. For simplicity,
suppose that C has only two possible values, 0 and 1. De-
note by G1 and G2 the Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs)
that generated the data for C = 0 and C = 1, respectively.
GC be the skeleton on the variables {Vi}[{C} discovered
by our approach, and let G be the undirected graph after re-
moving C and all connections from C from GC . We have
the following results.

1. If G1 and G2 are independence equivalent (which

means that hey have the same skeletons and the same
sets of v-structures), then G has the same skeleton
(and the same sets of v-structures) as G1 and G2.

2. Otherwise, G is a minimal graph that contains all
edges in G1 and G2; it encodes the conditional in-
dependence relationships shared by G1 and G2.

This is because V1 ?? V2 | (Z,C) is equivalent to V1 ??
V2 | (Z,C = c) for each possible value of c; as a conse-
quence, the conditional independence relationships shared
by G1 and G2 are entailed in GC . Fig. 3(a,b,c,e) gives such
an illustration; here we assume that P (V3 |V2) changes
from G1 to G2. In this example, Algorithm 1 gives the
correct causal skeleton on V, but applying PC on merged
data will give a spurious connection.

V1 V2 V3 V4 V1 V2 V3 V4

(a) G1 (b) G2

V1 V2 V3 V4

C

V1 V2 V3 V4

C

(c) Discovered GC (including C). (d) DAG derived from GC .

V1 V2 V3 V4

(e) Output of PC on merged data (without C)

Figure 3. An example to illustrate the output of Algorithm where
C is binary. (a,b) The individual causal graphs for different values
of C. (c) The undirected graph GC produced by Algorithm 1 in
the asymptotic case. (c) The DAG after applying the method in
Section 4 for for causal direction determination, which assumes
C is a cause. (d) The skeleton on merged data produced by the
PC algorithm (Spirtes et al., 2001) in the asymptotic case (without
considering C as a variable in the system).

We have the following remarks regarding the conditional
independence test methods and practical settings.

1. The influence from C (especially from time T ) is usu-
ally very nonlinear. In the above procedure, we have

Constraint-based method 
may give extra edges :-(



Extension 1: Causal Discovery from 
Nonstationary/Heterogeneous Data

• Method to determine changing causal 
modules & estimate skeleton

• Causal orientation determination 
benefits from independent changes in 
P(cause) and P(effect | cause)

• How do the nonstationary modules 
change over time / across data sets?

• Detection of nonstationary confounders
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Causal Discovery from Nonstationary Data

to reveal the correct causal structure when the data distri-
bution shifts. If the changes in some variables are related,
one can imagine that there exists some unobservable quan-
tity which influences all those variables and, as a conse-
quence, the conditional independence relationships in the
distribution-shifted data will be different from those im-
plied by the true causal structure. Similarly, suppose a
variable Vi was generated from its direct causes with a cer-
tain functional causal model (e.g., the linear, non-Gaussian
model (Shimizu et al., 2006)) whose parameters change at
some point. Then if one fits a fixed functional causal model
from the directed causes to Vi, the noise term is usually not
independent from the causes any more, and accordingly it
fails to distinguish the correct causal structure from other
candidates. There exist some methods aiming to detect
the changes (Talih & Hengartner, 2005; Adams & Mackay,
2007; Kummerfeld & Danks, 2013) or directly model time-
varying causal relations (see, e.g., (Huang et al., 2015)) in a
dynamic manner. They usually focus on the linear case, in-
volve high computational load, and cannot quickly locate
changing causal relations. This motivated the following
questions, which are to be answered in this paper.

a) The conditional independence relationships in the data
between the given variables may be changed by shifted
causal models. However, can we find the correct skeleton
of the true causal model efficiently?

b) Can we efficiently identify the variables whose generat-
ing processes (i.e., causal models) change?

c) Compared to the situation with data from a fixed distri-
bution, can the distribution shift phenomenon provide some
benefit in causal discovery, especially in causal direction
determination?

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give
the problem definition and review related work. Section 3
proposes an enhanced constraint-based approach to robust
and specific causal skeleton discovery, which is able to re-
cover the skeleton of the causal structure underlying the
observed variables and identify those variables whose gen-
erating processes are nonstationary. The remaining prob-
lem is how to determine the direction of the causal con-
nections, which is addressed in Section 4: we show that
the nonstionarity of the distribution usually provides addi-
tional benefit in causal direction determination. Section 5
reports simulations results to test the performance of the
proposed causal discovery approach when the ground truth
is known. Finally, we apply the proposed approach to do
causal discovery from fMRI data and to find the causal re-
lations among a set of stocks from their daily returns in 2.

2. Problem Definition and Related Work

We aim at recovering the causal structure from data when
the causal influences associated with some causal relations

change over time or across domains. In this paper we
assume that the underlying causal structure is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) and that the causal structure is fixed,
with changing causal models.

V1 V2 V3 V4

g(C)

V1 V2 V3 V4

(a) (b)

Figure 1. An illustration on how ignoring changes in the causal
model may lead to spurious connections by the constraint-based
method. (a) The true causal graph (including confounder g(C)).
(b) The estimated conditional independence graph on the ob-
served data in the asymptotic case.

Let us decompose the joint probability distribution of the
given variable set V = {Vi}ni=1 according to the DAG as

P (V) =
nY

i=1

P (Vi |PAi), (1)

where PAi denotes the set of parents (or direct causes)
of variable Vi in the causal DAG. Here we call each
P (Vi |PAi) a causal module. Clearly, in the presence of
distribution shifts, there must be changes in certain causal
modules P (Vk |PAk), k 2 N , to generate the change of
the data distribution. We call those causal modules non-
stationary causal modules. Their changes may be caused
by the change of the involved functional models, causal
strengths, noise levels, etc. We assume that the changes
in those quantities can be written as functions of the time
or domain index, and denote by C such an index.

If the changes in some modules are related, one can
imagine that there exist some unobservable quantity (con-
founder) which influences those modules and, as a conse-
quence, the conditional independence relationships in the
distribution-shifted data will be different from those im-
plied by the true causal structure. Therefore, the original
constraint-based approach, like PC (Spirtes et al., 2001;
Pearl, 2000), may not be able to reveal the true causal struc-
ture. This is especially the case for the causal network in
the brain: the causal influences in different causal modules
in the brain may change with stimuli, tasks, states, the at-
tention of the subject, etc. As an illustration, suppose that
the observed data were generated according to Fig. 1(a),
where g(C), a function of C, is involved in the generating
processes in both V2 and V4; the conditional independence
graph on the observed data then contains spurious connec-
tions V1 � V4 and V2 � V4, because there is only one con-
ditional independence relationship, V3 ?? V1 |V2, as shown
in 1(b). Moreover, when one fits a fixed functional causal
model (e.g., the linear, non-Gaussian model (Shimizu et al.,
2006)) on the data with changing causal influences, the
estimated noise may not be independent from the cause

Kernel nonstationary 
driving force estimation

Zhang et al., Discovery and visualization of nonstationary causal models, arxiv 2015
Zhang et al., Causal discovery in the presence of nonstatioarity/heterogeneity: Skeleton estimation and orientation 
determination, IJCAI 2017



Causal Analysis of Major Stocks in Hong 
Kong Market (10/09/2006 - 08/09/2010)

1. Cheng Kong Holdings,
2. Wharf (Holdings),
3. HSBC,
4.Hong Kong Electric Holdings,
5. Hang Seng Bank,
6. Henderson Land Dev.,
7. Sun Hung Kai Properties,
8. Swire Group,
9. Cathay Pacific Airways
10. Bank of China Hong Kong 

- HSF and HSP usually have 
nonstationary confounders

5



Nonstationarity 
Driving Force

1. Cheng Kong Holdings,
2. Wharf (Holdings),
3. HSBC,
4.Hong Kong Electric Holdings,
5. Hang Seng Bank,
6. Henderson Land Dev.,
7. Sun Hung Kai Properties,
8. Swire Group,
9. Cathay Pacific Airways
10. Bank of China Hong Kong 
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Causal Analysis of Major Stocks in 
NYSE (07/05/2006 - 12/16/2009)

Fig. 8: Recovered causal graph from 80 NYSE stocks. Each
color of nodes represents one sector.

while the stocks SAN and CHK only have changes points
around 05/05/2008 (T2). Most stocks which have change
points only at T2 have more direct causes. The change points
match with the critical time of financial crisis–those in the
TED spread, as well as parts of the change points (T2 and T3)
in HK stock data.
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Fig. 9: The estimated nonstationary driving force of six stock
returns from 07/05/2006 ⇠ 12/16/2009. The stocks USB, JCP,
GE, and PBR have change points at 07/16/2007 (T1) and
05/05/2008 (T2) . The stocks SAN and CHK have change
points only at 05/05/2008 (T2). The change points match with
the critical time of financial crisis.

VI. CONCLUSION

Causal discovery has been an important tool to discover
underlying causal information from observational data. In
real world applications, especially with data collected over a
relatively long time or across different conditions, successful

causal discovery has to deal with nonstationarity or heteor-
geneity of the data. In this paper we proposed nonparametric
methods for estimating the underlying driving force of the
change in the local causal mechanisms and for determining
causal direction by leveraging distribution shift. The discov-
ered causal direction helps construct correct causal models
and, moreover, the estimated nonstationary driving force of
the changes in the causal mechanisms facilitates understanding
why and how the generating process changes and gives sug-
gestions about what variables to further incorporate into the
system to make it causally sufficient. Experimental results on
both synthetic and real data (including fMRI data and financial
data) demonstrated that the distribution shift property contains
reliable information for causal direction determination and that
the estimated nonstationary driving force provides essential
background knowledge for causal modeling of the observed
variables. We note that causal modeling and distribution shift
are heavily coupled and that distribution shift actually contains
useful information for causal direction determination. A line
of our future research is to exploit this connection to improve
online prediction in nonstationary environments.
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Extension 2: Causal Discovery in the 
Presence of  Measurement Error

• To estimate     over variables      from noisy 
observations  

• Conditional independence/dependence relations 
among      different from those among    

• Illustration: Correlation(X1, X2) & 
partial_correlation(X1, X3 | X2)

and X̃2 are dependent and X̃1 and X̃3 and condition-
ally independent given X̃2. Hence, the structure given
by constraint-based approaches to causal discovery on
the observed variables can be very different from the
causal structure over measurement-error-free variables.

One might apply other types of methods instead of the
constraint-based ones for causal discovery from data
with measurement error. In fact, as the measurement-
error-free variables are not observable, X̃2 in Figure 1
is actually a confounder for observed variables. As a
consequence, generally speaking, due to the effect of
the confounders, the independence noise assumption
underlying functional causal model-based approaches,
such as the method based on the linear, non-Gaussian,
acyclic model (Shimizu et al., 2006), will not hold for
the observed variables any more. Figure 3 gives an
illustration on this. Figure 3(a) shows the scatter plot
of X1 vs. X2 and the regression line from X2 to X1,
where X̃2, the noise in X̃1, and the measurement error
E2, are all uniformly distributed (⇢ = 0.4, and � = 1.4).
As seen from Figure 3(b), the residual of regressing
X1 on X2 is not independent from X2, although the
residual of regressing X̃1 on X̃2 is independent from
X̃2. As a result, the functional causal model-based
approaches to causal discovery may also fail to find the
causal structure of the measurement-error-free variables
from their contaminated observations.

0 2 4 6 8 10
� = S td(E 2)/S td(X̃2)
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Figure 2: The correlation coefficient ⇢12 between X1

and X2 and partial correlation coefficient ⇢13,2 between
X1 and X3 given X2 as functions of �, the ratio of the
standard deviation of measurement error to the that of
X̃2. We have assumed that the correlation coefficient
between X̃1 and X̃2 and that between X̃2 and X̃3 are
the same (denoted by ⇢̃), and that there is measurement
error only in X2.

3 Canonical Representation of Causal
Models with Measurement Error

Let G̃ be the acyclic causal model over X̃i. Here we
call it measurement-error-free causal model. Let B be
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Figure 3: Illustration on how measurement error leads
to dependence between regression residual and con-
taminated cause. (a) Scatter plot of X2 and X1 with
measurement error in X2 together with the regression
line. (b) Scatter plot of the regression residual and
X2. Note that if we regress X̃1 on X̃2, the residual is
independent from X̃2.

the corresponding causal adjacency matrix for X̃i, in
which Bij is the coefficient of the direct causal influence
from X̃j to X̃i and Bii = 0. We have,

X̃ = BX̃+ Ẽ, (2)

where the components of Ẽ, Ẽi, have non-zero, finite
variances. Then X̃ is actually a linear transformation
of the error terms in Ẽ because (2) implies

X̃ = (I�B)�1

| {z }
,A

Ẽ. (3)

Now let us consider two types of nodes of G̃, namely,
leaf nodes (i.e., those that do not influence any other
node) and non-leaf nodes. Accordingly, the noise term
in their structural equation models also has distinct
behaviors: If X̃i is a leaf node, then Ẽi influences only
X̃i, not any other; otherwise Ẽi influences X̃i and at
least one other variable, X̃j , j 6= i. Consequently, we
can decompose the noise vector into two groups: ẼL

consists of the l noise terms that influence only leaf
nodes, and ẼNL contains the remaining noise terms.

and X̃2 are dependent and X̃1 and X̃3 and condition-
ally independent given X̃2. Hence, the structure given
by constraint-based approaches to causal discovery on
the observed variables can be very different from the
causal structure over measurement-error-free variables.

One might apply other types of methods instead of the
constraint-based ones for causal discovery from data
with measurement error. In fact, as the measurement-
error-free variables are not observable, X̃2 in Figure 1
is actually a confounder for observed variables. As a
consequence, generally speaking, due to the effect of
the confounders, the independence noise assumption
underlying functional causal model-based approaches,
such as the method based on the linear, non-Gaussian,
acyclic model (Shimizu et al., 2006), will not hold for
the observed variables any more. Figure 3 gives an
illustration on this. Figure 3(a) shows the scatter plot
of X1 vs. X2 and the regression line from X2 to X1,
where X̃2, the noise in X̃1, and the measurement error
E2, are all uniformly distributed (⇢ = 0.4, and � = 1.4).
As seen from Figure 3(b), the residual of regressing
X1 on X2 is not independent from X2, although the
residual of regressing X̃1 on X̃2 is independent from
X̃2. As a result, the functional causal model-based
approaches to causal discovery may also fail to find the
causal structure of the measurement-error-free variables
from their contaminated observations.
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call it measurement-error-free causal model. Let B be
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Figure 3: Illustration on how measurement error leads
to dependence between regression residual and con-
taminated cause. (a) Scatter plot of X2 and X1 with
measurement error in X2 together with the regression
line. (b) Scatter plot of the regression residual and
X2. Note that if we regress X̃1 on X̃2, the residual is
independent from X̃2.

the corresponding causal adjacency matrix for X̃i, in
which Bij is the coefficient of the direct causal influence
from X̃j to X̃i and Bii = 0. We have,

X̃ = BX̃+ Ẽ, (2)

where the components of Ẽ, Ẽi, have non-zero, finite
variances. Then X̃ is actually a linear transformation
of the error terms in Ẽ because (2) implies

X̃ = (I�B)�1

| {z }
,A

Ẽ. (3)

Now let us consider two types of nodes of G̃, namely,
leaf nodes (i.e., those that do not influence any other
node) and non-leaf nodes. Accordingly, the noise term
in their structural equation models also has distinct
behaviors: If X̃i is a leaf node, then Ẽi influences only
X̃i, not any other; otherwise Ẽi influences X̃i and at
least one other variable, X̃j , j 6= i. Consequently, we
can decompose the noise vector into two groups: ẼL

consists of the l noise terms that influence only leaf
nodes, and ẼNL contains the remaining noise terms.
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Abstract

Measurement error in the observed values of
the variables can greatly change the output of
various causal discovery methods. This prob-
lem has received much attention in multiple
fields, but it is not clear to what extent the
causal model for the measurement-error-free
variables can be identified in the presence of
measurement error with unknown variance. In
this paper, we study precise sufficient identifi-
ability conditions for the measurement-error-
free causal model and show what information
of the causal model can be recovered from ob-
served data. In particular, we present two dif-
ferent sets of identifiability conditions, based
on the second-order statistics and higher-order
statistics of the data, respectively. The former
was inspired by the relationship between the
generating model of the measurement-error-
contaminated data and the factor analysis
model, and the latter makes use of the identi-
fiability result of the over-complete indepen-
dent component analysis problem.

1 Introduction

Understanding and using causal relations among vari-
ables of interest has been a fundamental problem in var-
ious fields, including biology, neuroscience, and social
sciences. Since interventions or controlled randomized
experiments are usually expensive or even impossible
to conduct, discovering causal information from obser-
vational data, known as causal discovery (Spirtes et al.,
2001; Pearl, 2000), has been an important task and
received much attention in computer science, statistics,
and philosophy. Roughly speaking, methods for causal
discovery are categorized into constraint-based ones,
such as the PC algorithm (Spirtes et al., 2001), and
score-based ones, such as Greedy Equivalence Search

(GES) (Chickering, 2002).

Causal discovery algorithms aim to find the causal
relations among the observed variables. However, in
many cases the measured variables are not identical to
the variables we intend to measure. For instance, the
measured brain signals may contain error introduced by
the instruments, and in social sciences many variables
are not directly measurable and one usually resorts to
proxies (e.g., for “regional security" in a particular area).
In this paper, we assume that the observed variables
Xi, i = 1, ..., n, are generated from the underlying
measurement-noise-free variables X̃i with additional
random measurement errors Ei:

Xi = X̃i + Ei. (1)

Here we assume that the measurement errors Ei are
independent from X̃i and have non-zero variances.
We call this model the CAusal Model with Measure-
ment Error (CAMME). Generally speaking, because of
the presence of measurement errors, the d-separation
patterns among Xi are different from those among
the underlying variables X̃i. This generating pro-
cess has been called the random measurement error
model in (Scheines & Ramsey, 2017). According
to the causal Markov condition (Spirtes et al., 2001;
Pearl, 2000), observed variables Xi and the underly-
ing variables X̃i may have different conditional inde-
pendence/dependence relations and, as a consequence,
the output of constraint-based approaches to causal
discovery is sensitive to such error, as demonstrated
in (Scheines & Ramsey, 2017). Furthermore, because of
the measurement error, the structural equation models
according to which the measurement-error-free vari-
ables X̃i are generated usually do not hold for the
observed variables Xi. (In fact, Xi follow error-in-
variables models, for which the identifiability of the un-
derlying causal relation is not clear.) Hence, approaches
based on structural equation models, such as the linear,
non-Gaussian, acyclic model (LiNGAM (Shimizu et al.,
2006)), will generally fail to find the correct causal
direction and causal model.

and X̃2 are dependent and X̃1 and X̃3 and condition-
ally independent given X̃2. Hence, the structure given
by constraint-based approaches to causal discovery on
the observed variables can be very different from the
causal structure over measurement-error-free variables.

One might apply other types of methods instead of the
constraint-based ones for causal discovery from data
with measurement error. In fact, as the measurement-
error-free variables are not observable, X̃2 in Figure 1
is actually a confounder for observed variables. As a
consequence, generally speaking, due to the effect of
the confounders, the independence noise assumption
underlying functional causal model-based approaches,
such as the method based on the linear, non-Gaussian,
acyclic model (Shimizu et al., 2006), will not hold for
the observed variables any more. Figure 3 gives an
illustration on this. Figure 3(a) shows the scatter plot
of X1 vs. X2 and the regression line from X2 to X1,
where X̃2, the noise in X̃1, and the measurement error
E2, are all uniformly distributed (⇢ = 0.4, and � = 1.4).
As seen from Figure 3(b), the residual of regressing
X1 on X2 is not independent from X2, although the
residual of regressing X̃1 on X̃2 is independent from
X̃2. As a result, the functional causal model-based
approaches to causal discovery may also fail to find the
causal structure of the measurement-error-free variables
from their contaminated observations.
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Figure 3: Illustration on how measurement error leads
to dependence between regression residual and con-
taminated cause. (a) Scatter plot of X2 and X1 with
measurement error in X2 together with the regression
line. (b) Scatter plot of the regression residual and
X2. Note that if we regress X̃1 on X̃2, the residual is
independent from X̃2.

the corresponding causal adjacency matrix for X̃i, in
which Bij is the coefficient of the direct causal influence
from X̃j to X̃i and Bii = 0. We have,

X̃ = BX̃+ Ẽ, (2)

where the components of Ẽ, Ẽi, have non-zero, finite
variances. Then X̃ is actually a linear transformation
of the error terms in Ẽ because (2) implies

X̃ = (I�B)�1

| {z }
,A

Ẽ. (3)

Now let us consider two types of nodes of G̃, namely,
leaf nodes (i.e., those that do not influence any other
node) and non-leaf nodes. Accordingly, the noise term
in their structural equation models also has distinct
behaviors: If X̃i is a leaf node, then Ẽi influences only
X̃i, not any other; otherwise Ẽi influences X̃i and at
least one other variable, X̃j , j 6= i. Consequently, we
can decompose the noise vector into two groups: ẼL

consists of the l noise terms that influence only leaf
nodes, and ẼNL contains the remaining noise terms.

In this paper, we aim to estimate the causal model
underlying the measurement-error-free variables X̃i

from their observed values Xi contaminated by random
measurement error. We assume linearity of the causal
model and causal sufficiency relative to {X̃i}ni=1. We
particularly focus on the case where the causal structure
for X̃i is represented by a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG), although this condition can be weakened. In
order to develop principled causal discovery methods
to recover the causal model for {X̃i}ni=1 from observed
values of {Xi}ni=1, we have to address theoretical issues
include

• whether the causal model of interest is completely
or partially identifiable from the contaminated
observations,

• what are the precise identifiability conditions, and

• what information in the measured data is essential
for estimating the identifiable causal knowledge.

We make an attempt to answer the above questions on
both theoretical and methodological sides.

One of the main difficulties in dealing with causal dis-
covery in the presence of measurement error is because
the variances of the measurement errors are unknown.
Otherwise, if they are known, one can readily calculate
the covariance matrix of the measurement-error-free
variables X̃i and apply traditional causal discovery
methods such as the PC (Spirtes et al., 2001) or
GES (Chickering, 2002)) algorithm. It is worth noting
that there exist causal discovery methods to deal with
confounders, i.e., hidden direct common causes, such
as the Fast Causal Inference (FCI) algorithm (Spirtes
et al., 2001). However, they cannot estimate the causal
structure over the latent variables, which is what we aim
to recover in this paper. (Silva et al., 2006) and (Kum-
merfeld et al.) have provided algorithms for recovering
latent variables and their causal relations when each
latent variable has multiple measured effects. Their
problem is different from the measurement error set-
ting we consider, where clustering for latent common
causes is not required and each measured variable is the
direct effect of a single "true" variable. Furthermore,
as shown in next section, their models can be seen as
special cases of our setting.

2 Effect of Measurement Error on
Conditional Independence /
Dependence

We use an example to demonstrate how measurement
error changes the (conditional) independence and de-
pendence relationships in the data. More precisely,

we will see how the (conditional) independence and
independence relations between the observed variables
Xi are different from those between the measurement-
error-free variables X̃i. Suppose we observe X1, X2,
and X3, which are generated from measurement-error-
free variables according to the structure given in Fig-
ure 1. Clearly X̃1 is dependent on X̃2, while X̃1 and
X̃3 are conditionally independent given X̃2. One may
consider general settings for the variances of the mea-
surement errors. For simplicity, here let us assume that
there is only measurement error in X2, i.e., X1 = X̃1,
X2 = X̃2 + E2, and X3 = X̃3.

X̃1 X̃2 X̃3

X1 X2 X3

Figure 1: A linear CAMME to demonstrate the effect
of measurement error on conditional independence and
dependence relationships. For simplicity, we consider
the special case where there is measurement error only
in X2, i.e., X2 = X̃2 +E2, but X1 = X̃1 and X3 = X̃3.

Let ⇢̃12 be the correlation coefficient between X̃1 and
X̃2 and ⇢̃13,2 be the partial correlation coefficient be-
tween X̃1 and X̃3 given X̃2, which is zero. Let ⇢12

and ⇢13,2 be the corresponding correlation coefficient
and partial correlation coefficient in the presence of
measurement error. We also let ⇢̃12 = ⇢̃23 = ⇢̃ to make
the result simpler. So we have ⇢13 = ⇢̃13 = ⇢̃12⇢̃23 = ⇢̃

2.
Let � = Std(E2)

Std(X̃2)
. For the data with measurement error,

⇢12 =
Cov(X1, X2)

Var1/2(X1)Var1/2(X2)

=
Cov(X̃1, X̃2)

Var1/2(X̃1)(Var(X̃2) + Var(E2))1/2

=
⇢̃

(1 + �2)1/2
;

⇢13,2 =
⇢13 � ⇢12⇢23

(1� ⇢212)
1/2(1� ⇢223)

1/2

=
⇢̃13 � ⇢̃12⇢̃23

1+�2

�
1� ⇢̃2

(1+�2)

�1/2�
1� ⇢̃2

(1+�2)

�1/2

=
r
2
⇢̃
2

1 + �2 � ⇢̃2
.

As the variance of the measurement error in X2 in-
creases, � become larger, and ⇢12 decreases and finally
goes to zero; in contrast, ⇢13,2, which is zero for the
measurement-error-free variables, is increasing and fi-
nally converges to ⇢̃

2. See Figure 2 for an illustration.
In other words, in this example as the variance of the
measurement error in X2 increases, X1 and X2 be-
come more and more independent, while X1 and X3

are conditionally more and more dependent given X2.
However, for the measurement-error-free variables, X̃1

and X̃2 are dependent and X̃1 and X̃3 and condition-
ally independent given X̃2. Hence, the structure given
by constraint-based approaches to causal discovery on
the observed variables can be very different from the
causal structure over measurement-error-free variables.

One might apply other types of methods instead of the
constraint-based ones for causal discovery from data
with measurement error. In fact, as the measurement-
error-free variables are not observable, X̃2 in Figure 1
is actually a confounder for observed variables. As a
consequence, generally speaking, due to the effect of
the confounders, the independence noise assumption
underlying functional causal model-based approaches,
such as the method based on the linear, non-Gaussian,
acyclic model (Shimizu et al., 2006), will not hold for
the observed variables any more. Figure 3 gives an
illustration on this. Figure 3(a) shows the scatter plot
of X1 vs. X2 and the regression line from X2 to X1,
where X̃2, the noise in X̃1, and the measurement error
E2, are all uniformly distributed (⇢ = 0.4, and � = 1.4).
As seen from Figure 3(b), the residual of regressing
X1 on X2 is not independent from X2, although the
residual of regressing X̃1 on X̃2 is independent from
X̃2. As a result, the functional causal model-based
approaches to causal discovery may also fail to find the
causal structure of the measurement-error-free variables
from their contaminated observations.
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Let G̃ be the acyclic causal model over X̃i. Here we
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Figure 3: Illustration on how measurement error leads
to dependence between regression residual and con-
taminated cause. (a) Scatter plot of X2 and X1 with
measurement error in X2 together with the regression
line. (b) Scatter plot of the regression residual and
X2. Note that if we regress X̃1 on X̃2, the residual is
independent from X̃2.

the corresponding causal adjacency matrix for X̃i, in
which Bij is the coefficient of the direct causal influence
from X̃j to X̃i and Bii = 0. We have,

X̃ = BX̃+ Ẽ, (2)

where the components of Ẽ, Ẽi, have non-zero, finite
variances. Then X̃ is actually a linear transformation
of the error terms in Ẽ because (2) implies

X̃ = (I�B)�1

| {z }
,A

Ẽ. (3)

Now let us consider two types of nodes of G̃, namely,
leaf nodes (i.e., those that do not influence any other
node) and non-leaf nodes. Accordingly, the noise term
in their structural equation models also has distinct
behaviors: If X̃i is a leaf node, then Ẽi influences only
X̃i, not any other; otherwise Ẽi influences X̃i and at
least one other variable, X̃j , j 6= i. Consequently, we
can decompose the noise vector into two groups: ẼL

consists of the l noise terms that influence only leaf
nodes, and ẼNL contains the remaining noise terms.

and X̃2 are dependent and X̃1 and X̃3 and condition-
ally independent given X̃2. Hence, the structure given
by constraint-based approaches to causal discovery on
the observed variables can be very different from the
causal structure over measurement-error-free variables.

One might apply other types of methods instead of the
constraint-based ones for causal discovery from data
with measurement error. In fact, as the measurement-
error-free variables are not observable, X̃2 in Figure 1
is actually a confounder for observed variables. As a
consequence, generally speaking, due to the effect of
the confounders, the independence noise assumption
underlying functional causal model-based approaches,
such as the method based on the linear, non-Gaussian,
acyclic model (Shimizu et al., 2006), will not hold for
the observed variables any more. Figure 3 gives an
illustration on this. Figure 3(a) shows the scatter plot
of X1 vs. X2 and the regression line from X2 to X1,
where X̃2, the noise in X̃1, and the measurement error
E2, are all uniformly distributed (⇢ = 0.4, and � = 1.4).
As seen from Figure 3(b), the residual of regressing
X1 on X2 is not independent from X2, although the
residual of regressing X̃1 on X̃2 is independent from
X̃2. As a result, the functional causal model-based
approaches to causal discovery may also fail to find the
causal structure of the measurement-error-free variables
from their contaminated observations.
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Figure 3: Illustration on how measurement error leads
to dependence between regression residual and con-
taminated cause. (a) Scatter plot of X2 and X1 with
measurement error in X2 together with the regression
line. (b) Scatter plot of the regression residual and
X2. Note that if we regress X̃1 on X̃2, the residual is
independent from X̃2.

the corresponding causal adjacency matrix for X̃i, in
which Bij is the coefficient of the direct causal influence
from X̃j to X̃i and Bii = 0. We have,

X̃ = BX̃+ Ẽ, (2)

where the components of Ẽ, Ẽi, have non-zero, finite
variances. Then X̃ is actually a linear transformation
of the error terms in Ẽ because (2) implies

X̃ = (I�B)�1

| {z }
,A

Ẽ. (3)

Now let us consider two types of nodes of G̃, namely,
leaf nodes (i.e., those that do not influence any other
node) and non-leaf nodes. Accordingly, the noise term
in their structural equation models also has distinct
behaviors: If X̃i is a leaf node, then Ẽi influences only
X̃i, not any other; otherwise Ẽi influences X̃i and at
least one other variable, X̃j , j 6= i. Consequently, we
can decompose the noise vector into two groups: ẼL

consists of the l noise terms that influence only leaf
nodes, and ẼNL contains the remaining noise terms.
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Measurement error in the observed values of
the variables can greatly change the output of
various causal discovery methods. This prob-
lem has received much attention in multiple
fields, but it is not clear to what extent the
causal model for the measurement-error-free
variables can be identified in the presence of
measurement error with unknown variance. In
this paper, we study precise sufficient identifi-
ability conditions for the measurement-error-
free causal model and show what information
of the causal model can be recovered from ob-
served data. In particular, we present two dif-
ferent sets of identifiability conditions, based
on the second-order statistics and higher-order
statistics of the data, respectively. The former
was inspired by the relationship between the
generating model of the measurement-error-
contaminated data and the factor analysis
model, and the latter makes use of the identi-
fiability result of the over-complete indepen-
dent component analysis problem.

1 Introduction

Understanding and using causal relations among vari-
ables of interest has been a fundamental problem in var-
ious fields, including biology, neuroscience, and social
sciences. Since interventions or controlled randomized
experiments are usually expensive or even impossible
to conduct, discovering causal information from obser-
vational data, known as causal discovery (Spirtes et al.,
2001; Pearl, 2000), has been an important task and
received much attention in computer science, statistics,
and philosophy. Roughly speaking, methods for causal
discovery are categorized into constraint-based ones,
such as the PC algorithm (Spirtes et al., 2001), and
score-based ones, such as Greedy Equivalence Search

(GES) (Chickering, 2002).

Causal discovery algorithms aim to find the causal
relations among the observed variables. However, in
many cases the measured variables are not identical to
the variables we intend to measure. For instance, the
measured brain signals may contain error introduced by
the instruments, and in social sciences many variables
are not directly measurable and one usually resorts to
proxies (e.g., for “regional security" in a particular area).
In this paper, we assume that the observed variables
Xi, i = 1, ..., n, are generated from the underlying
measurement-noise-free variables X̃i with additional
random measurement errors Ei:

Xi = X̃i + Ei. (1)

Here we assume that the measurement errors Ei are
independent from X̃i and have non-zero variances.
We call this model the CAusal Model with Measure-
ment Error (CAMME). Generally speaking, because of
the presence of measurement errors, the d-separation
patterns among Xi are different from those among
the underlying variables X̃i. This generating pro-
cess has been called the random measurement error
model in (Scheines & Ramsey, 2017). According
to the causal Markov condition (Spirtes et al., 2001;
Pearl, 2000), observed variables Xi and the underly-
ing variables X̃i may have different conditional inde-
pendence/dependence relations and, as a consequence,
the output of constraint-based approaches to causal
discovery is sensitive to such error, as demonstrated
in (Scheines & Ramsey, 2017). Furthermore, because of
the measurement error, the structural equation models
according to which the measurement-error-free vari-
ables X̃i are generated usually do not hold for the
observed variables Xi. (In fact, Xi follow error-in-
variables models, for which the identifiability of the un-
derlying causal relation is not clear.) Hence, approaches
based on structural equation models, such as the linear,
non-Gaussian, acyclic model (LiNGAM (Shimizu et al.,
2006)), will generally fail to find the correct causal
direction and causal model.

Measurement error changes 
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Extension 2: Causal Discovery in the 
Presence of  Measurement Error

• To estimate     over variables      from noisy 
observations  

• Conditional independence/dependence relations 
among      different from those among    

• Illustration: causal model X1 ← X2 ?

and X̃2 are dependent and X̃1 and X̃3 and condition-
ally independent given X̃2. Hence, the structure given
by constraint-based approaches to causal discovery on
the observed variables can be very different from the
causal structure over measurement-error-free variables.

One might apply other types of methods instead of the
constraint-based ones for causal discovery from data
with measurement error. In fact, as the measurement-
error-free variables are not observable, X̃2 in Figure 1
is actually a confounder for observed variables. As a
consequence, generally speaking, due to the effect of
the confounders, the independence noise assumption
underlying functional causal model-based approaches,
such as the method based on the linear, non-Gaussian,
acyclic model (Shimizu et al., 2006), will not hold for
the observed variables any more. Figure 3 gives an
illustration on this. Figure 3(a) shows the scatter plot
of X1 vs. X2 and the regression line from X2 to X1,
where X̃2, the noise in X̃1, and the measurement error
E2, are all uniformly distributed (⇢ = 0.4, and � = 1.4).
As seen from Figure 3(b), the residual of regressing
X1 on X2 is not independent from X2, although the
residual of regressing X̃1 on X̃2 is independent from
X̃2. As a result, the functional causal model-based
approaches to causal discovery may also fail to find the
causal structure of the measurement-error-free variables
from their contaminated observations.
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3 Canonical Representation of Causal
Models with Measurement Error

Let G̃ be the acyclic causal model over X̃i. Here we
call it measurement-error-free causal model. Let B be
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Figure 3: Illustration on how measurement error leads
to dependence between regression residual and con-
taminated cause. (a) Scatter plot of X2 and X1 with
measurement error in X2 together with the regression
line. (b) Scatter plot of the regression residual and
X2. Note that if we regress X̃1 on X̃2, the residual is
independent from X̃2.

the corresponding causal adjacency matrix for X̃i, in
which Bij is the coefficient of the direct causal influence
from X̃j to X̃i and Bii = 0. We have,

X̃ = BX̃+ Ẽ, (2)

where the components of Ẽ, Ẽi, have non-zero, finite
variances. Then X̃ is actually a linear transformation
of the error terms in Ẽ because (2) implies

X̃ = (I�B)�1

| {z }
,A

Ẽ. (3)

Now let us consider two types of nodes of G̃, namely,
leaf nodes (i.e., those that do not influence any other
node) and non-leaf nodes. Accordingly, the noise term
in their structural equation models also has distinct
behaviors: If X̃i is a leaf node, then Ẽi influences only
X̃i, not any other; otherwise Ẽi influences X̃i and at
least one other variable, X̃j , j 6= i. Consequently, we
can decompose the noise vector into two groups: ẼL

consists of the l noise terms that influence only leaf
nodes, and ẼNL contains the remaining noise terms.
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the confounders, the independence noise assumption
underlying functional causal model-based approaches,
such as the method based on the linear, non-Gaussian,
acyclic model (Shimizu et al., 2006), will not hold for
the observed variables any more. Figure 3 gives an
illustration on this. Figure 3(a) shows the scatter plot
of X1 vs. X2 and the regression line from X2 to X1,
where X̃2, the noise in X̃1, and the measurement error
E2, are all uniformly distributed (⇢ = 0.4, and � = 1.4).
As seen from Figure 3(b), the residual of regressing
X1 on X2 is not independent from X2, although the
residual of regressing X̃1 on X̃2 is independent from
X̃2. As a result, the functional causal model-based
approaches to causal discovery may also fail to find the
causal structure of the measurement-error-free variables
from their contaminated observations.
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Figure 3: Illustration on how measurement error leads
to dependence between regression residual and con-
taminated cause. (a) Scatter plot of X2 and X1 with
measurement error in X2 together with the regression
line. (b) Scatter plot of the regression residual and
X2. Note that if we regress X̃1 on X̃2, the residual is
independent from X̃2.
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which Bij is the coefficient of the direct causal influence
from X̃j to X̃i and Bii = 0. We have,

X̃ = BX̃+ Ẽ, (2)

where the components of Ẽ, Ẽi, have non-zero, finite
variances. Then X̃ is actually a linear transformation
of the error terms in Ẽ because (2) implies

X̃ = (I�B)�1
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Now let us consider two types of nodes of G̃, namely,
leaf nodes (i.e., those that do not influence any other
node) and non-leaf nodes. Accordingly, the noise term
in their structural equation models also has distinct
behaviors: If X̃i is a leaf node, then Ẽi influences only
X̃i, not any other; otherwise Ẽi influences X̃i and at
least one other variable, X̃j , j 6= i. Consequently, we
can decompose the noise vector into two groups: ẼL

consists of the l noise terms that influence only leaf
nodes, and ẼNL contains the remaining noise terms.
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Abstract

Measurement error in the observed values of
the variables can greatly change the output of
various causal discovery methods. This prob-
lem has received much attention in multiple
fields, but it is not clear to what extent the
causal model for the measurement-error-free
variables can be identified in the presence of
measurement error with unknown variance. In
this paper, we study precise sufficient identifi-
ability conditions for the measurement-error-
free causal model and show what information
of the causal model can be recovered from ob-
served data. In particular, we present two dif-
ferent sets of identifiability conditions, based
on the second-order statistics and higher-order
statistics of the data, respectively. The former
was inspired by the relationship between the
generating model of the measurement-error-
contaminated data and the factor analysis
model, and the latter makes use of the identi-
fiability result of the over-complete indepen-
dent component analysis problem.

1 Introduction

Understanding and using causal relations among vari-
ables of interest has been a fundamental problem in var-
ious fields, including biology, neuroscience, and social
sciences. Since interventions or controlled randomized
experiments are usually expensive or even impossible
to conduct, discovering causal information from obser-
vational data, known as causal discovery (Spirtes et al.,
2001; Pearl, 2000), has been an important task and
received much attention in computer science, statistics,
and philosophy. Roughly speaking, methods for causal
discovery are categorized into constraint-based ones,
such as the PC algorithm (Spirtes et al., 2001), and
score-based ones, such as Greedy Equivalence Search

(GES) (Chickering, 2002).

Causal discovery algorithms aim to find the causal
relations among the observed variables. However, in
many cases the measured variables are not identical to
the variables we intend to measure. For instance, the
measured brain signals may contain error introduced by
the instruments, and in social sciences many variables
are not directly measurable and one usually resorts to
proxies (e.g., for “regional security" in a particular area).
In this paper, we assume that the observed variables
Xi, i = 1, ..., n, are generated from the underlying
measurement-noise-free variables X̃i with additional
random measurement errors Ei:

Xi = X̃i + Ei. (1)

Here we assume that the measurement errors Ei are
independent from X̃i and have non-zero variances.
We call this model the CAusal Model with Measure-
ment Error (CAMME). Generally speaking, because of
the presence of measurement errors, the d-separation
patterns among Xi are different from those among
the underlying variables X̃i. This generating pro-
cess has been called the random measurement error
model in (Scheines & Ramsey, 2017). According
to the causal Markov condition (Spirtes et al., 2001;
Pearl, 2000), observed variables Xi and the underly-
ing variables X̃i may have different conditional inde-
pendence/dependence relations and, as a consequence,
the output of constraint-based approaches to causal
discovery is sensitive to such error, as demonstrated
in (Scheines & Ramsey, 2017). Furthermore, because of
the measurement error, the structural equation models
according to which the measurement-error-free vari-
ables X̃i are generated usually do not hold for the
observed variables Xi. (In fact, Xi follow error-in-
variables models, for which the identifiability of the un-
derlying causal relation is not clear.) Hence, approaches
based on structural equation models, such as the linear,
non-Gaussian, acyclic model (LiNGAM (Shimizu et al.,
2006)), will generally fail to find the correct causal
direction and causal model.

and X̃2 are dependent and X̃1 and X̃3 and condition-
ally independent given X̃2. Hence, the structure given
by constraint-based approaches to causal discovery on
the observed variables can be very different from the
causal structure over measurement-error-free variables.

One might apply other types of methods instead of the
constraint-based ones for causal discovery from data
with measurement error. In fact, as the measurement-
error-free variables are not observable, X̃2 in Figure 1
is actually a confounder for observed variables. As a
consequence, generally speaking, due to the effect of
the confounders, the independence noise assumption
underlying functional causal model-based approaches,
such as the method based on the linear, non-Gaussian,
acyclic model (Shimizu et al., 2006), will not hold for
the observed variables any more. Figure 3 gives an
illustration on this. Figure 3(a) shows the scatter plot
of X1 vs. X2 and the regression line from X2 to X1,
where X̃2, the noise in X̃1, and the measurement error
E2, are all uniformly distributed (⇢ = 0.4, and � = 1.4).
As seen from Figure 3(b), the residual of regressing
X1 on X2 is not independent from X2, although the
residual of regressing X̃1 on X̃2 is independent from
X̃2. As a result, the functional causal model-based
approaches to causal discovery may also fail to find the
causal structure of the measurement-error-free variables
from their contaminated observations.
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Figure 3: Illustration on how measurement error leads
to dependence between regression residual and con-
taminated cause. (a) Scatter plot of X2 and X1 with
measurement error in X2 together with the regression
line. (b) Scatter plot of the regression residual and
X2. Note that if we regress X̃1 on X̃2, the residual is
independent from X̃2.

the corresponding causal adjacency matrix for X̃i, in
which Bij is the coefficient of the direct causal influence
from X̃j to X̃i and Bii = 0. We have,

X̃ = BX̃+ Ẽ, (2)

where the components of Ẽ, Ẽi, have non-zero, finite
variances. Then X̃ is actually a linear transformation
of the error terms in Ẽ because (2) implies

X̃ = (I�B)�1

| {z }
,A

Ẽ. (3)

Now let us consider two types of nodes of G̃, namely,
leaf nodes (i.e., those that do not influence any other
node) and non-leaf nodes. Accordingly, the noise term
in their structural equation models also has distinct
behaviors: If X̃i is a leaf node, then Ẽi influences only
X̃i, not any other; otherwise Ẽi influences X̃i and at
least one other variable, X̃j , j 6= i. Consequently, we
can decompose the noise vector into two groups: ẼL

consists of the l noise terms that influence only leaf
nodes, and ẼNL contains the remaining noise terms.
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such as the PC algorithm (Spirtes et al., 2001), and
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Causal discovery algorithms aim to find the causal
relations among the observed variables. However, in
many cases the measured variables are not identical to
the variables we intend to measure. For instance, the
measured brain signals may contain error introduced by
the instruments, and in social sciences many variables
are not directly measurable and one usually resorts to
proxies (e.g., for “regional security" in a particular area).
In this paper, we assume that the observed variables
Xi, i = 1, ..., n, are generated from the underlying
measurement-noise-free variables X̃i with additional
random measurement errors Ei:

Xi = X̃i + Ei. (1)

Here we assume that the measurement errors Ei are
independent from X̃i and have non-zero variances.
We call this model the CAusal Model with Measure-
ment Error (CAMME). Generally speaking, because of
the presence of measurement errors, the d-separation
patterns among Xi are different from those among
the underlying variables X̃i. This generating pro-
cess has been called the random measurement error
model in (Scheines & Ramsey, 2017). According
to the causal Markov condition (Spirtes et al., 2001;
Pearl, 2000), observed variables Xi and the underly-
ing variables X̃i may have different conditional inde-
pendence/dependence relations and, as a consequence,
the output of constraint-based approaches to causal
discovery is sensitive to such error, as demonstrated
in (Scheines & Ramsey, 2017). Furthermore, because of
the measurement error, the structural equation models
according to which the measurement-error-free vari-
ables X̃i are generated usually do not hold for the
observed variables Xi. (In fact, Xi follow error-in-
variables models, for which the identifiability of the un-
derlying causal relation is not clear.) Hence, approaches
based on structural equation models, such as the linear,
non-Gaussian, acyclic model (LiNGAM (Shimizu et al.,
2006)), will generally fail to find the correct causal
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In this paper, we aim to estimate the causal model
underlying the measurement-error-free variables X̃i

from their observed values Xi contaminated by random
measurement error. We assume linearity of the causal
model and causal sufficiency relative to {X̃i}ni=1. We
particularly focus on the case where the causal structure
for X̃i is represented by a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG), although this condition can be weakened. In
order to develop principled causal discovery methods
to recover the causal model for {X̃i}ni=1 from observed
values of {Xi}ni=1, we have to address theoretical issues
include

• whether the causal model of interest is completely
or partially identifiable from the contaminated
observations,

• what are the precise identifiability conditions, and

• what information in the measured data is essential
for estimating the identifiable causal knowledge.

We make an attempt to answer the above questions on
both theoretical and methodological sides.

One of the main difficulties in dealing with causal dis-
covery in the presence of measurement error is because
the variances of the measurement errors are unknown.
Otherwise, if they are known, one can readily calculate
the covariance matrix of the measurement-error-free
variables X̃i and apply traditional causal discovery
methods such as the PC (Spirtes et al., 2001) or
GES (Chickering, 2002)) algorithm. It is worth noting
that there exist causal discovery methods to deal with
confounders, i.e., hidden direct common causes, such
as the Fast Causal Inference (FCI) algorithm (Spirtes
et al., 2001). However, they cannot estimate the causal
structure over the latent variables, which is what we aim
to recover in this paper. (Silva et al., 2006) and (Kum-
merfeld et al.) have provided algorithms for recovering
latent variables and their causal relations when each
latent variable has multiple measured effects. Their
problem is different from the measurement error set-
ting we consider, where clustering for latent common
causes is not required and each measured variable is the
direct effect of a single "true" variable. Furthermore,
as shown in next section, their models can be seen as
special cases of our setting.

2 Effect of Measurement Error on
Conditional Independence /
Dependence

We use an example to demonstrate how measurement
error changes the (conditional) independence and de-
pendence relationships in the data. More precisely,

we will see how the (conditional) independence and
independence relations between the observed variables
Xi are different from those between the measurement-
error-free variables X̃i. Suppose we observe X1, X2,
and X3, which are generated from measurement-error-
free variables according to the structure given in Fig-
ure 1. Clearly X̃1 is dependent on X̃2, while X̃1 and
X̃3 are conditionally independent given X̃2. One may
consider general settings for the variances of the mea-
surement errors. For simplicity, here let us assume that
there is only measurement error in X2, i.e., X1 = X̃1,
X2 = X̃2 + E2, and X3 = X̃3.

X̃1 X̃2 X̃3

X1 X2 X3

Figure 1: A linear CAMME to demonstrate the effect
of measurement error on conditional independence and
dependence relationships. For simplicity, we consider
the special case where there is measurement error only
in X2, i.e., X2 = X̃2 +E2, but X1 = X̃1 and X3 = X̃3.

Let ⇢̃12 be the correlation coefficient between X̃1 and
X̃2 and ⇢̃13,2 be the partial correlation coefficient be-
tween X̃1 and X̃3 given X̃2, which is zero. Let ⇢12

and ⇢13,2 be the corresponding correlation coefficient
and partial correlation coefficient in the presence of
measurement error. We also let ⇢̃12 = ⇢̃23 = ⇢̃ to make
the result simpler. So we have ⇢13 = ⇢̃13 = ⇢̃12⇢̃23 = ⇢̃

2.
Let � = Std(E2)

Std(X̃2)
. For the data with measurement error,

⇢12 =
Cov(X1, X2)

Var1/2(X1)Var1/2(X2)

=
Cov(X̃1, X̃2)

Var1/2(X̃1)(Var(X̃2) + Var(E2))1/2

=
⇢̃

(1 + �2)1/2
;

⇢13,2 =
⇢13 � ⇢12⇢23

(1� ⇢212)
1/2(1� ⇢223)

1/2

=
⇢̃13 � ⇢̃12⇢̃23

1+�2

�
1� ⇢̃2

(1+�2)

�1/2�
1� ⇢̃2

(1+�2)

�1/2

=
r
2
⇢̃
2

1 + �2 � ⇢̃2
.

As the variance of the measurement error in X2 in-
creases, � become larger, and ⇢12 decreases and finally
goes to zero; in contrast, ⇢13,2, which is zero for the
measurement-error-free variables, is increasing and fi-
nally converges to ⇢̃

2. See Figure 2 for an illustration.
In other words, in this example as the variance of the
measurement error in X2 increases, X1 and X2 be-
come more and more independent, while X1 and X3

are conditionally more and more dependent given X2.
However, for the measurement-error-free variables, X̃1

and X̃2 are dependent and X̃1 and X̃3 and condition-
ally independent given X̃2. Hence, the structure given
by constraint-based approaches to causal discovery on
the observed variables can be very different from the
causal structure over measurement-error-free variables.

One might apply other types of methods instead of the
constraint-based ones for causal discovery from data
with measurement error. In fact, as the measurement-
error-free variables are not observable, X̃2 in Figure 1
is actually a confounder for observed variables. As a
consequence, generally speaking, due to the effect of
the confounders, the independence noise assumption
underlying functional causal model-based approaches,
such as the method based on the linear, non-Gaussian,
acyclic model (Shimizu et al., 2006), will not hold for
the observed variables any more. Figure 3 gives an
illustration on this. Figure 3(a) shows the scatter plot
of X1 vs. X2 and the regression line from X2 to X1,
where X̃2, the noise in X̃1, and the measurement error
E2, are all uniformly distributed (⇢ = 0.4, and � = 1.4).
As seen from Figure 3(b), the residual of regressing
X1 on X2 is not independent from X2, although the
residual of regressing X̃1 on X̃2 is independent from
X̃2. As a result, the functional causal model-based
approaches to causal discovery may also fail to find the
causal structure of the measurement-error-free variables
from their contaminated observations.
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Figure 3: Illustration on how measurement error leads
to dependence between regression residual and con-
taminated cause. (a) Scatter plot of X2 and X1 with
measurement error in X2 together with the regression
line. (b) Scatter plot of the regression residual and
X2. Note that if we regress X̃1 on X̃2, the residual is
independent from X̃2.

the corresponding causal adjacency matrix for X̃i, in
which Bij is the coefficient of the direct causal influence
from X̃j to X̃i and Bii = 0. We have,

X̃ = BX̃+ Ẽ, (2)

where the components of Ẽ, Ẽi, have non-zero, finite
variances. Then X̃ is actually a linear transformation
of the error terms in Ẽ because (2) implies

X̃ = (I�B)�1

| {z }
,A

Ẽ. (3)

Now let us consider two types of nodes of G̃, namely,
leaf nodes (i.e., those that do not influence any other
node) and non-leaf nodes. Accordingly, the noise term
in their structural equation models also has distinct
behaviors: If X̃i is a leaf node, then Ẽi influences only
X̃i, not any other; otherwise Ẽi influences X̃i and at
least one other variable, X̃j , j 6= i. Consequently, we
can decompose the noise vector into two groups: ẼL

consists of the l noise terms that influence only leaf
nodes, and ẼNL contains the remaining noise terms.

Measurement error changes 

causal discovery results!



 Summary of  Identifiability Conditions
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causal graph 
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internal noise terms  

• ANL identifiable ⇒ ordered group 
decomposition identifiable! 

• For better (full) identifiability: 

• Same variance for meas. errors 

• Various types of  “sparsity”
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Equation (3) can be rewritten as

X̃ = ANLẼNL +ALẼL = X̃⇤ +ALẼL
, (4)

where X̃⇤ , ANLẼNL, ANL and AL are n ⇥ (n � l)
and n ⇥ l matrices, respectively. Here both A

L and
ANL have specific structures. All entries of AL are 0
or 1; for each column of AL, there is only one non-zero
entry. In contrast, each column of ANL has at least
two non-zero entries, representing the influences from
the corresponding non-leaf noise term.

Further consider the generating process of observed
variables Xi. Combining (1) and (4) gives

X = X̃⇤ +ALẼL +E = ANLẼNL + (ALẼL +E)

= ANLẼNL +E⇤ (5)

=
⇥
ANL I

⇤
·
"

ẼNL

E⇤

#
, (6)

where E⇤ = ALẼL + E and I denotes the identity
matrix. To make it more explicit, we give how X

⇤
i and

E
⇤
i are related to the original CAMME process:

X̃
⇤
i =

(
X̃i, if X̃i is not a leaf node in G̃;

X̃i � Ẽi, otherwise;
, and

(7)

E
⇤
i =

(
Ei, if X̃i is not a leaf node in G̃;

Ei + Ẽi, otherwise.

Clearly E
⇤
i s are independent across i, and as we shall

see in Section 4, the information shared by difference
Xi is still captured by X̃⇤.
Proposition 1. For each CAMME specified by (2) and

(1), there always exists an observationally equivalent

representation in the form of (5) or (6),

The proof was actually given in the construction proce-
dure of the representation (5) or (6) from the original
CAMME. We call the representation (5) or (6) the
canonical representation of the underlying CAMME
(CR-CAMME).

Example Set 1 Consider the following example with
three observed variables Xi, i = 1, 2, 3, for which X̃1 !
X̃2  X̃3, with causal relations X̃2 = aX̃1 + bX̃3 + Ẽ2.
That is,

B =
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and according to (3),

A =
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Therefore,
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In causal discovery from observations in the presence
of measurement error, we aim to recover information
of the measurement-error-free causal model G̃. Let us
define a new graphical model, G̃⇤. It is obtained by
replacing variables X̃i in G̃ with variables X̃⇤

i . In other
words, it has the same causal structure and causal
parameters (given by the B matrix) as G̃, but its nodes
correspond to variables X̃

⇤
i . If we manage to estimate

the structure of and involved causal parameters in
G̃

⇤, then G̃, the causal model of interest, is recovered.
Comparing with G̃, G̃

⇤ involves some deterministic
causal relations because each leaf node is a deterministic
function of its parents (the noise in leaf nodes has been
removed; see (7)). We defined the graphical model G̃⇤

because we cannot fully estimate the distribution of
measurement-error-free variables X̃, but might be able
to estimate that of X̃⇤, under proper assumptions.

In what follows, most of the time we assume

A0. The causal Markov condition holds for G̃ and the
distribution of X̃⇤

i is non-deterministically faithful

w.r.t. G̃
⇤, in the sense that if there exists S, a

subset of {X̃⇤
k : k 6= i, k 6= j}, such that neither

of X̃⇤
i and X̃

⇤
j is a deterministic function of S and

X̃
⇤
i ?? X̃

⇤
j |S holds, then X̃

⇤
i and X̃

⇤
j (or X̃i and

X̃j) are d-separated by S in G̃
⇤.

This non-deterministically faithfulness assumption ex-
cludes a particular type of parameter coupling in the
causal model for X̃i. in Figure 4 we give a causal
model in which the causal coefficients are carefully
chosen so that this assumption is violated: because
X̃

⇤
3 = aX̃

⇤
1 + bX̃

⇤
2 and X̃

⇤
4 = 2aX̃⇤

1 + 2bX̃⇤
2 + E

⇤
4 , we

have X̃
⇤
4 = 2X̃⇤

3 + E
⇤
4 , implying X̃

⇤
4 ?? X̃

⇤
1 | X̃⇤

3 and
X̃

⇤
4 ?? X̃

⇤
2 | X̃⇤

3 , which are not given by the causal
Markov condition on G̃. We note that this non-
deterministic faithfulness is defined for the distribution
of the constructed variables X̃

⇤
i , not the measurement-

error-free variables X̃i. (Bear in mind their relationship
given in (7).) This assumption is generally stronger
than the faithfulness assumption for the distribution of
X̃i. In particular, in the causal model given in Figure 4,

Factor analysis model: X = X⇤ +E⇤

= ANLẼNL +E⇤

In this paper, we aim to estimate the causal model
underlying the measurement-error-free variables X̃i

from their observed values Xi contaminated by random
measurement error. We assume linearity of the causal
model and causal sufficiency relative to {X̃i}ni=1. We
particularly focus on the case where the causal structure
for X̃i is represented by a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG), although this condition can be weakened. In
order to develop principled causal discovery methods
to recover the causal model for {X̃i}ni=1 from observed
values of {Xi}ni=1, we have to address theoretical issues
include

• whether the causal model of interest is completely
or partially identifiable from the contaminated
observations,

• what are the precise identifiability conditions, and

• what information in the measured data is essential
for estimating the identifiable causal knowledge.

We make an attempt to answer the above questions on
both theoretical and methodological sides.

One of the main difficulties in dealing with causal dis-
covery in the presence of measurement error is because
the variances of the measurement errors are unknown.
Otherwise, if they are known, one can readily calculate
the covariance matrix of the measurement-error-free
variables X̃i and apply traditional causal discovery
methods such as the PC (Spirtes et al., 2001) or
GES (Chickering, 2002)) algorithm. It is worth noting
that there exist causal discovery methods to deal with
confounders, i.e., hidden direct common causes, such
as the Fast Causal Inference (FCI) algorithm (Spirtes
et al., 2001). However, they cannot estimate the causal
structure over the latent variables, which is what we aim
to recover in this paper. (Silva et al., 2006) and (Kum-
merfeld et al.) have provided algorithms for recovering
latent variables and their causal relations when each
latent variable has multiple measured effects. Their
problem is different from the measurement error set-
ting we consider, where clustering for latent common
causes is not required and each measured variable is the
direct effect of a single "true" variable. Furthermore,
as shown in next section, their models can be seen as
special cases of our setting.

2 Effect of Measurement Error on
Conditional Independence /
Dependence

We use an example to demonstrate how measurement
error changes the (conditional) independence and de-
pendence relationships in the data. More precisely,

we will see how the (conditional) independence and
independence relations between the observed variables
Xi are different from those between the measurement-
error-free variables X̃i. Suppose we observe X1, X2,
and X3, which are generated from measurement-error-
free variables according to the structure given in Fig-
ure 1. Clearly X̃1 is dependent on X̃2, while X̃1 and
X̃3 are conditionally independent given X̃2. One may
consider general settings for the variances of the mea-
surement errors. For simplicity, here let us assume that
there is only measurement error in X2, i.e., X1 = X̃1,
X2 = X̃2 + E2, and X3 = X̃3.

X̃1 X̃2 X̃3

X1 X2 X3

Figure 1: A linear CAMME to demonstrate the effect
of measurement error on conditional independence and
dependence relationships. For simplicity, we consider
the special case where there is measurement error only
in X2, i.e., X2 = X̃2 +E2, but X1 = X̃1 and X3 = X̃3.

Let ⇢̃12 be the correlation coefficient between X̃1 and
X̃2 and ⇢̃13,2 be the partial correlation coefficient be-
tween X̃1 and X̃3 given X̃2, which is zero. Let ⇢12

and ⇢13,2 be the corresponding correlation coefficient
and partial correlation coefficient in the presence of
measurement error. We also let ⇢̃12 = ⇢̃23 = ⇢̃ to make
the result simpler. So we have ⇢13 = ⇢̃13 = ⇢̃12⇢̃23 = ⇢̃

2.
Let � = Std(E2)

Std(X̃2)
. For the data with measurement error,

⇢12 =
Cov(X1, X2)

Var1/2(X1)Var1/2(X2)

=
Cov(X̃1, X̃2)

Var1/2(X̃1)(Var(X̃2) + Var(E2))1/2

=
⇢̃

(1 + �2)1/2
;

⇢13,2 =
⇢13 � ⇢12⇢23
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=
r
2
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2

1 + �2 � ⇢̃2
.

As the variance of the measurement error in X2 in-
creases, � become larger, and ⇢12 decreases and finally
goes to zero; in contrast, ⇢13,2, which is zero for the
measurement-error-free variables, is increasing and fi-
nally converges to ⇢̃

2. See Figure 2 for an illustration.
In other words, in this example as the variance of the
measurement error in X2 increases, X1 and X2 be-
come more and more independent, while X1 and X3

are conditionally more and more dependent given X2.
However, for the measurement-error-free variables, X̃1

E⇤
1 E⇤

2 E⇤
3
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In this paper, we aim to estimate the causal model
underlying the measurement-error-free variables X̃i

from their observed values Xi contaminated by random
measurement error. We assume linearity of the causal
model and causal sufficiency relative to {X̃i}ni=1. We
particularly focus on the case where the causal structure
for X̃i is represented by a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG), although this condition can be weakened. In
order to develop principled causal discovery methods
to recover the causal model for {X̃i}ni=1 from observed
values of {Xi}ni=1, we have to address theoretical issues
include

• whether the causal model of interest is completely
or partially identifiable from the contaminated
observations,

• what are the precise identifiability conditions, and

• what information in the measured data is essential
for estimating the identifiable causal knowledge.

We make an attempt to answer the above questions on
both theoretical and methodological sides.

One of the main difficulties in dealing with causal dis-
covery in the presence of measurement error is because
the variances of the measurement errors are unknown.
Otherwise, if they are known, one can readily calculate
the covariance matrix of the measurement-error-free
variables X̃i and apply traditional causal discovery
methods such as the PC (Spirtes et al., 2001) or
GES (Chickering, 2002)) algorithm. It is worth noting
that there exist causal discovery methods to deal with
confounders, i.e., hidden direct common causes, such
as the Fast Causal Inference (FCI) algorithm (Spirtes
et al., 2001). However, they cannot estimate the causal
structure over the latent variables, which is what we aim
to recover in this paper. (Silva et al., 2006) and (Kum-
merfeld et al.) have provided algorithms for recovering
latent variables and their causal relations when each
latent variable has multiple measured effects. Their
problem is different from the measurement error set-
ting we consider, where clustering for latent common
causes is not required and each measured variable is the
direct effect of a single "true" variable. Furthermore,
as shown in next section, their models can be seen as
special cases of our setting.

2 Effect of Measurement Error on
Conditional Independence /
Dependence

We use an example to demonstrate how measurement
error changes the (conditional) independence and de-
pendence relationships in the data. More precisely,

we will see how the (conditional) independence and
independence relations between the observed variables
Xi are different from those between the measurement-
error-free variables X̃i. Suppose we observe X1, X2,
and X3, which are generated from measurement-error-
free variables according to the structure given in Fig-
ure 1. Clearly X̃1 is dependent on X̃2, while X̃1 and
X̃3 are conditionally independent given X̃2. One may
consider general settings for the variances of the mea-
surement errors. For simplicity, here let us assume that
there is only measurement error in X2, i.e., X1 = X̃1,
X2 = X̃2 + E2, and X3 = X̃3.
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Figure 1: A linear CAMME to demonstrate the effect
of measurement error on conditional independence and
dependence relationships. For simplicity, we consider
the special case where there is measurement error only
in X2, i.e., X2 = X̃2 +E2, but X1 = X̃1 and X3 = X̃3.

Let ⇢̃12 be the correlation coefficient between X̃1 and
X̃2 and ⇢̃13,2 be the partial correlation coefficient be-
tween X̃1 and X̃3 given X̃2, which is zero. Let ⇢12

and ⇢13,2 be the corresponding correlation coefficient
and partial correlation coefficient in the presence of
measurement error. We also let ⇢̃12 = ⇢̃23 = ⇢̃ to make
the result simpler. So we have ⇢13 = ⇢̃13 = ⇢̃12⇢̃23 = ⇢̃

2.
Let � = Std(E2)

Std(X̃2)
. For the data with measurement error,

⇢12 =
Cov(X1, X2)

Var1/2(X1)Var1/2(X2)

=
Cov(X̃1, X̃2)

Var1/2(X̃1)(Var(X̃2) + Var(E2))1/2

=
⇢̃

(1 + �2)1/2
;

⇢13,2 =
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As the variance of the measurement error in X2 in-
creases, � become larger, and ⇢12 decreases and finally
goes to zero; in contrast, ⇢13,2, which is zero for the
measurement-error-free variables, is increasing and fi-
nally converges to ⇢̃

2. See Figure 2 for an illustration.
In other words, in this example as the variance of the
measurement error in X2 increases, X1 and X2 be-
come more and more independent, while X1 and X3
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X = X⇤ +E⇤ = ANLẼNL +E⇤ =
⇥
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Equation (3) can be rewritten as

X̃ = ANLẼNL +ALẼL = X̃⇤ +ALẼL
, (4)

where X̃⇤ , ANLẼNL, ANL and AL are n ⇥ (n � l)
and n ⇥ l matrices, respectively. Here both A

L and
ANL have specific structures. All entries of AL are 0
or 1; for each column of AL, there is only one non-zero
entry. In contrast, each column of ANL has at least
two non-zero entries, representing the influences from
the corresponding non-leaf noise term.

Further consider the generating process of observed
variables Xi. Combining (1) and (4) gives

X = X̃⇤ +ALẼL +E = ANLẼNL + (ALẼL +E)

= ANLẼNL +E⇤ (5)

=
⇥
ANL I

⇤
·
"

ẼNL

E⇤

#
, (6)

where E⇤ = ALẼL + E and I denotes the identity
matrix. To make it more explicit, we give how X

⇤
i and

E
⇤
i are related to the original CAMME process:

X̃
⇤
i =

(
X̃i, if X̃i is not a leaf node in G̃;

X̃i � Ẽi, otherwise;
, and

(7)

E
⇤
i =

(
Ei, if X̃i is not a leaf node in G̃;

Ei + Ẽi, otherwise.

Clearly E
⇤
i s are independent across i, and as we shall

see in Section 4, the information shared by difference
Xi is still captured by X̃⇤.
Proposition 1. For each CAMME specified by (2) and

(1), there always exists an observationally equivalent

representation in the form of (5) or (6),

The proof was actually given in the construction proce-
dure of the representation (5) or (6) from the original
CAMME. We call the representation (5) or (6) the
canonical representation of the underlying CAMME
(CR-CAMME).

Example Set 1 Consider the following example with
three observed variables Xi, i = 1, 2, 3, for which X̃1 !
X̃2  X̃3, with causal relations X̃2 = aX̃1 + bX̃3 + Ẽ2.
That is,
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and according to (3),
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In causal discovery from observations in the presence
of measurement error, we aim to recover information
of the measurement-error-free causal model G̃. Let us
define a new graphical model, G̃⇤. It is obtained by
replacing variables X̃i in G̃ with variables X̃⇤

i . In other
words, it has the same causal structure and causal
parameters (given by the B matrix) as G̃, but its nodes
correspond to variables X̃

⇤
i . If we manage to estimate

the structure of and involved causal parameters in
G̃

⇤, then G̃, the causal model of interest, is recovered.
Comparing with G̃, G̃

⇤ involves some deterministic
causal relations because each leaf node is a deterministic
function of its parents (the noise in leaf nodes has been
removed; see (7)). We defined the graphical model G̃⇤

because we cannot fully estimate the distribution of
measurement-error-free variables X̃, but might be able
to estimate that of X̃⇤, under proper assumptions.

In what follows, most of the time we assume

A0. The causal Markov condition holds for G̃ and the
distribution of X̃⇤

i is non-deterministically faithful

w.r.t. G̃
⇤, in the sense that if there exists S, a

subset of {X̃⇤
k : k 6= i, k 6= j}, such that neither

of X̃⇤
i and X̃

⇤
j is a deterministic function of S and

X̃
⇤
i ?? X̃

⇤
j |S holds, then X̃

⇤
i and X̃

⇤
j (or X̃i and

X̃j) are d-separated by S in G̃
⇤.

This non-deterministically faithfulness assumption ex-
cludes a particular type of parameter coupling in the
causal model for X̃i. in Figure 4 we give a causal
model in which the causal coefficients are carefully
chosen so that this assumption is violated: because
X̃

⇤
3 = aX̃

⇤
1 + bX̃

⇤
2 and X̃

⇤
4 = 2aX̃⇤

1 + 2bX̃⇤
2 + E

⇤
4 , we

have X̃
⇤
4 = 2X̃⇤

3 + E
⇤
4 , implying X̃

⇤
4 ?? X̃

⇤
1 | X̃⇤

3 and
X̃

⇤
4 ?? X̃

⇤
2 | X̃⇤

3 , which are not given by the causal
Markov condition on G̃. We note that this non-
deterministic faithfulness is defined for the distribution
of the constructed variables X̃

⇤
i , not the measurement-

error-free variables X̃i. (Bear in mind their relationship
given in (7).) This assumption is generally stronger
than the faithfulness assumption for the distribution of
X̃i. In particular, in the causal model given in Figure 4,

Factor analysis model: X = X⇤ +E⇤

= ANLẼNL +E⇤

In this paper, we aim to estimate the causal model
underlying the measurement-error-free variables X̃i

from their observed values Xi contaminated by random
measurement error. We assume linearity of the causal
model and causal sufficiency relative to {X̃i}ni=1. We
particularly focus on the case where the causal structure
for X̃i is represented by a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG), although this condition can be weakened. In
order to develop principled causal discovery methods
to recover the causal model for {X̃i}ni=1 from observed
values of {Xi}ni=1, we have to address theoretical issues
include

• whether the causal model of interest is completely
or partially identifiable from the contaminated
observations,

• what are the precise identifiability conditions, and

• what information in the measured data is essential
for estimating the identifiable causal knowledge.

We make an attempt to answer the above questions on
both theoretical and methodological sides.

One of the main difficulties in dealing with causal dis-
covery in the presence of measurement error is because
the variances of the measurement errors are unknown.
Otherwise, if they are known, one can readily calculate
the covariance matrix of the measurement-error-free
variables X̃i and apply traditional causal discovery
methods such as the PC (Spirtes et al., 2001) or
GES (Chickering, 2002)) algorithm. It is worth noting
that there exist causal discovery methods to deal with
confounders, i.e., hidden direct common causes, such
as the Fast Causal Inference (FCI) algorithm (Spirtes
et al., 2001). However, they cannot estimate the causal
structure over the latent variables, which is what we aim
to recover in this paper. (Silva et al., 2006) and (Kum-
merfeld et al.) have provided algorithms for recovering
latent variables and their causal relations when each
latent variable has multiple measured effects. Their
problem is different from the measurement error set-
ting we consider, where clustering for latent common
causes is not required and each measured variable is the
direct effect of a single "true" variable. Furthermore,
as shown in next section, their models can be seen as
special cases of our setting.

2 Effect of Measurement Error on
Conditional Independence /
Dependence

We use an example to demonstrate how measurement
error changes the (conditional) independence and de-
pendence relationships in the data. More precisely,

we will see how the (conditional) independence and
independence relations between the observed variables
Xi are different from those between the measurement-
error-free variables X̃i. Suppose we observe X1, X2,
and X3, which are generated from measurement-error-
free variables according to the structure given in Fig-
ure 1. Clearly X̃1 is dependent on X̃2, while X̃1 and
X̃3 are conditionally independent given X̃2. One may
consider general settings for the variances of the mea-
surement errors. For simplicity, here let us assume that
there is only measurement error in X2, i.e., X1 = X̃1,
X2 = X̃2 + E2, and X3 = X̃3.
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Figure 1: A linear CAMME to demonstrate the effect
of measurement error on conditional independence and
dependence relationships. For simplicity, we consider
the special case where there is measurement error only
in X2, i.e., X2 = X̃2 +E2, but X1 = X̃1 and X3 = X̃3.

Let ⇢̃12 be the correlation coefficient between X̃1 and
X̃2 and ⇢̃13,2 be the partial correlation coefficient be-
tween X̃1 and X̃3 given X̃2, which is zero. Let ⇢12

and ⇢13,2 be the corresponding correlation coefficient
and partial correlation coefficient in the presence of
measurement error. We also let ⇢̃12 = ⇢̃23 = ⇢̃ to make
the result simpler. So we have ⇢13 = ⇢̃13 = ⇢̃12⇢̃23 = ⇢̃
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�
1� ⇢̃2

(1+�2)

�1/2�
1� ⇢̃2

(1+�2)

�1/2

=
r
2
⇢̃
2

1 + �2 � ⇢̃2
.

As the variance of the measurement error in X2 in-
creases, � become larger, and ⇢12 decreases and finally
goes to zero; in contrast, ⇢13,2, which is zero for the
measurement-error-free variables, is increasing and fi-
nally converges to ⇢̃

2. See Figure 2 for an illustration.
In other words, in this example as the variance of the
measurement error in X2 increases, X1 and X2 be-
come more and more independent, while X1 and X3

are conditionally more and more dependent given X2.
However, for the measurement-error-free variables, X̃1

E⇤
1 E⇤

2 E⇤
3

ANL : determined by G̃

ẼNL
2

In this paper, we aim to estimate the causal model
underlying the measurement-error-free variables X̃i

from their observed values Xi contaminated by random
measurement error. We assume linearity of the causal
model and causal sufficiency relative to {X̃i}ni=1. We
particularly focus on the case where the causal structure
for X̃i is represented by a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG), although this condition can be weakened. In
order to develop principled causal discovery methods
to recover the causal model for {X̃i}ni=1 from observed
values of {Xi}ni=1, we have to address theoretical issues
include

• whether the causal model of interest is completely
or partially identifiable from the contaminated
observations,

• what are the precise identifiability conditions, and

• what information in the measured data is essential
for estimating the identifiable causal knowledge.

We make an attempt to answer the above questions on
both theoretical and methodological sides.

One of the main difficulties in dealing with causal dis-
covery in the presence of measurement error is because
the variances of the measurement errors are unknown.
Otherwise, if they are known, one can readily calculate
the covariance matrix of the measurement-error-free
variables X̃i and apply traditional causal discovery
methods such as the PC (Spirtes et al., 2001) or
GES (Chickering, 2002)) algorithm. It is worth noting
that there exist causal discovery methods to deal with
confounders, i.e., hidden direct common causes, such
as the Fast Causal Inference (FCI) algorithm (Spirtes
et al., 2001). However, they cannot estimate the causal
structure over the latent variables, which is what we aim
to recover in this paper. (Silva et al., 2006) and (Kum-
merfeld et al.) have provided algorithms for recovering
latent variables and their causal relations when each
latent variable has multiple measured effects. Their
problem is different from the measurement error set-
ting we consider, where clustering for latent common
causes is not required and each measured variable is the
direct effect of a single "true" variable. Furthermore,
as shown in next section, their models can be seen as
special cases of our setting.

2 Effect of Measurement Error on
Conditional Independence /
Dependence

We use an example to demonstrate how measurement
error changes the (conditional) independence and de-
pendence relationships in the data. More precisely,

we will see how the (conditional) independence and
independence relations between the observed variables
Xi are different from those between the measurement-
error-free variables X̃i. Suppose we observe X1, X2,
and X3, which are generated from measurement-error-
free variables according to the structure given in Fig-
ure 1. Clearly X̃1 is dependent on X̃2, while X̃1 and
X̃3 are conditionally independent given X̃2. One may
consider general settings for the variances of the mea-
surement errors. For simplicity, here let us assume that
there is only measurement error in X2, i.e., X1 = X̃1,
X2 = X̃2 + E2, and X3 = X̃3.

X̃1 X̃2 X̃3

X1 X2 X3

X̃⇤
1 X̃⇤

2 X̃⇤
3

X1 X2 X3

Figure 1: A linear CAMME to demonstrate the effect
of measurement error on conditional independence and
dependence relationships. For simplicity, we consider
the special case where there is measurement error only
in X2, i.e., X2 = X̃2 +E2, but X1 = X̃1 and X3 = X̃3.

Let ⇢̃12 be the correlation coefficient between X̃1 and
X̃2 and ⇢̃13,2 be the partial correlation coefficient be-
tween X̃1 and X̃3 given X̃2, which is zero. Let ⇢12

and ⇢13,2 be the corresponding correlation coefficient
and partial correlation coefficient in the presence of
measurement error. We also let ⇢̃12 = ⇢̃23 = ⇢̃ to make
the result simpler. So we have ⇢13 = ⇢̃13 = ⇢̃12⇢̃23 = ⇢̃

2.
Let � = Std(E2)

Std(X̃2)
. For the data with measurement error,

⇢12 =
Cov(X1, X2)

Var1/2(X1)Var1/2(X2)

=
Cov(X̃1, X̃2)

Var1/2(X̃1)(Var(X̃2) + Var(E2))1/2

=
⇢̃

(1 + �2)1/2
;

⇢13,2 =
⇢13 � ⇢12⇢23

(1� ⇢212)
1/2(1� ⇢223)

1/2

=
⇢̃13 � ⇢̃12⇢̃23

1+�2

�
1� ⇢̃2

(1+�2)

�1/2�
1� ⇢̃2

(1+�2)

�1/2

=
r
2
⇢̃
2

1 + �2 � ⇢̃2
.

As the variance of the measurement error in X2 in-
creases, � become larger, and ⇢12 decreases and finally
goes to zero; in contrast, ⇢13,2, which is zero for the
measurement-error-free variables, is increasing and fi-
nally converges to ⇢̃

2. See Figure 2 for an illustration.
In other words, in this example as the variance of the
measurement error in X2 increases, X1 and X2 be-
come more and more independent, while X1 and X3

E⇤
1

=Ẽ1 + E1

E⇤
3

=Ẽ3 + E3

E⇤
2

=E3

ẼNL
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Second-order statistics: related 
to factor analysis model

Higher-order statistics: related to 
over-complete ICA



Selection Bias
• Selection bias: The chance of  including a data point in the 

sample depends on some attributes of  the point 

• Examples 

• Hospital-based disease research 

• Often distorts the results of  statistical analysis 

• In causal inference, both learning causal structures and 
estimating causal mechanisms become more difficult
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Figure 6: Illustration of the e↵ect of outcome-dependent selection. The data were generated from a linear
additive noise model Y = X + E with selection on Y . Left: The data distribution on the whole population
(before applying selection bias). Middle: The distribution of selected data (with selection bias). Right: The
distribution of the estimated noise and cause on the selected data: they are clearly not independent.

First note that if ⌘00E1
6= 0, f(1)0

f(2)0 can be written as

a function of f (1)(x); otherwise, there will exist two

points x1 and x2 corresponding to the same one value

of f (1)(x) but di↵erent values of
f(1)0
f(2)0 , and then (25)

cannot hold on both x1 and x2, leading to a contradic-

tion.

Since
f(1)0

f(2)0 � 1 as a function of f (1)(x), we let
f(1)0

f(2)0 �
1 = fc(f (1)(x)). Further note that l00� is a function of

(f (1)(x) + e1) and that ⌘00E1
is a function of e1. Eq. 25

is then the multiplicative Pexider functional equation

with arguments f (1)(x) and e1. According to Theorem

3.2.3 in (Castillo, 1992), we have the following three

possible solutions to the above functional equation:

P1: l00�(y) ⌘ 0, ⌘00E1
⌘ 0;

P2: l00�(y) ⌘ 0, f(1)0

f(2)0 � 1 ⌘ 0;

P3: l00�(y) = �abecy, ⌘00E1
= aece1 , f(1)0

f(2)0 � 1 = becf
(1)(x)

.

Here a, b, and c are some constants.

We consider the above possible solutions one by one.

1. Solution P1 is not valid, because the condition that

⌘00E2
⌘ 0 does not correspond to a valid distribu-

tion (Kagan et al., 1973).

2. If P2 holds, we have f (1)0 = f (2)0
, i.e., f (1)(x) =

f (2)(x)+ c1, where c1 is a constant. Consequently

e2 = e1 + c1. (Note that the mean of the noise is

not fixed; if one sets it to a constant, say, 0, c1
will then be 0.) Moreover, the condition l00�(y) ⌘ 0
implies that l0�(y) = c2 or that l�(y) = c2y + d1.
That is,

�r(y) = ec2y+d1 = ed1 · ec2f1(x) · ec2e1 .

Bearing (12) in mind , we then have the following

relationships between p(1)X and p(2)X and between

pE1 and pE2 accordingly:

p(2)X / p(1)X · e�c2f
(1)(x),

pE2 / pE1 · e�c2e1 =/ pE1(e2 � c1) · e�c2e2 .

3. If P3 holds, c must be zero such that E1 has a valid

distribution. Furthermore, E1 must be Gaussian

(and correspondingly a must be negative) of the

form pE1 / e
a
2 e

2
1+c3e1+d2 (Kagan et al., 1973). If

the noise is assumed to have a zero mean, then

pE1 / e
a
2 e

2
1 . (26)

Equation
f(1)0

f(2)0 � 1 = b implies that f (2)0 =
1

1+bf
(1)0

, i.e., f (2)(x) = 1
1+bf

(1)(x) + d3. Cor-

respondingly, l00�(y) = �ab, leading to

�r(y) = e
�ab
2 y2+c4y+d4 , (27)

which is a Gaussian function.

Q.E.D.

S4. Proof of Corollary 3

Proof 3 This directly follows from Theorem 2. Here

we set �2(y) ⌘ 1, i.e., (F2,�2(y)) is an ordinary

ANM F2. According to Theorem 1, when E1 is

non-Gaussian, if (F2,�2(y)) and (F1,�1(y)) produce

the same distribution over (X,Y ), then �r(y) =
�2(y)/�1(y) = ��1

1 (y) / ec2y for a constant c2, which
contradicts a). Similarly, when E1 is Gaussian, to

make (11) hold, �r(y) = ��1
1 (y) / e�

ab
2 y2+c4y for

some constants a, b, and c4, contradicting b). Q.E.D.



Extension 3: Causal Discovery & Inference 
under Different Kinds of Selection Bias

causal interpretations), including intervention e↵ects.
In addition to the work on various selection models
in econometrics and social science (Heckman, 1979;
Winship & Mare, 1992), recent literature has seen in-
teresting work on the recoverability of causal param-
eters based on graphical models (Didelez et al., 2010;
Bareinboim & Pearl, 2012; Bareinboim et al., 2014;
Evans & Didelez, 2015). Much of this work, however,
deals with linear models or discrete variables, whereas
we are concerned in this paper with continous variables
that may bear a nonlinear relationship.

We will proceed as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the general setup and briefly discuss several types of
selection, before focusing our attention on the situa-
tion where the selection depends on the e↵ect variable,
known as outcome-dependent selection. In Section 3,
we show that in the framework of post-nonlinear causal
models, once outcome-dependent selection is properly
modeled, the causal direction between two variables is
generically identifiable. In Section 4, we identify some
mild conditions under which an additive noise causal
model with outcome-dependent selection is to a large
extent identifiable. We then propose, in Section 5, two
methods for estimating an additive noise model from
data that are generated with outcome-dependent se-
lection. Some experiments are reported in Section 6.

2 Outcome-Dependent Selection Bias

A common way to represent selection bias is to use a
binary selection variable S encoding whether or not a
unit is included in the sample. Suppose we are inter-
ested in the relationship between X and Y , where X
has a causal influence on Y . Let pXY denote the joint
distribution of X and Y in the population. Thanks to
selection, the selected sample follows pXY |S=1 instead
of pXY . In general, pXY |S=1 6= pXY , and that is how
selection may distort statistical and causal inference.
However, di↵erent kinds of selection engender di↵er-
ent levels of di�culty. In general, S may depend on
any number of substantive variables, as illustrated in
Figure 1, where X = (X1, X2). 1

1
In this paper, we assume that we only know which vari-

ables the selection variable S depends on, but the selection

mechanism is unknown, i.e., the probability of S = 1 given

those variables is unknown. Notice that we do not have

access to the data points that were not selected. This is

very di↵erent from Heckman’s framework to correct the

bias caused by a censored sample (Heckman, 1979), which

assumes access to an i.i.d. sample from the whole popula-

tion, on which the Y values are observable only for the data

points that satisfy the selection criterion (implied by the

selection equation), but other attributes of the “censored”

points are still available, enabling one to directly identify

the selection mechanism.

W X1 X2 Y

S

W X1 X2 Y

S U

(a) (b)

W X1 X2 Y

S

W X1 X2 Y

S

(c) (d)

Figure 1: Illustration of di↵erent situations with sam-
ple selection bias. (a) S depends on X = (X1, X2) but
not on Y . (b) S depends on X and is also statistically
dependent on Y given X due to a confounder U . (c)
S directly depends solely on Y (outcome-dependent
selection). (d) S depends on both X and Y .

Selection Bias on the Cause For the purpose of
causal inference, the least problematic kind of situa-
tion is depicted in Figure 1(a), in which S is indepen-
dent of the e↵ect variable Y given the cause variable
X. It follows that pY |X,S=1 = pY |X . That is, the
selection bias does not distort the conditional distri-
bution of the e↵ect Y given the cause X or the struc-
tural equation model for the causal process. In such
a situation, causal inference can essentially proceed as
usual. However, if there is a (latent) confounder for
Y and S, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), S and Y are
not conditionally independent given X any more, that
is, pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X . Such a distortion may be cor-
rected under rather restrictive assumptions; see, e.g.,
Heckman’s correction (Heckman, 1979).

Selection Bias on the E↵ect If the selection de-
pends solely on the e↵ect, as depicted in Figure 1(c),
then pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X , and the selection bias, if not
corrected, will mislead inference. Consider, for exam-
ple, a standard assumption in functional causal mod-
eling that the e↵ect Y is a function of the cause vari-
able X and an noise variable E that is independent
of X. Suppose this assumption holds in the popula-
tion. With the outcome-dependent selection, X and
E are typically not independent in the selected sam-
ple, as they are typically not independent conditional
on S (which is a descendant of a collider between X
and E, i.e., Y ). Furthermore, even if one fits a regres-
sion model on selected sample, the estimated residual
(which is usually di↵erent from the true noise term in
the causal process) is usually not independent from X;
we will get back to this issue in Section 4.1.

This kind of selection is known as outcome-dependent

selection bias (OSB) (Didelez et al., 2010; Bareinboim
et al., 2014), and will be our focus in this paper. We
will show that although outcome-dependent selection
seriously complicates analysis, it can be handled in

• Is the causal direction between two variables identifiable?  

• Is the causal mechanism as represented by a SEM identifiable?

Selected sample follows PXY|S=1 instead of PXY (dstr in the population)



Causal Discovery & Inference under 
Different Kinds of Selection Bias

(c) Outcome-dependent 
selection bias (OSB): 
PY|X,S=1 ≠ PY|X

causal interpretations), including intervention e↵ects.
In addition to the work on various selection models
in econometrics and social science (Heckman, 1979;
Winship & Mare, 1992), recent literature has seen in-
teresting work on the recoverability of causal param-
eters based on graphical models (Didelez et al., 2010;
Bareinboim & Pearl, 2012; Bareinboim et al., 2014;
Evans & Didelez, 2015). Much of this work, however,
deals with linear models or discrete variables, whereas
we are concerned in this paper with continuous vari-
ables that may bear a nonlinear relationship.

We will proceed as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the general setup and briefly discuss several types of
selection, before focusing our attention on the situa-
tion where the selection depends on the e↵ect variable,
known as outcome-dependent selection. In Section 3,
we show that in the framework of post-nonlinear causal
models, once outcome-dependent selection is properly
modeled, the causal direction between two variables is
generically identifiable. In Section 4, we identify some
mild conditions under which an additive noise causal
model with outcome-dependent selection is to a large
extent identifiable. We then propose, in Section 5, two
methods for estimating an additive noise model from
data that are generated with outcome-dependent se-
lection. Some experiments are reported in Section 6.

2 Outcome-Dependent Selection Bias

A common way to represent selection bias is to use a
binary selection variable S encoding whether or not
a unit is included in the sample. Suppose we are in-
terested in the relationship between X and Y , where
X has a causal influence on Y . Let pXY denote the
joint distribution of X and Y in the population. The
selected sample follows pXY |S=1 instead of pXY . In
general, pXY |S=1 6= pXY , and that is how selection
may distort statistical and causal inference. However,
di↵erent kinds of selection engender di↵erent levels of
di�culty. In general, S may depend on any number of
substantive variables, as illustrated in Figure 1, where
X = (X1, X2). 1

1
In this paper, we assume that we only know which vari-

ables the selection variable S depends on, but the selection

mechanism is unknown, i.e., the probability of S = 1 given

those variables is unknown. Notice that we do not have

access to the data points that were not selected. This is

very di↵erent from Heckman’s framework to correct the

bias caused by a censored sample (Heckman, 1979), which

assumes access to an i.i.d. sample from the whole popula-

tion, on which the Y values are observable only for the data

points that satisfy the selection criterion (implied by the

selection equation), but other attributes of the “censored”

points are still available, enabling one to directly identify

the selection mechanism.

W X1 X2 Y

S

W X1 X2 Y

S U

(a) (b)

W X1 X2 Y

S

W X1 X2 Y

S

(c) (d)

Figure 1: Illustration of di↵erent situations with sam-
ple selection bias. (a) S depends on X = (X1, X2) but
not on Y . (b) S depends on X and is also statistically
dependent on Y given X due to a confounder U . (c)
S directly depends solely on Y (outcome-dependent
selection). (d) S depends on both X and Y .

Selection Bias on the Cause For the purpose of
causal inference, the least problematic kind of situa-
tion is depicted in Figure 1(a), in which S is indepen-
dent of the e↵ect variable Y given the cause variable
X. It follows that pY |X,S=1 = pY |X . That is, the
selection bias does not distort the conditional distri-
bution of the e↵ect Y given the cause X or the struc-
tural equation model for the causal process. In such
a situation, causal inference can essentially proceed as
usual. However, if there is a (latent) confounder for
Y and S, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), S and Y are
not conditionally independent given X any more, that
is, pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X . Such a distortion may be cor-
rected under rather restrictive assumptions; see, e.g.,
Heckman’s correction (Heckman, 1979).

Selection Bias on the E↵ect If the selection de-
pends solely on the e↵ect, as depicted in Figure 1(c),
then pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X , and the selection bias, if not
corrected, will mislead inference. Consider, for exam-
ple, a standard assumption in functional causal mod-
eling that the e↵ect Y is a function of the cause vari-
able X and an noise variable E that is independent
of X. Suppose this assumption holds in the popula-
tion. With the outcome-dependent selection, X and
E are typically not independent in the selected sam-
ple, as they are typically not independent conditional
on S (which is a descendant of a collider between X
and E, i.e., Y ). Furthermore, even if one fits a regres-
sion model on selected sample, the estimated residual
(which is usually di↵erent from the true noise term in
the causal process) is usually not independent from X;
we will get back to this issue in Section 4.1.

This kind of selection is known as outcome-dependent

selection bias (OSB) (Didelez et al., 2010; Bareinboim
et al., 2014), and will be our focus in this paper. We
will show that although outcome-dependent selection
seriously complicates analysis, it can be handled in
the identification and estimation of functional causal

Selected sample follows PXY|S=1 instead of PXY (dstr in the population)

• Is the causal direction between two variables identifiable?  

• Is the causal mechanism as represented by a SEM identifiable?

Zhang, Zhang, Huang, Schölkopf, Glymour, On the Identifiability and Estimation of Functional 
Causal Models in the Presence of Outcome-Dependent Selection, Proc. UAI 2016, plenary talk



Effect of OSB

• The distribution of the observed sample is changed by the 
selection process 

• Illustration: Error is not independent any more from cause
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Figure 6: Illustration of the e↵ect of outcome-dependent selection. The data were generated from a linear
additive noise model Y = X + E with selection on Y . Left: The data distribution on the whole population
(before applying selection bias). Middle: The distribution of selected data (with selection bias). Right: The
distribution of the estimated noise and cause on the selected data: they are clearly not independent.

First note that if ⌘00E1
6= 0, f(1)0

f(2)0 can be written as

a function of f (1)(x); otherwise, there will exist two

points x1 and x2 corresponding to the same one value

of f (1)(x) but di↵erent values of
f(1)0
f(2)0 , and then (25)

cannot hold on both x1 and x2, leading to a contradic-

tion.

Since
f(1)0

f(2)0 � 1 as a function of f (1)(x), we let
f(1)0

f(2)0 �
1 = fc(f (1)(x)). Further note that l00� is a function of

(f (1)(x) + e1) and that ⌘00E1
is a function of e1. Eq. 25

is then the multiplicative Pexider functional equation

with arguments f (1)(x) and e1. According to Theorem

3.2.3 in (Castillo, 1992), we have the following three

possible solutions to the above functional equation:

P1: l00�(y) ⌘ 0, ⌘00E1
⌘ 0;

P2: l00�(y) ⌘ 0, f(1)0

f(2)0 � 1 ⌘ 0;

P3: l00�(y) = �abecy, ⌘00E1
= aece1 , f(1)0

f(2)0 � 1 = becf
(1)(x)

.

Here a, b, and c are some constants.

We consider the above possible solutions one by one.

1. Solution P1 is not valid, because the condition that

⌘00E2
⌘ 0 does not correspond to a valid distribu-

tion (Kagan et al., 1973).

2. If P2 holds, we have f (1)0 = f (2)0
, i.e., f (1)(x) =

f (2)(x)+ c1, where c1 is a constant. Consequently

e2 = e1 + c1. (Note that the mean of the noise is

not fixed; if one sets it to a constant, say, 0, c1
will then be 0.) Moreover, the condition l00�(y) ⌘ 0
implies that l0�(y) = c2 or that l�(y) = c2y + d1.
That is,

�r(y) = ec2y+d1 = ed1 · ec2f1(x) · ec2e1 .

Bearing (12) in mind , we then have the following

relationships between p(1)X and p(2)X and between

pE1 and pE2 accordingly:

p(2)X / p(1)X · e�c2f
(1)(x),

pE2 / pE1 · e�c2e1 =/ pE1(e2 � c1) · e�c2e2 .

3. If P3 holds, c must be zero such that E1 has a valid

distribution. Furthermore, E1 must be Gaussian

(and correspondingly a must be negative) of the

form pE1 / e
a
2 e

2
1+c3e1+d2 (Kagan et al., 1973). If

the noise is assumed to have a zero mean, then

pE1 / e
a
2 e

2
1 . (26)

Equation
f(1)0

f(2)0 � 1 = b implies that f (2)0 =
1

1+bf
(1)0

, i.e., f (2)(x) = 1
1+bf

(1)(x) + d3. Cor-

respondingly, l00�(y) = �ab, leading to

�r(y) = e
�ab
2 y2+c4y+d4 , (27)

which is a Gaussian function.

Q.E.D.

S4. Proof of Corollary 3

Proof 3 This directly follows from Theorem 2. Here

we set �2(y) ⌘ 1, i.e., (F2,�2(y)) is an ordinary

ANM F2. According to Theorem 1, when E1 is

non-Gaussian, if (F2,�2(y)) and (F1,�1(y)) produce

the same distribution over (X,Y ), then �r(y) =
�2(y)/�1(y) = ��1

1 (y) / ec2y for a constant c2, which
contradicts a). Similarly, when E1 is Gaussian, to

make (11) hold, �r(y) = ��1
1 (y) / e�

ab
2 y2+c4y for

some constants a, b, and c4, contradicting b). Q.E.D.

causal interpretations), including intervention e↵ects.
In addition to the work on various selection models
in econometrics and social science (Heckman, 1979;
Winship & Mare, 1992), recent literature has seen in-
teresting work on the recoverability of causal param-
eters based on graphical models (Didelez et al., 2010;
Bareinboim & Pearl, 2012; Bareinboim et al., 2014;
Evans & Didelez, 2015). Much of this work, however,
deals with linear models or discrete variables, whereas
we are concerned in this paper with continous variables
that may bear a nonlinear relationship.

We will proceed as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the general setup and briefly discuss several types of
selection, before focusing our attention on the situa-
tion where the selection depends on the e↵ect variable,
known as outcome-dependent selection. In Section 3,
we show that in the framework of post-nonlinear causal
models, once outcome-dependent selection is properly
modeled, the causal direction between two variables is
generically identifiable. In Section 4, we identify some
mild conditions under which an additive noise causal
model with outcome-dependent selection is to a large
extent identifiable. We then propose, in Section 5, two
methods for estimating an additive noise model from
data that are generated with outcome-dependent se-
lection. Some experiments are reported in Section 6.

2 Outcome-Dependent Selection Bias

A common way to represent selection bias is to use a
binary selection variable S encoding whether or not a
unit is included in the sample. Suppose we are inter-
ested in the relationship between X and Y , where X
has a causal influence on Y . Let pXY denote the joint
distribution of X and Y in the population. Thanks to
selection, the selected sample follows pXY |S=1 instead
of pXY . In general, pXY |S=1 6= pXY , and that is how
selection may distort statistical and causal inference.
However, di↵erent kinds of selection engender di↵er-
ent levels of di�culty. In general, S may depend on
any number of substantive variables, as illustrated in
Figure 1, where X = (X1, X2). 1

1
In this paper, we assume that we only know which vari-

ables the selection variable S depends on, but the selection

mechanism is unknown, i.e., the probability of S = 1 given

those variables is unknown. Notice that we do not have

access to the data points that were not selected. This is

very di↵erent from Heckman’s framework to correct the

bias caused by a censored sample (Heckman, 1979), which

assumes access to an i.i.d. sample from the whole popula-

tion, on which the Y values are observable only for the data

points that satisfy the selection criterion (implied by the

selection equation), but other attributes of the “censored”

points are still available, enabling one to directly identify

the selection mechanism.
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Figure 1: Illustration of di↵erent situations with sam-
ple selection bias. (a) S depends on X = (X1, X2) but
not on Y . (b) S depends on X and is also statistically
dependent on Y given X due to a confounder U . (c)
S directly depends solely on Y (outcome-dependent
selection). (d) S depends on both X and Y .

Selection Bias on the Cause For the purpose of
causal inference, the least problematic kind of situa-
tion is depicted in Figure 1(a), in which S is indepen-
dent of the e↵ect variable Y given the cause variable
X. It follows that pY |X,S=1 = pY |X . That is, the
selection bias does not distort the conditional distri-
bution of the e↵ect Y given the cause X or the struc-
tural equation model for the causal process. In such
a situation, causal inference can essentially proceed as
usual. However, if there is a (latent) confounder for
Y and S, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), S and Y are
not conditionally independent given X any more, that
is, pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X . Such a distortion may be cor-
rected under rather restrictive assumptions; see, e.g.,
Heckman’s correction (Heckman, 1979).

Selection Bias on the E↵ect If the selection de-
pends solely on the e↵ect, as depicted in Figure 1(c),
then pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X , and the selection bias, if not
corrected, will mislead inference. Consider, for exam-
ple, a standard assumption in functional causal mod-
eling that the e↵ect Y is a function of the cause vari-
able X and an noise variable E that is independent
of X. Suppose this assumption holds in the popula-
tion. With the outcome-dependent selection, X and
E are typically not independent in the selected sam-
ple, as they are typically not independent conditional
on S (which is a descendant of a collider between X
and E, i.e., Y ). Furthermore, even if one fits a regres-
sion model on selected sample, the estimated residual
(which is usually di↵erent from the true noise term in
the causal process) is usually not independent from X;
we will get back to this issue in Section 4.1.

This kind of selection is known as outcome-dependent

selection bias (OSB) (Didelez et al., 2010; Bareinboim
et al., 2014), and will be our focus in this paper. We
will show that although outcome-dependent selection
seriously complicates analysis, it can be handled in

the identification and estimation of functional causal
models. Note that in the case of outcome-dependent
selection, X is independent of S given Y , and so we
can model the distribution of the observed sample as:

p�XY , pXY |S=1 =
pX,Y,S=1

P (S = 1)
= pXY · P (S = 1|X,Y )

P (S = 1)

= pXY · P (S = 1|Y )

P (S = 1)
= �(y)pXY , (1)

where the nonnegative function �(y) , P (S =
1|Y )/P (S = 1) is a density ratio for biased sampling
that only depends on Y . We will adopt this represen-
tation of outcome-dependent selection in what follows.

Selection Bias on Both the Cause and the Ef-

fect An even more general situation is depicted in
Figure 1(d), where the selection depends on both X
and Y (and probably others). In such a situation,
the density ratio function � will depend on both X
and Y . The selected sample follows the distribution
p�XY / pXY �(x, y, w). Roughly speaking, the se-
lection procedure is so flexible that without further
constraints on �(x, y, w), we cannot see much infor-
mation about the population pXY : if pXY is posi-
tive on (�1,+1), the same p�XY can be generated
from a large class of distributions pXY with a suitably
chosen �(x, y, w). Moreover, the causal direction is
generally not identifiable, for with a su�ciently flex-
ible �(x, y, w), either direction can be made compat-
ible with whatever distribution. Interestingly, when
� depends only on Y , as is the case under outcome-
dependent selection, the causal direction according to
a restricted functional causal model is still generically
identifiable, without any substantial restriction on �.
To this result we now turn.

3 Identifiability of Causal Direction

In this section we investigate whether it is possible to
successfully recover the causal direction between two
variables when the data are generated according to a
functional causal model, but with outcome-dependent
selection. Here we assume that both X and Y are
scalar variables.

3.1 Identifiability Without Selection Bias

The traditional approaches to inferring causal struc-
ture from data, such as the constraint-based approach
(Spirtes et al., 2001; Pearl, 2000) and the score-based
approach (Chickering, 2002; Heckerman et al., 1995)
cannot distinguish Markov equivalent causal struc-
tures without background knowledge. In particular,
with only two variables, those methods cannot distin-
guish cause from e↵ect. The more recent approach

based on restricted functional causal models is usually
more powerful in this respect. In a functional causal
model, the e↵ect is taken to be a function of the direct
causes together with an noise term that is independent
of the direct causes (Pearl, 2000). When the class of
functions is constrained, the causal direction is usually
identifiable in that only one direction can satisfy the
model assumptions, such as the assumed independence
between the noise term and the direct causes. Avail-
able identifiability results include those on linear, non-
Gaussian, acyclic Model (LiNGAM) (Shimizu et al.,
2006)), additive noise model (ANM) (Hoyer et al.,
2009), and post-nonlinear (PNL) causal model (Zhang
& Hyvärinen, 2009). In this section, we will establish a
main result for the PNL causal model. The result also
applies to linear models and additive noise models, as
they are special cases of PNL models.

A PNL model for X ! Y is specified as follows:

Y = f2(f1(X) + E), (2)

where X and E are statistically independent, f1 is
a non-constant smooth function, f2 is an invertible
smooth function, and f 0

2 6= 0. This model is su�ciently
flexible to represent or approximate many causal pro-
cesses in reality (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009).

Similarly, for the reverse direction Y ! X, a PNL
model would take the following form:

X = g2(g1(Y ) + Ẽ), (3)

where Y and Ẽ are independent, g1 is non-constant
and smooth, g2 is invertible and smooth, and g02 6= 0.

As shown in (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009), (2) and (3)
can generate the same distribution of X and Y only
for very special configurations of the functions and dis-
tributions. In generic cases, if data are generated ac-
cording to a model of form (2), there is no model of
form (3) that generates the same distribution. Hence
the causal direction is generically identifiable.

3.2 Identifiability of Causal Direction in

PNL-OSB

We now show that the generic identifiability of causal
direction based on PNL models still holds even if we
allow the possibilty of outcome-dependent selection.

Suppose the data distribution is generated by a PNL
causal model from X to Y in the form of (2), denoted
by F!, followed by an outcome-dependent selection
with an density ratio �(y), as in (1). Call (F!,�(y))
a PNL-OSB model, and let p!XY denote the joint den-
sity of X and Y resulting from (F!,�(y)). We are
interested in whether there is a PNL-OSB model in
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selection. Here we assume that both X and Y are
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cannot distinguish Markov equivalent causal struc-
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2009), and post-nonlinear (PNL) causal model (Zhang
& Hyvärinen, 2009). In this section, we will establish a
main result for the PNL causal model. The result also
applies to linear models and additive noise models, as
they are special cases of PNL models.

A PNL model for X ! Y is specified as follows:

Y = f2(f1(X) + E), (2)

where X and E are statistically independent, f1 is
a non-constant smooth function, f2 is an invertible
smooth function, and f 0

2 6= 0. This model is su�ciently
flexible to represent or approximate many causal pro-
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model would take the following form:
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where Y and Ẽ are independent, g1 is non-constant
and smooth, g2 is invertible and smooth, and g02 6= 0.

As shown in (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009), (2) and (3)
can generate the same distribution of X and Y only
for very special configurations of the functions and dis-
tributions. In generic cases, if data are generated ac-
cording to a model of form (2), there is no model of
form (3) that generates the same distribution. Hence
the causal direction is generically identifiable.

3.2 Identifiability of Causal Direction in

PNL-OSB

We now show that the generic identifiability of causal
direction based on PNL models still holds even if we
allow the possibilty of outcome-dependent selection.

Suppose the data distribution is generated by a PNL
causal model from X to Y in the form of (2), denoted
by F!, followed by an outcome-dependent selection
with an density ratio �(y), as in (1). Call (F!,�(y))
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causal interpretations), including intervention e↵ects.
In addition to the work on various selection models
in econometrics and social science (Heckman, 1979;
Winship & Mare, 1992), recent literature has seen in-
teresting work on the recoverability of causal param-
eters based on graphical models (Didelez et al., 2010;
Bareinboim & Pearl, 2012; Bareinboim et al., 2014;
Evans & Didelez, 2015). Much of this work, however,
deals with linear models or discrete variables, whereas
we are concerned in this paper with continous variables
that may bear a nonlinear relationship.

We will proceed as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the general setup and briefly discuss several types of
selection, before focusing our attention on the situa-
tion where the selection depends on the e↵ect variable,
known as outcome-dependent selection. In Section 3,
we show that in the framework of post-nonlinear causal
models, once outcome-dependent selection is properly
modeled, the causal direction between two variables is
generically identifiable. In Section 4, we identify some
mild conditions under which an additive noise causal
model with outcome-dependent selection is to a large
extent identifiable. We then propose, in Section 5, two
methods for estimating an additive noise model from
data that are generated with outcome-dependent se-
lection. Some experiments are reported in Section 6.

2 Outcome-Dependent Selection Bias

A common way to represent selection bias is to use a
binary selection variable S encoding whether or not a
unit is included in the sample. Suppose we are inter-
ested in the relationship between X and Y , where X
has a causal influence on Y . Let pXY denote the joint
distribution of X and Y in the population. Thanks to
selection, the selected sample follows pXY |S=1 instead
of pXY . In general, pXY |S=1 6= pXY , and that is how
selection may distort statistical and causal inference.
However, di↵erent kinds of selection engender di↵er-
ent levels of di�culty. In general, S may depend on
any number of substantive variables, as illustrated in
Figure 1, where X = (X1, X2). 1

1
In this paper, we assume that we only know which vari-

ables the selection variable S depends on, but the selection

mechanism is unknown, i.e., the probability of S = 1 given

those variables is unknown. Notice that we do not have

access to the data points that were not selected. This is

very di↵erent from Heckman’s framework to correct the

bias caused by a censored sample (Heckman, 1979), which

assumes access to an i.i.d. sample from the whole popula-

tion, on which the Y values are observable only for the data

points that satisfy the selection criterion (implied by the

selection equation), but other attributes of the “censored”

points are still available, enabling one to directly identify

the selection mechanism.
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Figure 1: Illustration of di↵erent situations with sam-
ple selection bias. (a) S depends on X = (X1, X2) but
not on Y . (b) S depends on X and is also statistically
dependent on Y given X due to a confounder U . (c)
S directly depends solely on Y (outcome-dependent
selection). (d) S depends on both X and Y .

Selection Bias on the Cause For the purpose of
causal inference, the least problematic kind of situa-
tion is depicted in Figure 1(a), in which S is indepen-
dent of the e↵ect variable Y given the cause variable
X. It follows that pY |X,S=1 = pY |X . That is, the
selection bias does not distort the conditional distri-
bution of the e↵ect Y given the cause X or the struc-
tural equation model for the causal process. In such
a situation, causal inference can essentially proceed as
usual. However, if there is a (latent) confounder for
Y and S, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), S and Y are
not conditionally independent given X any more, that
is, pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X . Such a distortion may be cor-
rected under rather restrictive assumptions; see, e.g.,
Heckman’s correction (Heckman, 1979).

Selection Bias on the E↵ect If the selection de-
pends solely on the e↵ect, as depicted in Figure 1(c),
then pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X , and the selection bias, if not
corrected, will mislead inference. Consider, for exam-
ple, a standard assumption in functional causal mod-
eling that the e↵ect Y is a function of the cause vari-
able X and an noise variable E that is independent
of X. Suppose this assumption holds in the popula-
tion. With the outcome-dependent selection, X and
E are typically not independent in the selected sam-
ple, as they are typically not independent conditional
on S (which is a descendant of a collider between X
and E, i.e., Y ). Furthermore, even if one fits a regres-
sion model on selected sample, the estimated residual
(which is usually di↵erent from the true noise term in
the causal process) is usually not independent from X;
we will get back to this issue in Section 4.1.

This kind of selection is known as outcome-dependent

selection bias (OSB) (Didelez et al., 2010; Bareinboim
et al., 2014), and will be our focus in this paper. We
will show that although outcome-dependent selection
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mild conditions under which an additive noise causal
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methods for estimating an additive noise model from
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Figure 1: Illustration of di↵erent situations with sam-
ple selection bias. (a) S depends on X = (X1, X2) but
not on Y . (b) S depends on X and is also statistically
dependent on Y given X due to a confounder U . (c)
S directly depends solely on Y (outcome-dependent
selection). (d) S depends on both X and Y .

Selection Bias on the Cause For the purpose of
causal inference, the least problematic kind of situa-
tion is depicted in Figure 1(a), in which S is indepen-
dent of the e↵ect variable Y given the cause variable
X. It follows that pY |X,S=1 = pY |X . That is, the
selection bias does not distort the conditional distri-
bution of the e↵ect Y given the cause X or the struc-
tural equation model for the causal process. In such
a situation, causal inference can essentially proceed as
usual. However, if there is a (latent) confounder for
Y and S, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), S and Y are
not conditionally independent given X any more, that
is, pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X . Such a distortion may be cor-
rected under rather restrictive assumptions; see, e.g.,
Heckman’s correction (Heckman, 1979).

Selection Bias on the E↵ect If the selection de-
pends solely on the e↵ect, as depicted in Figure 1(c),
then pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X , and the selection bias, if not
corrected, will mislead inference. Consider, for exam-
ple, a standard assumption in functional causal mod-
eling that the e↵ect Y is a function of the cause vari-
able X and an noise variable E that is independent
of X. Suppose this assumption holds in the popula-
tion. With the outcome-dependent selection, X and
E are typically not independent in the selected sam-
ple, as they are typically not independent conditional
on S (which is a descendant of a collider between X
and E, i.e., Y ). Furthermore, even if one fits a regres-
sion model on selected sample, the estimated residual
(which is usually di↵erent from the true noise term in
the causal process) is usually not independent from X;
we will get back to this issue in Section 4.1.

This kind of selection is known as outcome-dependent
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et al., 2014), and will be our focus in this paper. We
will show that although outcome-dependent selection

seriously complicates analysis, it can be handled in
the identification and estimation of functional causal
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selection, X is independent of S given Y , and so we
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P (S = 1)
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P (S = 1)
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where the nonnegative function �(y) , P (S =
1|Y )/P (S = 1) is a density ratio for biased sampling
that only depends on Y . We will adopt this represen-
tation of outcome-dependent selection in what follows.

Selection Bias on Both the Cause and the Ef-

fect An even more general situation is depicted in
Figure 1(d), where the selection depends on both X
and Y (and probably others). In such a situation,
the density ratio function � will depend on both X
and Y . The selected sample follows the distribution
p�XY / pXY �(x, y, w). Roughly speaking, the se-
lection procedure is so flexible that without further
constraints on �(x, y, w), we cannot see much infor-
mation about the population pXY : if pXY is posi-
tive on (�1,+1), the same p�XY can be generated
from a large class of distributions pXY with a suitably
chosen �(x, y, w). Moreover, the causal direction is
generally not identifiable, for with a su�ciently flex-
ible �(x, y, w), either direction can be made compat-
ible with whatever distribution. Interestingly, when
� depends only on Y , as is the case under outcome-
dependent selection, the causal direction according to
a restricted functional causal model is still generically
identifiable, without any substantial restriction on �.
To this result we now turn.

3 Identifiability of Causal Direction

In this section we investigate whether it is possible to
successfully recover the causal direction between two
variables when the data are generated according to a
functional causal model, but with outcome-dependent
selection. Here we assume that both X and Y are
scalar variables.

3.1 Identifiability Without Selection Bias

The traditional approaches to inferring causal struc-
ture from data, such as the constraint-based approach
(Spirtes et al., 2001; Pearl, 2000) and the score-based
approach (Chickering, 2002; Heckerman et al., 1995)
cannot distinguish Markov equivalent causal struc-
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with only two variables, those methods cannot distin-
guish cause from e↵ect. The more recent approach
based on restricted functional causal models is usually
more powerful in this respect. In a functional causal
model, the e↵ect is taken to be a function of the direct
causes together with an noise term that is independent
of the direct causes (Pearl, 2000). When the class of
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identifiable in that only one direction can satisfy the
model assumptions, such as the assumed independence
between the noise term and the direct causes. Avail-
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2006)), additive noise model (ANM) (Hoyer et al.,
2009), and post-nonlinear (PNL) causal model (Zhang
& Hyvärinen, 2009). In this section, we will establish a
main result for the PNL causal model. The result also
applies to linear models and additive noise models, as
they are special cases of PNL models.

A PNL model for X ! Y is specified as follows:

Y = f2(f1(X) + E), (2)

where X and E are statistically independent, f1 is
a non-constant smooth function, f2 is an invertible
smooth function, and f 0

2 6= 0. This model is su�ciently
flexible to represent or approximate many causal pro-
cesses in reality (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009).

Similarly, for the reverse direction Y ! X, a PNL
model would take the following form:

X = g2(g1(Y ) + Ẽ), (3)

where Y and Ẽ are independent, g1 is non-constant
and smooth, g2 is invertible and smooth, and g02 6= 0.

As shown in (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009), (2) and (3)
can generate the same distribution of X and Y only
for very special configurations of the functions and dis-
tributions. In generic cases, if data are generated ac-
cording to a model of form (2), there is no model of
form (3) that generates the same distribution. Hence
the causal direction is generically identifiable.

3.2 Identifiability of Causal Direction in

PNL-OSB

We now show that the generic identifiability of causal
direction based on PNL models still holds even if we
allow the possibilty of outcome-dependent selection.

Suppose the data distribution is generated by a PNL
causal model from X to Y in the form of (2), denoted
by F!, followed by an outcome-dependent selection
with an density ratio �(y), as in (1). Call (F!,�(y))
a PNL-OSB model, and let p!XY denote the joint den-
sity of X and Y resulting from (F!,�(y)). We are
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selection, X is independent of S given Y , and so we
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= �(y)pXY , (1)
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interested in whether there is a PNL-OSB model in
the reverse direction that can generate the same data
distribution. That is, consider (F , v(x)), where F 
is a PNL causal model from Y to X in the form of
(3), and v(x) is an density ratio function that depends
on X. Let p XY denote the joint density of X and Y
resulting from (F , v(x)). When is it the case that
p!XY = p XY ?

To simplify the presentation, we define random vari-
ables T , g�12 (X), Z , f�12 (Y ), and function h ,
f1 � g2. That is, h(t) = f1(g2(t)) = f1(x). Sim-
ilarly, h1 , g1 � f2 is a function of Z. Moreover,
we let ⌘1(t) , log pT (t) = log pX(x) + log |g02(t)|, and
⌘2(e) , log pE(e).

Note that T and E are independent (for X and E are
assumed to be independent), and Z and Ẽ are inde-
pendent (for Y and Ẽ are assumed to be independent).
It follows that

p!XY = �(y)pF!XY = �(y)pXE/|f 02| = �f2(z)pT pE/|f 02g02|,
p XY = v(x)pF XY = v(x)pY Ẽ/|g

0
2| = vg2(t)pZẼ/|f

0
2g
0
2|,

where �f2 = � � f2, and vg2 = v � g2.

Now suppose
p!XY = p XY (4)

This implies

pZẼ =
�f2(z)

vg2(t)
pT pE ,

or equivalently

log pZẼ = log �f2(z)� log vg2(t) + log pT + log pE

= log �f2(z) + ⌘̃1(t) + ⌘2(e), (5)

where ⌘̃1(t) , log pT � log vg2(t) = ⌘1(t) � log vg2(t).
Since Z and Ẽ are independent, we have

@2 log pZẼ

@z@ẽ
⌘ 0. (6)

(5) and (6) entail very strong constraints on the dis-
tribution of E, as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Suppose that the densities of E and

T and the functions f1, f2, g1, g2, and v(x) are

third-order di↵erentiable and that pE is positive on

(�1,+1). The condition (4) implies that for every

point of (X,Y ) satisfying ⌘002h
0 6= 0:

⌘̃0001 � ⌘̃001h
00

h0
=

⇣⌘02⌘0002
⌘002

� 2⌘002

⌘
· h0h00 � ⌘0002

⌘002
· h0⌘̃001

+ ⌘02 ·
⇣
h000 � h002

h0

⌘
, (7)

and h1 depends on ⌘̃1, ⌘2, and h in the following way:

1

h01
=

⌘̃001 + ⌘002h
02 � ⌘02h

00

⌘002h
0 . (8)

Further assume that ⌘002h
0 6= 0 almost everywhere.

Then in order for (7) to hold, pE and h must satisfy

one of the five conditions listed in Table 1.

Table 1: All situations in which the causal direction
implied by the PNL-OSB model may be unidentifiable.

pE h = f1 � g2
1 Gaussian linear

2 log-mix-lin-exp linear

3 log-mix-lin-exp h strictly monotonic,

and h0 ! 0, as t1 !
+1 or as t1 ! �1

4 log-mix-lin-exp Same as above

5 generalized mixture

of two exponentials

Same as above

All proofs are given in the Supplementary material.
In the five situations given in Table 1, the causal di-
rection may not be identifiable according to the PNL-
OSB model, and the involved distribution pE is very
specific. For the definition of distributions of the form
log-mix-lin-exp or generalized mixture of two
exponentials, see (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009). As a
consequence, generally speaking, the causal direction
implied by PNL-OSB is identifiable.

This identifiability result regarding the causal direc-
tion implied by PNL-OSB is similar to the original re-
sult on PNL, which was given in (Zhang & Hyvärinen,
2009). The di↵erence is that ⌘1(t) = log pT (t) in the
original identifiability result on PNL is replaced by
⌘̃1(t) = log pT (t)

vg2 (t)
. Recall that vg2(t) can be any valid

density ratio; if pT (t) is positive on (�1,+1), one

can always adjust vg2(t) so that pT (t)
vg2 (t)

meets the con-

straint on ⌘1 in (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009). That is,
in our result any pT (t) that is positive on (�1,+1)
is allowed. Therefore, our non-identifiable situations
(Table 1) do not contain any constraints on pT , but
still have very strong constraints on PE and h = f1�g2.

4 Identifiability of ANM-OSB Model

Given the causal direction, a further important ques-
tion is whether the causal mechanism, represented by
the functional causal model, and the selection proce-
dure, represented by �(y), can be recovered from data.

For simplicity of the derivation and presentation, we
shall consider the ANM for the causal mechanism (not
a PNL one in this section):

Y = fAN (X) + E, (9)

where E ?? X. Here we further assume that fAN is
smooth. The observed data are generated by applying
the selection bias on Y , i.e., they were drawn from the

or
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4 Identifiability of ANM-OSB Model

Given the causal direction, a further important ques-
tion is whether the causal mechanism, represented by
the functional causal model, and the selection proce-
dure, represented by �(y), can be recovered from data.

For simplicity of the derivation and presentation, we
shall consider the ANM for the causal mechanism (not
a PNL one in this section):

Y = fAN (X) + E, (9)

where E ?? X. Here we further assume that fAN is
smooth. The observed data are generated by applying
the selection bias on Y , i.e., they were drawn from the

causal interpretations), including intervention e↵ects.
In addition to the work on various selection models
in econometrics and social science (Heckman, 1979;
Winship & Mare, 1992), recent literature has seen in-
teresting work on the recoverability of causal param-
eters based on graphical models (Didelez et al., 2010;
Bareinboim & Pearl, 2012; Bareinboim et al., 2014;
Evans & Didelez, 2015). Much of this work, however,
deals with linear models or discrete variables, whereas
we are concerned in this paper with continous variables
that may bear a nonlinear relationship.

We will proceed as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the general setup and briefly discuss several types of
selection, before focusing our attention on the situa-
tion where the selection depends on the e↵ect variable,
known as outcome-dependent selection. In Section 3,
we show that in the framework of post-nonlinear causal
models, once outcome-dependent selection is properly
modeled, the causal direction between two variables is
generically identifiable. In Section 4, we identify some
mild conditions under which an additive noise causal
model with outcome-dependent selection is to a large
extent identifiable. We then propose, in Section 5, two
methods for estimating an additive noise model from
data that are generated with outcome-dependent se-
lection. Some experiments are reported in Section 6.

2 Outcome-Dependent Selection Bias

A common way to represent selection bias is to use a
binary selection variable S encoding whether or not a
unit is included in the sample. Suppose we are inter-
ested in the relationship between X and Y , where X
has a causal influence on Y . Let pXY denote the joint
distribution of X and Y in the population. Thanks to
selection, the selected sample follows pXY |S=1 instead
of pXY . In general, pXY |S=1 6= pXY , and that is how
selection may distort statistical and causal inference.
However, di↵erent kinds of selection engender di↵er-
ent levels of di�culty. In general, S may depend on
any number of substantive variables, as illustrated in
Figure 1, where X = (X1, X2). 1

1
In this paper, we assume that we only know which vari-

ables the selection variable S depends on, but the selection

mechanism is unknown, i.e., the probability of S = 1 given

those variables is unknown. Notice that we do not have

access to the data points that were not selected. This is

very di↵erent from Heckman’s framework to correct the

bias caused by a censored sample (Heckman, 1979), which

assumes access to an i.i.d. sample from the whole popula-

tion, on which the Y values are observable only for the data

points that satisfy the selection criterion (implied by the

selection equation), but other attributes of the “censored”

points are still available, enabling one to directly identify

the selection mechanism.

W X1 X2 Y

S

W X1 X2 Y

S U

(a) (b)

W X1 X2 Y

S

W X1 X2 Y

S

(c) (d) X Y S

Y X S

Figure 1: Illustration of di↵erent situations with sam-
ple selection bias. (a) S depends on X = (X1, X2) but
not on Y . (b) S depends on X and is also statistically
dependent on Y given X due to a confounder U . (c)
S directly depends solely on Y (outcome-dependent
selection). (d) S depends on both X and Y .

Selection Bias on the Cause For the purpose of
causal inference, the least problematic kind of situa-
tion is depicted in Figure 1(a), in which S is indepen-
dent of the e↵ect variable Y given the cause variable
X. It follows that pY |X,S=1 = pY |X . That is, the
selection bias does not distort the conditional distri-
bution of the e↵ect Y given the cause X or the struc-
tural equation model for the causal process. In such
a situation, causal inference can essentially proceed as
usual. However, if there is a (latent) confounder for
Y and S, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), S and Y are
not conditionally independent given X any more, that
is, pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X . Such a distortion may be cor-
rected under rather restrictive assumptions; see, e.g.,
Heckman’s correction (Heckman, 1979).

Selection Bias on the E↵ect If the selection de-
pends solely on the e↵ect, as depicted in Figure 1(c),
then pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X , and the selection bias, if not
corrected, will mislead inference. Consider, for exam-
ple, a standard assumption in functional causal mod-
eling that the e↵ect Y is a function of the cause vari-
able X and an noise variable E that is independent
of X. Suppose this assumption holds in the popula-
tion. With the outcome-dependent selection, X and
E are typically not independent in the selected sam-
ple, as they are typically not independent conditional
on S (which is a descendant of a collider between X
and E, i.e., Y ). Furthermore, even if one fits a regres-
sion model on selected sample, the estimated residual
(which is usually di↵erent from the true noise term in
the causal process) is usually not independent from X;
we will get back to this issue in Section 4.1.

This kind of selection is known as outcome-dependent

selection bias (OSB) (Didelez et al., 2010; Bareinboim
et al., 2014), and will be our focus in this paper. We
will show that although outcome-dependent selection
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selection bias (OSB) (Didelez et al., 2010; Bareinboim
et al., 2014), and will be our focus in this paper. We
will show that although outcome-dependent selection

seriously complicates analysis, it can be handled in
the identification and estimation of functional causal
models. Note that in the case of outcome-dependent
selection, X is independent of S given Y , and so we
can model the distribution of the observed sample as:

p�XY , pXY |S=1 =
pX,Y,S=1

P (S = 1)
= pXY · P (S = 1|X,Y )

P (S = 1)

= pXY · P (S = 1|Y )

P (S = 1)
= �(y)pXY , (1)

where the nonnegative function �(y) , P (S =
1|Y )/P (S = 1) is a density ratio for biased sampling
that only depends on Y . We will adopt this represen-
tation of outcome-dependent selection in what follows.

Selection Bias on Both the Cause and the Ef-

fect An even more general situation is depicted in
Figure 1(d), where the selection depends on both X
and Y (and probably others). In such a situation,
the density ratio function � will depend on both X
and Y . The selected sample follows the distribution
p�XY / pXY �(x, y, w). Roughly speaking, the se-
lection procedure is so flexible that without further
constraints on �(x, y, w), we cannot see much infor-
mation about the population pXY : if pXY is posi-
tive on (�1,+1), the same p�XY can be generated
from a large class of distributions pXY with a suitably
chosen �(x, y, w). Moreover, the causal direction is
generally not identifiable, for with a su�ciently flex-
ible �(x, y, w), either direction can be made compat-
ible with whatever distribution. Interestingly, when
� depends only on Y , as is the case under outcome-
dependent selection, the causal direction according to
a restricted functional causal model is still generically
identifiable, without any substantial restriction on �.
To this result we now turn.

3 Identifiability of Causal Direction

In this section we investigate whether it is possible to
successfully recover the causal direction between two
variables when the data are generated according to a
functional causal model, but with outcome-dependent
selection. Here we assume that both X and Y are
scalar variables.

3.1 Identifiability Without Selection Bias

The traditional approaches to inferring causal struc-
ture from data, such as the constraint-based approach
(Spirtes et al., 2001; Pearl, 2000) and the score-based
approach (Chickering, 2002; Heckerman et al., 1995)
cannot distinguish Markov equivalent causal struc-
tures without background knowledge. In particular,

with only two variables, those methods cannot distin-
guish cause from e↵ect. The more recent approach
based on restricted functional causal models is usually
more powerful in this respect. In a functional causal
model, the e↵ect is taken to be a function of the direct
causes together with an noise term that is independent
of the direct causes (Pearl, 2000). When the class of
functions is constrained, the causal direction is usually
identifiable in that only one direction can satisfy the
model assumptions, such as the assumed independence
between the noise term and the direct causes. Avail-
able identifiability results include those on linear, non-
Gaussian, acyclic Model (LiNGAM) (Shimizu et al.,
2006)), additive noise model (ANM) (Hoyer et al.,
2009), and post-nonlinear (PNL) causal model (Zhang
& Hyvärinen, 2009). In this section, we will establish a
main result for the PNL causal model. The result also
applies to linear models and additive noise models, as
they are special cases of PNL models.

A PNL model for X ! Y is specified as follows:

Y = f2(f1(X) + E), (2)

where X and E are statistically independent, f1 is
a non-constant smooth function, f2 is an invertible
smooth function, and f 0

2 6= 0. This model is su�ciently
flexible to represent or approximate many causal pro-
cesses in reality (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009).

Similarly, for the reverse direction Y ! X, a PNL
model would take the following form:

X = g2(g1(Y ) + Ẽ), (3)

where Y and Ẽ are independent, g1 is non-constant
and smooth, g2 is invertible and smooth, and g02 6= 0.

As shown in (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009), (2) and (3)
can generate the same distribution of X and Y only
for very special configurations of the functions and dis-
tributions. In generic cases, if data are generated ac-
cording to a model of form (2), there is no model of
form (3) that generates the same distribution. Hence
the causal direction is generically identifiable.

3.2 Identifiability of Causal Direction in

PNL-OSB

We now show that the generic identifiability of causal
direction based on PNL models still holds even if we
allow the possibilty of outcome-dependent selection.

Suppose the data distribution is generated by a PNL
causal model from X to Y in the form of (2), denoted
by F!, followed by an outcome-dependent selection
with an density ratio �(y), as in (1). Call (F!,�(y))
a PNL-OSB model, and let p!XY denote the joint den-
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interested in whether there is a PNL-OSB model in
the reverse direction that can generate the same data
distribution. That is, consider (F , v(x)), where F 
is a PNL causal model from Y to X in the form of
(3), and v(x) is an density ratio function that depends
on X. Let p XY denote the joint density of X and Y
resulting from (F , v(x)). When is it the case that
p!XY = p XY ?

To simplify the presentation, we define random vari-
ables T , g�12 (X), Z , f�12 (Y ), and function h ,
f1 � g2. That is, h(t) = f1(g2(t)) = f1(x). Sim-
ilarly, h1 , g1 � f2 is a function of Z. Moreover,
we let ⌘1(t) , log pT (t) = log pX(x) + log |g02(t)|, and
⌘2(e) , log pE(e).

Note that T and E are independent (for X and E are
assumed to be independent), and Z and Ẽ are inde-
pendent (for Y and Ẽ are assumed to be independent).
It follows that

p!XY = �(y)pF!XY = �(y)pXE/|f 02| = �f2(z)pT pE/|f 02g02|,
p XY = v(x)pF XY = v(x)pY Ẽ/|g

0
2| = vg2(t)pZẼ/|f

0
2g
0
2|,

where �f2 = � � f2, and vg2 = v � g2.

Now suppose
p!XY = p XY (4)

This implies

pZẼ =
�f2(z)

vg2(t)
pT pE ,

or equivalently

log pZẼ = log �f2(z)� log vg2(t) + log pT + log pE

= log �f2(z) + ⌘̃1(t) + ⌘2(e), (5)

where ⌘̃1(t) , log pT � log vg2(t) = ⌘1(t) � log vg2(t).
Since Z and Ẽ are independent, we have

@2 log pZẼ

@z@ẽ
⌘ 0. (6)

(5) and (6) entail very strong constraints on the dis-
tribution of E, as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Suppose that the densities of E and

T and the functions f1, f2, g1, g2, and v(x) are

third-order di↵erentiable and that pE is positive on

(�1,+1). The condition (4) implies that for every

point of (X,Y ) satisfying ⌘002h
0 6= 0:

⌘̃0001 � ⌘̃001h
00

h0
=

⇣⌘02⌘0002
⌘002

� 2⌘002

⌘
· h0h00 � ⌘0002

⌘002
· h0⌘̃001

+ ⌘02 ·
⇣
h000 � h002

h0

⌘
, (7)

and h1 depends on ⌘̃1, ⌘2, and h in the following way:

1

h01
=

⌘̃001 + ⌘002h
02 � ⌘02h

00

⌘002h
0 . (8)

Further assume that ⌘002h
0 6= 0 almost everywhere.

Then in order for (7) to hold, pE and h must satisfy

one of the five conditions listed in Table 1.

Table 1: All situations in which the causal direction
implied by the PNL-OSB model may be unidentifiable.

pE h = f1 � g2
1 Gaussian linear

2 log-mix-lin-exp linear

3 log-mix-lin-exp h strictly monotonic,

and h0 ! 0, as t1 !
+1 or as t1 ! �1

4 log-mix-lin-exp Same as above

5 generalized mixture

of two exponentials

Same as above

All proofs are given in the Supplementary material.
In the five situations given in Table 1, the causal di-
rection may not be identifiable according to the PNL-
OSB model, and the involved distribution pE is very
specific. For the definition of distributions of the form
log-mix-lin-exp or generalized mixture of two
exponentials, see (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009). As a
consequence, generally speaking, the causal direction
implied by PNL-OSB is identifiable.

This identifiability result regarding the causal direc-
tion implied by PNL-OSB is similar to the original re-
sult on PNL, which was given in (Zhang & Hyvärinen,
2009). The di↵erence is that ⌘1(t) = log pT (t) in the
original identifiability result on PNL is replaced by
⌘̃1(t) = log pT (t)

vg2 (t)
. Recall that vg2(t) can be any valid

density ratio; if pT (t) is positive on (�1,+1), one

can always adjust vg2(t) so that pT (t)
vg2 (t)

meets the con-

straint on ⌘1 in (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009). That is,
in our result any pT (t) that is positive on (�1,+1)
is allowed. Therefore, our non-identifiable situations
(Table 1) do not contain any constraints on pT , but
still have very strong constraints on PE and h = f1�g2.

4 Identifiability of ANM-OSB Model

Given the causal direction, a further important ques-
tion is whether the causal mechanism, represented by
the functional causal model, and the selection proce-
dure, represented by �(y), can be recovered from data.

For simplicity of the derivation and presentation, we
shall consider the ANM for the causal mechanism (not
a PNL one in this section):

Y = fAN (X) + E, (9)

where E ?? X. Here we further assume that fAN is
smooth. The observed data are generated by applying
the selection bias on Y , i.e., they were drawn from the

or
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smooth. The observed data are generated by applying
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causal interpretations), including intervention e↵ects.
In addition to the work on various selection models
in econometrics and social science (Heckman, 1979;
Winship & Mare, 1992), recent literature has seen in-
teresting work on the recoverability of causal param-
eters based on graphical models (Didelez et al., 2010;
Bareinboim & Pearl, 2012; Bareinboim et al., 2014;
Evans & Didelez, 2015). Much of this work, however,
deals with linear models or discrete variables, whereas
we are concerned in this paper with continous variables
that may bear a nonlinear relationship.

We will proceed as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the general setup and briefly discuss several types of
selection, before focusing our attention on the situa-
tion where the selection depends on the e↵ect variable,
known as outcome-dependent selection. In Section 3,
we show that in the framework of post-nonlinear causal
models, once outcome-dependent selection is properly
modeled, the causal direction between two variables is
generically identifiable. In Section 4, we identify some
mild conditions under which an additive noise causal
model with outcome-dependent selection is to a large
extent identifiable. We then propose, in Section 5, two
methods for estimating an additive noise model from
data that are generated with outcome-dependent se-
lection. Some experiments are reported in Section 6.

2 Outcome-Dependent Selection Bias

A common way to represent selection bias is to use a
binary selection variable S encoding whether or not a
unit is included in the sample. Suppose we are inter-
ested in the relationship between X and Y , where X
has a causal influence on Y . Let pXY denote the joint
distribution of X and Y in the population. Thanks to
selection, the selected sample follows pXY |S=1 instead
of pXY . In general, pXY |S=1 6= pXY , and that is how
selection may distort statistical and causal inference.
However, di↵erent kinds of selection engender di↵er-
ent levels of di�culty. In general, S may depend on
any number of substantive variables, as illustrated in
Figure 1, where X = (X1, X2). 1

1
In this paper, we assume that we only know which vari-

ables the selection variable S depends on, but the selection

mechanism is unknown, i.e., the probability of S = 1 given

those variables is unknown. Notice that we do not have

access to the data points that were not selected. This is

very di↵erent from Heckman’s framework to correct the

bias caused by a censored sample (Heckman, 1979), which

assumes access to an i.i.d. sample from the whole popula-

tion, on which the Y values are observable only for the data

points that satisfy the selection criterion (implied by the

selection equation), but other attributes of the “censored”

points are still available, enabling one to directly identify

the selection mechanism.

W X1 X2 Y

S

W X1 X2 Y

S U

(a) (b)

W X1 X2 Y
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W X1 X2 Y

S

(c) (d) X Y S
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Figure 1: Illustration of di↵erent situations with sam-
ple selection bias. (a) S depends on X = (X1, X2) but
not on Y . (b) S depends on X and is also statistically
dependent on Y given X due to a confounder U . (c)
S directly depends solely on Y (outcome-dependent
selection). (d) S depends on both X and Y .

Selection Bias on the Cause For the purpose of
causal inference, the least problematic kind of situa-
tion is depicted in Figure 1(a), in which S is indepen-
dent of the e↵ect variable Y given the cause variable
X. It follows that pY |X,S=1 = pY |X . That is, the
selection bias does not distort the conditional distri-
bution of the e↵ect Y given the cause X or the struc-
tural equation model for the causal process. In such
a situation, causal inference can essentially proceed as
usual. However, if there is a (latent) confounder for
Y and S, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), S and Y are
not conditionally independent given X any more, that
is, pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X . Such a distortion may be cor-
rected under rather restrictive assumptions; see, e.g.,
Heckman’s correction (Heckman, 1979).

Selection Bias on the E↵ect If the selection de-
pends solely on the e↵ect, as depicted in Figure 1(c),
then pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X , and the selection bias, if not
corrected, will mislead inference. Consider, for exam-
ple, a standard assumption in functional causal mod-
eling that the e↵ect Y is a function of the cause vari-
able X and an noise variable E that is independent
of X. Suppose this assumption holds in the popula-
tion. With the outcome-dependent selection, X and
E are typically not independent in the selected sam-
ple, as they are typically not independent conditional
on S (which is a descendant of a collider between X
and E, i.e., Y ). Furthermore, even if one fits a regres-
sion model on selected sample, the estimated residual
(which is usually di↵erent from the true noise term in
the causal process) is usually not independent from X;
we will get back to this issue in Section 4.1.

This kind of selection is known as outcome-dependent

selection bias (OSB) (Didelez et al., 2010; Bareinboim
et al., 2014), and will be our focus in this paper. We
will show that although outcome-dependent selection
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Figure 1: Illustration of di↵erent situations with sam-
ple selection bias. (a) S depends on X = (X1, X2) but
not on Y . (b) S depends on X and is also statistically
dependent on Y given X due to a confounder U . (c)
S directly depends solely on Y (outcome-dependent
selection). (d) S depends on both X and Y .

Selection Bias on the Cause For the purpose of
causal inference, the least problematic kind of situa-
tion is depicted in Figure 1(a), in which S is indepen-
dent of the e↵ect variable Y given the cause variable
X. It follows that pY |X,S=1 = pY |X . That is, the
selection bias does not distort the conditional distri-
bution of the e↵ect Y given the cause X or the struc-
tural equation model for the causal process. In such
a situation, causal inference can essentially proceed as
usual. However, if there is a (latent) confounder for
Y and S, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), S and Y are
not conditionally independent given X any more, that
is, pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X . Such a distortion may be cor-
rected under rather restrictive assumptions; see, e.g.,
Heckman’s correction (Heckman, 1979).

Selection Bias on the E↵ect If the selection de-
pends solely on the e↵ect, as depicted in Figure 1(c),
then pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X , and the selection bias, if not
corrected, will mislead inference. Consider, for exam-
ple, a standard assumption in functional causal mod-
eling that the e↵ect Y is a function of the cause vari-
able X and an noise variable E that is independent
of X. Suppose this assumption holds in the popula-
tion. With the outcome-dependent selection, X and
E are typically not independent in the selected sam-
ple, as they are typically not independent conditional
on S (which is a descendant of a collider between X
and E, i.e., Y ). Furthermore, even if one fits a regres-
sion model on selected sample, the estimated residual
(which is usually di↵erent from the true noise term in
the causal process) is usually not independent from X;
we will get back to this issue in Section 4.1.

This kind of selection is known as outcome-dependent

selection bias (OSB) (Didelez et al., 2010; Bareinboim
et al., 2014), and will be our focus in this paper. We
will show that although outcome-dependent selection

seriously complicates analysis, it can be handled in
the identification and estimation of functional causal
models. Note that in the case of outcome-dependent
selection, X is independent of S given Y , and so we
can model the distribution of the observed sample as:

p�XY , pXY |S=1 =
pX,Y,S=1

P (S = 1)
= pXY · P (S = 1|X,Y )

P (S = 1)

= pXY · P (S = 1|Y )

P (S = 1)
= �(y)pXY , (1)

where the nonnegative function �(y) , P (S =
1|Y )/P (S = 1) is a density ratio for biased sampling
that only depends on Y . We will adopt this represen-
tation of outcome-dependent selection in what follows.

Selection Bias on Both the Cause and the Ef-

fect An even more general situation is depicted in
Figure 1(d), where the selection depends on both X
and Y (and probably others). In such a situation,
the density ratio function � will depend on both X
and Y . The selected sample follows the distribution
p�XY / pXY �(x, y, w). Roughly speaking, the se-
lection procedure is so flexible that without further
constraints on �(x, y, w), we cannot see much infor-
mation about the population pXY : if pXY is posi-
tive on (�1,+1), the same p�XY can be generated
from a large class of distributions pXY with a suitably
chosen �(x, y, w). Moreover, the causal direction is
generally not identifiable, for with a su�ciently flex-
ible �(x, y, w), either direction can be made compat-
ible with whatever distribution. Interestingly, when
� depends only on Y , as is the case under outcome-
dependent selection, the causal direction according to
a restricted functional causal model is still generically
identifiable, without any substantial restriction on �.
To this result we now turn.

3 Identifiability of Causal Direction

In this section we investigate whether it is possible to
successfully recover the causal direction between two
variables when the data are generated according to a
functional causal model, but with outcome-dependent
selection. Here we assume that both X and Y are
scalar variables.

3.1 Identifiability Without Selection Bias

The traditional approaches to inferring causal struc-
ture from data, such as the constraint-based approach
(Spirtes et al., 2001; Pearl, 2000) and the score-based
approach (Chickering, 2002; Heckerman et al., 1995)
cannot distinguish Markov equivalent causal struc-
tures without background knowledge. In particular,

with only two variables, those methods cannot distin-
guish cause from e↵ect. The more recent approach
based on restricted functional causal models is usually
more powerful in this respect. In a functional causal
model, the e↵ect is taken to be a function of the direct
causes together with an noise term that is independent
of the direct causes (Pearl, 2000). When the class of
functions is constrained, the causal direction is usually
identifiable in that only one direction can satisfy the
model assumptions, such as the assumed independence
between the noise term and the direct causes. Avail-
able identifiability results include those on linear, non-
Gaussian, acyclic Model (LiNGAM) (Shimizu et al.,
2006)), additive noise model (ANM) (Hoyer et al.,
2009), and post-nonlinear (PNL) causal model (Zhang
& Hyvärinen, 2009). In this section, we will establish a
main result for the PNL causal model. The result also
applies to linear models and additive noise models, as
they are special cases of PNL models.

A PNL model for X ! Y is specified as follows:

Y = f2(f1(X) + E), (2)

where X and E are statistically independent, f1 is
a non-constant smooth function, f2 is an invertible
smooth function, and f 0

2 6= 0. This model is su�ciently
flexible to represent or approximate many causal pro-
cesses in reality (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009).

Similarly, for the reverse direction Y ! X, a PNL
model would take the following form:

X = g2(g1(Y ) + Ẽ), (3)

where Y and Ẽ are independent, g1 is non-constant
and smooth, g2 is invertible and smooth, and g02 6= 0.

As shown in (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009), (2) and (3)
can generate the same distribution of X and Y only
for very special configurations of the functions and dis-
tributions. In generic cases, if data are generated ac-
cording to a model of form (2), there is no model of
form (3) that generates the same distribution. Hence
the causal direction is generically identifiable.

3.2 Identifiability of Causal Direction in

PNL-OSB

We now show that the generic identifiability of causal
direction based on PNL models still holds even if we
allow the possibilty of outcome-dependent selection.

Suppose the data distribution is generated by a PNL
causal model from X to Y in the form of (2), denoted
by F!, followed by an outcome-dependent selection
with an density ratio �(y), as in (1). Call (F!,�(y))
a PNL-OSB model, and let p!XY denote the joint den-
sity of X and Y resulting from (F!,�(y)). We are
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We now show that the generic identifiability of causal
direction based on PNL models still holds even if we
allow the possibilty of outcome-dependent selection.

Suppose the data distribution is generated by a PNL
causal model from X to Y in the form of (2), denoted
by F!, followed by an outcome-dependent selection
with an density ratio �(y), as in (1). Call (F!,�(y))
a PNL-OSB model, and let p!XY denote the joint den-
sity of X and Y resulting from (F!,�(y)). We are

interested in whether there is a PNL-OSB model in
the reverse direction that can generate the same data
distribution. That is, consider (F , v(x)), where F 
is a PNL causal model from Y to X in the form of
(3), and v(x) is an density ratio function that depends
on X. Let p XY denote the joint density of X and Y
resulting from (F , v(x)). When is it the case that
p!XY = p XY ?

To simplify the presentation, we define random vari-
ables T , g�12 (X), Z , f�12 (Y ), and function h ,
f1 � g2. That is, h(t) = f1(g2(t)) = f1(x). Sim-
ilarly, h1 , g1 � f2 is a function of Z. Moreover,
we let ⌘1(t) , log pT (t) = log pX(x) + log |g02(t)|, and
⌘2(e) , log pE(e).

Note that T and E are independent (for X and E are
assumed to be independent), and Z and Ẽ are inde-
pendent (for Y and Ẽ are assumed to be independent).
It follows that

p!XY = �(y)pF!XY = �(y)pXE/|f 02| = �f2(z)pT pE/|f 02g02|,
p XY = v(x)pF XY = v(x)pY Ẽ/|g

0
2| = vg2(t)pZẼ/|f

0
2g
0
2|,

where �f2 = � � f2, and vg2 = v � g2.

Now suppose
p!XY = p XY (4)

This implies

pZẼ =
�f2(z)

vg2(t)
pT pE ,

or equivalently

log pZẼ = log �f2(z)� log vg2(t) + log pT + log pE

= log �f2(z) + ⌘̃1(t) + ⌘2(e), (5)

where ⌘̃1(t) , log pT � log vg2(t) = ⌘1(t) � log vg2(t).
Since Z and Ẽ are independent, we have

@2 log pZẼ

@z@ẽ
⌘ 0. (6)

(5) and (6) entail very strong constraints on the dis-
tribution of E, as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Suppose that the densities of E and

T and the functions f1, f2, g1, g2, and v(x) are

third-order di↵erentiable and that pE is positive on

(�1,+1). The condition (4) implies that for every

point of (X,Y ) satisfying ⌘002h
0 6= 0:

⌘̃0001 � ⌘̃001h
00

h0
=

⇣⌘02⌘0002
⌘002

� 2⌘002

⌘
· h0h00 � ⌘0002

⌘002
· h0⌘̃001

+ ⌘02 ·
⇣
h000 � h002

h0

⌘
, (7)

and h1 depends on ⌘̃1, ⌘2, and h in the following way:

1

h01
=

⌘̃001 + ⌘002h
02 � ⌘02h

00

⌘002h
0 . (8)

Further assume that ⌘002h
0 6= 0 almost everywhere.

Then in order for (7) to hold, pE and h must satisfy

one of the five conditions listed in Table 1.

Table 1: All situations in which the causal direction
implied by the PNL-OSB model may be unidentifiable.

pE h = f1 � g2
1 Gaussian linear

2 log-mix-lin-exp linear

3 log-mix-lin-exp h strictly monotonic,

and h0 ! 0, as t1 !
+1 or as t1 ! �1

4 log-mix-lin-exp Same as above

5 generalized mixture

of two exponentials

Same as above

All proofs are given in the Supplementary material.
In the five situations given in Table 1, the causal di-
rection may not be identifiable according to the PNL-
OSB model, and the involved distribution pE is very
specific. For the definition of distributions of the form
log-mix-lin-exp or generalized mixture of two
exponentials, see (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009). As a
consequence, generally speaking, the causal direction
implied by PNL-OSB is identifiable.

This identifiability result regarding the causal direc-
tion implied by PNL-OSB is similar to the original re-
sult on PNL, which was given in (Zhang & Hyvärinen,
2009). The di↵erence is that ⌘1(t) = log pT (t) in the
original identifiability result on PNL is replaced by
⌘̃1(t) = log pT (t)

vg2 (t)
. Recall that vg2(t) can be any valid

density ratio; if pT (t) is positive on (�1,+1), one

can always adjust vg2(t) so that pT (t)
vg2 (t)

meets the con-

straint on ⌘1 in (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009). That is,
in our result any pT (t) that is positive on (�1,+1)
is allowed. Therefore, our non-identifiable situations
(Table 1) do not contain any constraints on pT , but
still have very strong constraints on PE and h = f1�g2.

4 Identifiability of ANM-OSB Model

Given the causal direction, a further important ques-
tion is whether the causal mechanism, represented by
the functional causal model, and the selection proce-
dure, represented by �(y), can be recovered from data.

For simplicity of the derivation and presentation, we
shall consider the ANM for the causal mechanism (not
a PNL one in this section):

Y = fAN (X) + E, (9)

where E ?? X. Here we further assume that fAN is
smooth. The observed data are generated by applying
the selection bias on Y , i.e., they were drawn from the
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dure, represented by �(y), can be recovered from data.

For simplicity of the derivation and presentation, we
shall consider the ANM for the causal mechanism (not
a PNL one in this section):

Y = fAN (X) + E, (9)

where E ?? X. Here we further assume that fAN is
smooth. The observed data are generated by applying
the selection bias on Y , i.e., they were drawn from the

causal interpretations), including intervention e↵ects.
In addition to the work on various selection models
in econometrics and social science (Heckman, 1979;
Winship & Mare, 1992), recent literature has seen in-
teresting work on the recoverability of causal param-
eters based on graphical models (Didelez et al., 2010;
Bareinboim & Pearl, 2012; Bareinboim et al., 2014;
Evans & Didelez, 2015). Much of this work, however,
deals with linear models or discrete variables, whereas
we are concerned in this paper with continous variables
that may bear a nonlinear relationship.

We will proceed as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the general setup and briefly discuss several types of
selection, before focusing our attention on the situa-
tion where the selection depends on the e↵ect variable,
known as outcome-dependent selection. In Section 3,
we show that in the framework of post-nonlinear causal
models, once outcome-dependent selection is properly
modeled, the causal direction between two variables is
generically identifiable. In Section 4, we identify some
mild conditions under which an additive noise causal
model with outcome-dependent selection is to a large
extent identifiable. We then propose, in Section 5, two
methods for estimating an additive noise model from
data that are generated with outcome-dependent se-
lection. Some experiments are reported in Section 6.

2 Outcome-Dependent Selection Bias

A common way to represent selection bias is to use a
binary selection variable S encoding whether or not a
unit is included in the sample. Suppose we are inter-
ested in the relationship between X and Y , where X
has a causal influence on Y . Let pXY denote the joint
distribution of X and Y in the population. Thanks to
selection, the selected sample follows pXY |S=1 instead
of pXY . In general, pXY |S=1 6= pXY , and that is how
selection may distort statistical and causal inference.
However, di↵erent kinds of selection engender di↵er-
ent levels of di�culty. In general, S may depend on
any number of substantive variables, as illustrated in
Figure 1, where X = (X1, X2). 1

1
In this paper, we assume that we only know which vari-

ables the selection variable S depends on, but the selection

mechanism is unknown, i.e., the probability of S = 1 given

those variables is unknown. Notice that we do not have

access to the data points that were not selected. This is

very di↵erent from Heckman’s framework to correct the

bias caused by a censored sample (Heckman, 1979), which

assumes access to an i.i.d. sample from the whole popula-

tion, on which the Y values are observable only for the data

points that satisfy the selection criterion (implied by the

selection equation), but other attributes of the “censored”

points are still available, enabling one to directly identify

the selection mechanism.
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Figure 1: Illustration of di↵erent situations with sam-
ple selection bias. (a) S depends on X = (X1, X2) but
not on Y . (b) S depends on X and is also statistically
dependent on Y given X due to a confounder U . (c)
S directly depends solely on Y (outcome-dependent
selection). (d) S depends on both X and Y .

Selection Bias on the Cause For the purpose of
causal inference, the least problematic kind of situa-
tion is depicted in Figure 1(a), in which S is indepen-
dent of the e↵ect variable Y given the cause variable
X. It follows that pY |X,S=1 = pY |X . That is, the
selection bias does not distort the conditional distri-
bution of the e↵ect Y given the cause X or the struc-
tural equation model for the causal process. In such
a situation, causal inference can essentially proceed as
usual. However, if there is a (latent) confounder for
Y and S, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), S and Y are
not conditionally independent given X any more, that
is, pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X . Such a distortion may be cor-
rected under rather restrictive assumptions; see, e.g.,
Heckman’s correction (Heckman, 1979).

Selection Bias on the E↵ect If the selection de-
pends solely on the e↵ect, as depicted in Figure 1(c),
then pY |X,S=1 6= pY |X , and the selection bias, if not
corrected, will mislead inference. Consider, for exam-
ple, a standard assumption in functional causal mod-
eling that the e↵ect Y is a function of the cause vari-
able X and an noise variable E that is independent
of X. Suppose this assumption holds in the popula-
tion. With the outcome-dependent selection, X and
E are typically not independent in the selected sam-
ple, as they are typically not independent conditional
on S (which is a descendant of a collider between X
and E, i.e., Y ). Furthermore, even if one fits a regres-
sion model on selected sample, the estimated residual
(which is usually di↵erent from the true noise term in
the causal process) is usually not independent from X;
we will get back to this issue in Section 4.1.

This kind of selection is known as outcome-dependent
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et al., 2014), and will be our focus in this paper. We
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Figure 1: Illustration of di↵erent situations with sam-
ple selection bias. (a) S depends on X = (X1, X2) but
not on Y . (b) S depends on X and is also statistically
dependent on Y given X due to a confounder U . (c)
S directly depends solely on Y (outcome-dependent
selection). (d) S depends on both X and Y .
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corrected, will mislead inference. Consider, for exam-
ple, a standard assumption in functional causal mod-
eling that the e↵ect Y is a function of the cause vari-
able X and an noise variable E that is independent
of X. Suppose this assumption holds in the popula-
tion. With the outcome-dependent selection, X and
E are typically not independent in the selected sam-
ple, as they are typically not independent conditional
on S (which is a descendant of a collider between X
and E, i.e., Y ). Furthermore, even if one fits a regres-
sion model on selected sample, the estimated residual
(which is usually di↵erent from the true noise term in
the causal process) is usually not independent from X;
we will get back to this issue in Section 4.1.

This kind of selection is known as outcome-dependent

selection bias (OSB) (Didelez et al., 2010; Bareinboim
et al., 2014), and will be our focus in this paper. We
will show that although outcome-dependent selection

seriously complicates analysis, it can be handled in
the identification and estimation of functional causal
models. Note that in the case of outcome-dependent
selection, X is independent of S given Y , and so we
can model the distribution of the observed sample as:

p�XY , pXY |S=1 =
pX,Y,S=1

P (S = 1)
= pXY · P (S = 1|X,Y )

P (S = 1)

= pXY · P (S = 1|Y )

P (S = 1)
= �(y)pXY , (1)

where the nonnegative function �(y) , P (S =
1|Y )/P (S = 1) is a density ratio for biased sampling
that only depends on Y . We will adopt this represen-
tation of outcome-dependent selection in what follows.

Selection Bias on Both the Cause and the Ef-

fect An even more general situation is depicted in
Figure 1(d), where the selection depends on both X
and Y (and probably others). In such a situation,
the density ratio function � will depend on both X
and Y . The selected sample follows the distribution
p�XY / pXY �(x, y, w). Roughly speaking, the se-
lection procedure is so flexible that without further
constraints on �(x, y, w), we cannot see much infor-
mation about the population pXY : if pXY is posi-
tive on (�1,+1), the same p�XY can be generated
from a large class of distributions pXY with a suitably
chosen �(x, y, w). Moreover, the causal direction is
generally not identifiable, for with a su�ciently flex-
ible �(x, y, w), either direction can be made compat-
ible with whatever distribution. Interestingly, when
� depends only on Y , as is the case under outcome-
dependent selection, the causal direction according to
a restricted functional causal model is still generically
identifiable, without any substantial restriction on �.
To this result we now turn.

3 Identifiability of Causal Direction

In this section we investigate whether it is possible to
successfully recover the causal direction between two
variables when the data are generated according to a
functional causal model, but with outcome-dependent
selection. Here we assume that both X and Y are
scalar variables.

3.1 Identifiability Without Selection Bias

The traditional approaches to inferring causal struc-
ture from data, such as the constraint-based approach
(Spirtes et al., 2001; Pearl, 2000) and the score-based
approach (Chickering, 2002; Heckerman et al., 1995)
cannot distinguish Markov equivalent causal struc-
tures without background knowledge. In particular,

with only two variables, those methods cannot distin-
guish cause from e↵ect. The more recent approach
based on restricted functional causal models is usually
more powerful in this respect. In a functional causal
model, the e↵ect is taken to be a function of the direct
causes together with an noise term that is independent
of the direct causes (Pearl, 2000). When the class of
functions is constrained, the causal direction is usually
identifiable in that only one direction can satisfy the
model assumptions, such as the assumed independence
between the noise term and the direct causes. Avail-
able identifiability results include those on linear, non-
Gaussian, acyclic Model (LiNGAM) (Shimizu et al.,
2006)), additive noise model (ANM) (Hoyer et al.,
2009), and post-nonlinear (PNL) causal model (Zhang
& Hyvärinen, 2009). In this section, we will establish a
main result for the PNL causal model. The result also
applies to linear models and additive noise models, as
they are special cases of PNL models.

A PNL model for X ! Y is specified as follows:

Y = f2(f1(X) + E), (2)

where X and E are statistically independent, f1 is
a non-constant smooth function, f2 is an invertible
smooth function, and f 0

2 6= 0. This model is su�ciently
flexible to represent or approximate many causal pro-
cesses in reality (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009).

Similarly, for the reverse direction Y ! X, a PNL
model would take the following form:

X = g2(g1(Y ) + Ẽ), (3)

where Y and Ẽ are independent, g1 is non-constant
and smooth, g2 is invertible and smooth, and g02 6= 0.

As shown in (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009), (2) and (3)
can generate the same distribution of X and Y only
for very special configurations of the functions and dis-
tributions. In generic cases, if data are generated ac-
cording to a model of form (2), there is no model of
form (3) that generates the same distribution. Hence
the causal direction is generically identifiable.

3.2 Identifiability of Causal Direction in

PNL-OSB

We now show that the generic identifiability of causal
direction based on PNL models still holds even if we
allow the possibilty of outcome-dependent selection.

Suppose the data distribution is generated by a PNL
causal model from X to Y in the form of (2), denoted
by F!, followed by an outcome-dependent selection
with an density ratio �(y), as in (1). Call (F!,�(y))
a PNL-OSB model, and let p!XY denote the joint den-
sity of X and Y resulting from (F!,�(y)). We are
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direction based on PNL models still holds even if we
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Suppose the data distribution is generated by a PNL
causal model from X to Y in the form of (2), denoted
by F!, followed by an outcome-dependent selection
with an density ratio �(y), as in (1). Call (F!,�(y))
a PNL-OSB model, and let p!XY denote the joint den-
sity of X and Y resulting from (F!,�(y)). We are

interested in whether there is a PNL-OSB model in
the reverse direction that can generate the same data
distribution. That is, consider (F , v(x)), where F 
is a PNL causal model from Y to X in the form of
(3), and v(x) is an density ratio function that depends
on X. Let p XY denote the joint density of X and Y
resulting from (F , v(x)). When is it the case that
p!XY = p XY ?

To simplify the presentation, we define random vari-
ables T , g�12 (X), Z , f�12 (Y ), and function h ,
f1 � g2. That is, h(t) = f1(g2(t)) = f1(x). Sim-
ilarly, h1 , g1 � f2 is a function of Z. Moreover,
we let ⌘1(t) , log pT (t) = log pX(x) + log |g02(t)|, and
⌘2(e) , log pE(e).

Note that T and E are independent (for X and E are
assumed to be independent), and Z and Ẽ are inde-
pendent (for Y and Ẽ are assumed to be independent).
It follows that

p!XY = �(y)pF!XY = �(y)pXE/|f 02| = �f2(z)pT pE/|f 02g02|,
p XY = v(x)pF XY = v(x)pY Ẽ/|g

0
2| = vg2(t)pZẼ/|f

0
2g
0
2|,

where �f2 = � � f2, and vg2 = v � g2.

Now suppose
p!XY = p XY (4)

This implies

pZẼ =
�f2(z)

vg2(t)
pT pE ,

or equivalently

log pZẼ = log �f2(z)� log vg2(t) + log pT + log pE

= log �f2(z) + ⌘̃1(t) + ⌘2(e), (5)

where ⌘̃1(t) , log pT � log vg2(t) = ⌘1(t) � log vg2(t).
Since Z and Ẽ are independent, we have

@2 log pZẼ

@z@ẽ
⌘ 0. (6)

(5) and (6) entail very strong constraints on the dis-
tribution of E, as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Suppose that the densities of E and

T and the functions f1, f2, g1, g2, and v(x) are

third-order di↵erentiable and that pE is positive on

(�1,+1). The condition (4) implies that for every

point of (X,Y ) satisfying ⌘002h
0 6= 0:

⌘̃0001 � ⌘̃001h
00

h0
=

⇣⌘02⌘0002
⌘002

� 2⌘002

⌘
· h0h00 � ⌘0002

⌘002
· h0⌘̃001

+ ⌘02 ·
⇣
h000 � h002

h0

⌘
, (7)

and h1 depends on ⌘̃1, ⌘2, and h in the following way:

1

h01
=

⌘̃001 + ⌘002h
02 � ⌘02h

00

⌘002h
0 . (8)

Further assume that ⌘002h
0 6= 0 almost everywhere.

Then in order for (7) to hold, pE and h must satisfy

one of the five conditions listed in Table 1.

Table 1: All situations in which the causal direction
implied by the PNL-OSB model may be unidentifiable.

pE h = f1 � g2
1 Gaussian linear

2 log-mix-lin-exp linear

3 log-mix-lin-exp h strictly monotonic,

and h0 ! 0, as t1 !
+1 or as t1 ! �1

4 log-mix-lin-exp Same as above

5 generalized mixture

of two exponentials

Same as above

All proofs are given in the Supplementary material.
In the five situations given in Table 1, the causal di-
rection may not be identifiable according to the PNL-
OSB model, and the involved distribution pE is very
specific. For the definition of distributions of the form
log-mix-lin-exp or generalized mixture of two
exponentials, see (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009). As a
consequence, generally speaking, the causal direction
implied by PNL-OSB is identifiable.

This identifiability result regarding the causal direc-
tion implied by PNL-OSB is similar to the original re-
sult on PNL, which was given in (Zhang & Hyvärinen,
2009). The di↵erence is that ⌘1(t) = log pT (t) in the
original identifiability result on PNL is replaced by
⌘̃1(t) = log pT (t)

vg2 (t)
. Recall that vg2(t) can be any valid

density ratio; if pT (t) is positive on (�1,+1), one

can always adjust vg2(t) so that pT (t)
vg2 (t)

meets the con-

straint on ⌘1 in (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 2009). That is,
in our result any pT (t) that is positive on (�1,+1)
is allowed. Therefore, our non-identifiable situations
(Table 1) do not contain any constraints on pT , but
still have very strong constraints on PE and h = f1�g2.

4 Identifiability of ANM-OSB Model

Given the causal direction, a further important ques-
tion is whether the causal mechanism, represented by
the functional causal model, and the selection proce-
dure, represented by �(y), can be recovered from data.

For simplicity of the derivation and presentation, we
shall consider the ANM for the causal mechanism (not
a PNL one in this section):

Y = fAN (X) + E, (9)

where E ?? X. Here we further assume that fAN is
smooth. The observed data are generated by applying
the selection bias on Y , i.e., they were drawn from the

or
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(29) with the proper constraints on ↵2i and ↵3i with
the constrained nonlinear optimization toolbox (im-
plemented by the function “fmincon” in MATLAB).

To do so, one has to find the derivative of (29) w.r.t.
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 X(k) · @
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@2 log pE(yk � fAN (xk))
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n
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k=1

h@3 log pE(yk � fAN (xk))

@x2@✓4
+

@3 log pE(yk � fAN (xk))
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+

 X(k) · @
2 log pE(yk � fAN (xk))

@x@✓3
+

 Y (k) ·
@2 log pE(yk � fAN (xk))

@y@✓4

i
.

The involved partial derivatives can be calculated ac-
cording to the parameterization (28).

S8. More Results on Real Data

We went through the cause-e↵ect pairs (http://
webdav.tuebingen.mpg.de/cause-effect/) to find
data sets which are likely to su↵er the OSB issue ac-
cording to commonsense or background knowledge. We
select Pairs 25, 40, and 41: Pair 25 is about the rela-
tionship between the age (X) and the concrete com-
pressive strength (Y ) of di↵erent samples of concrete;
Pair 40 is on the relations between the age (X) and di-
astolic blood pressure (Y ) of di↵erent subjects; Pair 41
contains the age (X) of the subjects and their plasma
glucose concentration a 2 hours in an oral glucose tol-
erance test (Y ).

The empirical distribution of the data in Pair 25 sug-
gests that it is very likely for the e↵ect to su↵er from
a PNL distortion. We use a rough way to take into
account both the PNL distortion in the causal process
and the OSB. We first fit the PNL causal model (Zhang
& Hyvärinen, 2009) on the data and correct the data
with the estimated PNL transformation on the hypo-
thetical e↵ect. We then fit the ANM-OSB procedure
on the corrected data. To avoid local optima, we run
the algorithm presented in Section 5.1 five times with
random initializations and choose the one with the
highest likelihood. Figure 7 shows the result on Pair
25. As seen from �̂(y), it seems for some reason, the
samples whose compressive strength is very high were
not selected. The estimated function f̂GP

M L seems to
address this issue. For Pair 40, whose results are shown
in Figure 8, �̂(y) suggests that people with relatively
high diastolic blood pressure seem more likely to take
part in the test. The interpretation on the results on
Pair 41 (Figure 9) may require some domain expertise
knowledge.
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Figure 7: Results on pair 25 of the cause-e↵ect pairs.
(a) The scatterplot of the data (after correcting the
nonlinear distortion in the hypothetical cause with the
PNL causal model, the nonlinear regression function
f̂GP on the data, and the estimated function f̂AN

ML by
the proposed maximum likelihood approach. (b) The
estimated density ratio �(y) for the selection proce-
dure.
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Figure 8: Results on pair 40 (original data without
PNL correction).
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Extension 4: Causality in Time Series

• Functional causal models in time series

• Time-delayed causality + instantaneous 
relations

• Causal discovery from subsampled or 
temporally aggregated data

• From partially observable time series
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Zhang & Hyvärinen, ECML 2009;  
Hyvärinen , Zhang et al., JMLR 2010; 
Gong, Zhang, Schölkopf, Tao, Geigere, ICML 2015; UAI 2017; 
Geiger, Zhang, Gong, Janzing, Schölkopf, ICML 2015
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Granger Causality: 
Motivation
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Granger Causality: Original Definition & 
Practical Constraints

• Two principles (Granger, ‘80)

• Future cannot cause past

• No redundant info: Cause contains unique information about effect

• X causes Y if  
• Completely nonparametric; Yt+1 ⫫ Xt given all the remaining 

information until time t

• In practice: causality in mean; linear Granger causality

- C.W.J. Granger, Testing for causality: A personal viewpoint. Journal of Economic Dynamics & 
Control 2: 329–352, 1980
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Conditional Independence-Based Method 
for Causal Discovery from Time Series

• Two principles (Granger, ‘80)

• Future cannot cause past 

• No redundant info: Cause contains unique information about effect

• X causes Y if  
• Completely nonparametric; Yt+1 ⫫ Xt given all the remaining 

information until time t

• In practice: causality in mean; linear Granger causality

P
�
Yt+1 2 A | ⌦t

�
6= P

�
Yt+1 2 A | ⌦�X

t

� Xt         Xt+1

Yt          Yt+1?

- The PC algorithm still applies; additional temporal 
constraints!



Extension of PC for Causal Analysis of 
Time series

• Unroll the processes

• Apply PC + temporal constraints

• Has been applied to climate analysis

Chu and Glymour, Search for nonlinear time series causal models, JMLR 2008 



Practical Granger Causality

• X1: {X1t} Granger causes X2: {X2t} if it contains information helping 
predict X2,t+h (h>0) contained nowhere else (Granger, 1969)

• Temporal constraint: causes must precede effects + linear causal 
relations 

• Vector autoregression (VAR) estimated by multivariate least squares 
(MLS)

X1t

X2t

Xt =
pX

⌧=1

B⌧Xt�⌧ +Et



An Example

• Analyze cheese price (X1), butter price (X2), and milk price 
(X3);recorded monthly from January 1986 to April 2014

• http://future.aae. wisc.edu/tab/prices.html  

• Estimate 
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Causal Inference by Identification of Vector Autoregressive Processes with Hidden Components
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Algorithm 2
Practical Granger

Figure 2. RMSE of Algorithm 2 and the practical Granger estima-
tor as a function of sample length L.

causation estimator on the sample of only X .

Outcome: We calculated the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) of Algorithm 2, i.e., 1

20

P20
n=1(B

best est
n � Btrue

n )2,
where Bbest est

n , Btrue
n denotes the best estimate for B re-

turned by Algorithm 2 (i.e., the one out of the two outputs
that minimizes the RMSE) and true B for each run n, re-
spectively. The RMSE as a function of the sample length L
is depicted in Figure 2, along with the RMSE of the practi-
cal Granger estimator.

Discussion: This empirically shows that the set of two out-
puts of Algorithm 2 asymptotically seem to contain the true
B. However, it takes at least 1000 samples to output rea-
sonable estimates. As expected, the practical Granger esti-
mator does not seem to converge against the true B.

8.2. Real-World Data
Here we examine how Algorithm 1 performs on a real-
world data set.

Experimental setup: We consider a time series Y of
length 340 and the three components: cheese price Y 1,
butter price Y 2, milk price Y 3 (recorded monthly from
January 1986 to April 2014, http://future.aae.
wisc.edu/tab/prices.html). We used the follow-
ing estimators: We applied practical Granger estimation to
the full time series Y (i.e., considering X = Y ) and denote
the outcome by AfG. We applied practical Granger estima-
tion to the reduced time series (Y 1, Y 2)> (i.e., considering
X = (Y 1, Y 2)>) and denote the outcome by BpG. We ap-
plied Algorithm 1 to the full time series Y (i.e., considering
X = Y ), while assuming an additional hidden univariate
Z, and denote the outcome by ĀfA. We applied Algorithm
1 to the reduced time series (Y 1, Y 2)> (i.e., considering
X = (Y 1, Y 2)>), while assuming an additional hidden
univariate Z, and denote the outcome by ÃpA. Furthermore
we do a model check as suggested in Section 7.3, although
the sample size may be too small for the independence test

to work reliably.

Outcome: The outputs are:

AfG =

0

@
0.8381 0.0810 0.0375
0.0184 0.9592 �0.0473
0.2318 0.0522 0.7446

1

A ,

BpG =

✓
0.8707 0.0837
�0.0227 0.9559

◆
,

ĀfA =

0

BB@

0.8809 0.1812 0.1016 �0.1595
0.0221 1.0142 �0.0290 �0.0492
0.2296 0.1291 0.8172 �0.1143
1.0761 0.6029 �0.7184 0.4226

1

CCA ,

ÃpA =

0

@
0.9166 0.0513 �0.0067
�0.0094 0.9828 �0.0047
�0.0031 0.1441 �0.2365

1

A .

The outcome of the model check, based on a significance
level of 5%, is the following: the hypothesis of Gaussian-
ity is rejected. Also the independence hypothesis stated in
Section 7.3 is rejected. The latter implies that the model
assumptions underlying Algorithm 1 are probably wrong.

Discussion: We consider AfG as ground truth. Intuitively,
non-zero entries at positions (i, 3) can be explained by the
milk price influencing cheese/butter prices via production
costs, while non-zero entries at positions (3, j) can be ex-
plained by cheese/butter prices driving the milk price via
demand for milk. The explanation of non-zero entries at
positions (1, 2) an (2, 1) is less clear. One can see that the
upper left 2 ⇥ 2 submatrix of ÃpA is quite close to that of
AfG (the RMSE over all entries is 0.0753), which shows
that Algorithm 1 works well in this respect. Note that BpG
is even a bit closer (the RMSE is 0.0662). However, the
upper right 2 ⇥ 1 matrix of ÃpA is not close to a scaled
version of the upper right 2 ⇥ 1 submatrix of AfG (which
corresponds to C). This is in contrast to what one could ex-
pect based on Theorem 2. ĀfA can be seen as an alternative
ground truth. It is important to mention that the estimated
order (lag length) of the full time series Y is 3, according to
Schwarz’s criterion (SC) (Lütkepohl, 2006), which would
violate our assumption of a VAR process of order 1 (Sec-
tion 4.1). The model check seems to detect this violation
of the model assumptions.

9. Conclusions
We considered the problem of causal inference from obser-
vational time series data. Our approach consisted of two
parts: First, we examined possible conditions for identifi-
ability of causal properties of the underlying system from
the given data. Second, we proposed two estimation algo-
rithms and showed that they work on simulated data under
the respective conditions from the first part.

http://future.aae


Granger Causality with Instantaneous 
Relations

• Are Eit independent? ⇒ instantaneous effects between 
Xit (Reale, Wilson et al., 2001)

• Granger causality with instantaneous effects: 

Xt =
pX

⌧=1

B⌧Xt�⌧ +B0Xt +Et, or Xt =
pX

⌧=0

B⌧Xt�⌧ +Et
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What Happens If We Ignore Instantaneous 
Effects (Hyvärinen et al., ICML 2008)

• Time-delayed “causal relations” will be changed

• Example

:

:

X1,t-1 X1t

X2,t-1 X2t

0.9

0.9

X3,t-1 X3t

1

1
0.9

0.9

0.90.9

Xt =
pX

⌧=0

B⌧Xt�⌧ +Et

)Xt =
pX

⌧=1

(I�B0)
�1 ·B⌧ ·Xt�⌧ + (I�B0)

�1Et



Identification (Zhang & Hyvärinen, 
ECML 2009)

•  Eit independent for different i and 
t, i.e., spatially & temporally 
independent

• If at most one of Eit is Gaussian, it 
can be solved by multichannel blind 
deconvolution (MBD) with causal 
FIR filters

• MBD estimates W to make Êit 
spatially and temporally 
independent

• Bτ can be found from Wτ, by 
extending LiNGAM analysis
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)Et = (I�B0)Xt �
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Experiment on Financial Data

• Extended Granger causality analysis (Granger causality 
with instantaneous effects) of daily returns of stock indices 
DJI, N225, HSI, and SSEC, with k = 1 lag



Two Schemes of Temporal Aggregation

• Subsampling (systematic 
sampling) 

• Taking local averages (aggregation)

x1, x2,..., xk, xk+1, xk+2,...,x2k, x2k+1,...

x1, x2,..., xk, xk+1, xk+2,...,x2k, x2k+1,...

︸︸
x̃1 = x1, x̃2 = xk+1,

x̃1 =
1

k

kX

l=1

xl, x̃2 =
1

k

kX

l=1

xk+l, ...

...
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. 

Xn,t-1

X1t 
. 
. 
. 

Xnt

A

X1,t+1 
. 
. 
. 

Xn,t+1

A? ?

Causal info tends to disappear 
as k→∞

Causal info tends to be 
instantaneous as k→∞ :

Assume Xt = AXt�1 +Et

X̃t ⇡ AX̃t + Ẽt

Can we recover the causal 

influence matrix A? 

- Examples: temperature 

data, stock daily returns, 

GDP, fMRI...
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Abstract

Standard time series structure learning algo-
rithms assume that the measurement timescale
is approximately the same as the timescale of
the underlying (causal) system. In many scien-
tific contexts, however, this assumption is vio-
lated: the measurement timescale can be sub-
stantially slower than the system timescale (so
intermediate time series datapoints will be miss-
ing). This assumption violation can lead to sig-
nificant learning errors. In this paper, we pro-
vide a novel learning algorithm to extract system-
timescale structure from measurement data that
undersample the underlying system. We employ
multiple algorithmic optimizations that exploit
the problem structure in order to achieve com-
putational tractability. The resulting algorithm
is highly reliable at extracting system-timescale
structure from undersampled data.

1 Introduction

In many domains, measurement speed can be significantly
slower than the causal or communication speeds in the un-
derlying system. For example, fMRI experiments typically
measure brain activity roughly every two seconds, but the
causal and communication connections between neuronal
layers operate much faster [8]. Similar observations can be
made about systems in ecology, climatology, economics,
genomics and proteomics, and cognitive science. More-
over, a discrepancy between the measurement timescale
⌧M and the system timescale ⌧S can make a difference: an
apparent A ! B connection at ⌧M can be consistent with
any possible connection at ⌧S : A! B, A B, or no con-
nection at all. Thus, it is critical that we not simply restrict
our attention to learning connections at ⌧M .

In this paper, we address the problem of learning the causal
structure at ⌧S from measurements taken at a slower sam-

pling rate, also called “undersampled” data.1 We focus
on cases in which the underlying system structure can be
represented as a directed graphical model (without simul-
taneous influence). There has been very little prior work
on the problem of structure learning from undersampled
time series data, though there have been important prior
explorations of learning when the measurement and sys-
tem timescales diverge, or when causal influences operate
on multiple timescales [3, 5, 9]. There are multiple al-
gorithms for learning graphical structure from time series
data [6, 7, 11, 14, 15], but they all assume that ⌧M is at
least as fast as ⌧S . Undersampling was explicitly addressed
in [2], but they focused on the “forward” problem of un-
dersampling: given a structure at ⌧S , what structure will be
realized at ⌧M? That paper provided some preliminary the-
orems (used below) to characterize the backward problem,
but not a usable algorithm for actually learning structure at
⌧S from measurements at ⌧M . In this paper, we introduce
such an algorithm: the Mesochronal Structure Learning
(MSL) algorithm (from Greek méso (µ"́�!) for “through”
and chronos (�⇢ó⌫o&) for “time”) (Section 3); and show
that it can often learn significant ⌧S structure from ⌧M data
(Section 4). First, however, we provide a precise statement
of the problem.

2 Formal statement of the problem

We use a compressed graph representation of the under-
lying system structure.2 We assume that the system is
first-order Markov,3 and so temporal information can be
encoded directly in the graphical edges. This assumption
also implies a form of “causal sufficiency”: specifically,

1Measurements taken at a faster sampling rate pose a compu-
tational challenge, but not a distinctive theoretical problem.

2This framework is mathematically equivalent to dynamic
Bayesian networks [4, 12], so all results could instead be ex-
pressed using DBNs [2]. However, compressed graphs provide
significant computational advantages for this particular problem
domain.

3That is, the system-state at t is independent of all system-
states at t�n for n > 1, conditional on the system-state at t� 1.

UAI 2015
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Abstract

Granger causal analysis has been an important
tool for causal analysis for time series in various
fields, including neuroscience and economics,
and recently it has been extended to include in-
stantaneous effects between the time series to
explain the contemporaneous dependence in the
residuals. In this paper, we assume that the time
series at the true causal frequency follow the vec-
tor autoregressive model. We show that when the
data resolution becomes lower due to subsam-
pling, neither the original Granger causal anal-
ysis nor the extended one is able to discover the
underlying causal relations. We then aim to an-
swer the following question: can we estimate
the temporal causal relations at the right causal
frequency from the subsampled data? Tradi-
tionally this suffers from the identifiability prob-
lems: under the Gaussianity assumption of the
data, the solutions are generally not unique. We
prove that, however, if the noise terms are non-
Gaussian, the underlying model for the high-
frequency data is identifiable from subsampled
data under mild conditions. We then propose an
Expectation-Maximization (EM) approach and a
variational inference approach to recover tempo-
ral causal relations from such subsampled data.
Experimental results on both simulated and real
data are reported to illustrate the performance of
the proposed approaches.

Proceedings of the 32nd
International Conference on Machine

Learning, Lille, France, 2015. JMLR: W&CP volume 37. Copy-
right 2015 by the author(s). * Equal contribution.

1. Introduction
Granger causal analysis (Granger, 1980) has been widely
used to find the temporal causal relations from time se-
ries. Time series x1 is said to cause times series x2 in the
Granger’s sense, if and only if the past and current values of
x1 contain useful information to predict the future values of
x2 that are not contained elsewhere.1 In practice, although
its nonlinear or nonparametric extensions exist, Granger
causal analysis usually assumes a linear model, and conse-
quently, the Granger causal relations can be seen by fitting
the vector autoregressive (VAR) regression model (Sims,
1980). When using VAR to estimate temporal causal re-
lations, one assumes that the data are obtained at the right
causal frequency, i.e., the VAR model serves as an approx-
imator to the true data-generating process. However, in
practice the causal frequency is usually unknown, and the
data are available at some fixed frequency such as daily,
weekly, or monthly. As a consequence, the sampling fre-
quency of the data is usually different from the true causal
frequency.

There are two typical aggregation schemes to generate low-
resolution or low-frequency data from high frequency ones.
One is by subsampling or systematic sampling: for ev-
ery k consecutive observations, one is kept, the rest being
skipped. We call k the subsampling factor. The other is to
take the local averages of k consecutive, non-overlapping
observations as the new observations. See Silvestrini &
Veredas (2008) for a survey on aggregation of univariate
and multivariate time series models. Subsampling is a com-
mon phenomenon in time series, and is our main focus in

1In physics, it might be more mathematically tractable to con-
struct theoretical models in continuous time, and often an exact
description requires the use of continuous time. However, we
would like to note that some time series are inherently discrete;
an example is the dividend paid by a company to shareholders
in successive years. Furthermore, even for continuous processes,
their causal interactions may take place at discrete points.

ICML 2015



Causal Discovery from Temporally 
Aggregated Time Series
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Abstract

Discovering causal structure of a dynamical sys-
tem from observed time series is a traditional
and important problem. In many practical ap-
plications, observed data are obtained by apply-
ing subsampling or temporally aggregation to the
original causal processes, making it difficult to
discover the underlying causal relations. Subsam-
pling refers to the procedure that for every k con-
secutive observations, one is kept, the rest being
skipped, and recently some advances have been
made in causal discovery from such data. With
temporal aggregation, the local averages or sums
of k consecutive, non-overlapping observations
in the causal process are computed as new obser-
vations, and causal discovery from such data is
even harder. In this paper, we investigate how to
recover causal relations at the original causal fre-
quency from temporally aggregated data when k

is known. Assuming the time series at the causal
frequency follows a vector autoregressive (VAR)
model, we show that the causal structure at the
causal frequency is identifiable from aggregated
time series if the noise terms are independent and
non-Gaussian and some other technical conditions
hold. We then present an estimation method based
on non-Gaussian state-space modeling and eval-
uate its performance on both synthetic and real
data.

1 INTRODUCTION

Causal modeling (Spirtes et al., 2001; Pearl, 2000) of time
series data has been widely applied in many fields such as
econometrics (Ghysels et al., 2016), neuroscience (Zhou
et al., 2014), and climate science (Van Nes et al., 2015).
Classical causal discovery approaches, e.g., Granger causal-
ity test (Granger, 1969), usually assume that the data mea-
surement frequency matches the true causal frequency of the

underlying physical process. However, since the true causal
frequency is usually unknown, the time series data are often
measured at the frequency lower than the causal frequency.
For example, some econometric indicators such as GDP
and non-farm payroll are usually recorded at quarterly and
monthly scales. Causal interactions between the processes,
however, may take place at the weekly or fortnightly scales
(Ghysels et al., 2016). In neuroscience, imaging technolo-
gies have relatively low temporal resolutions, while many
high frequency neuronal interactions are important for un-
derstanding neuronal dynamics (Zhou et al., 2014). In these
situations, the available observations have a lower resolution
than the underlying causal process.

There are two typical schemes to generate low-resolution or
low-frequency data from high-frequency ones (Silvestrini
& Veredas, 2008; Marcellino, 1999). One is by subsam-
pling: for every k consecutive observations, one is kept,
the rest being skipped. The other is temporally aggrega-
tion, i.e., taking the local averages or sums of k consecutive,
non-overlapping observations from the underlying causal
process as new observations. For instance, the time series
of interest, money supply, and temperature are usually ob-
tained by subsampling; in contrast, the U.S. nominal GDP
was obtained by aggregation – it refers to a total number of
dollars spent over a time period.

Numerous contributions have been made on analyzing the
effects of the above two schemes to generate low-resolution
data on the properties of the time series such as estimated
causal relations and exogeneity (Tiao, 1972; Weiss, 1984;
Granger, 1987; Marcellino, 1999; Rajaguru & Abeysinghe,
2008). These studies found that temporal aggregation can
lead to errors in the estimated causal relations if not prop-
erly addressed. For example, Breitung & Swanson (2002)
examined the impact of temporal aggregation on Granger
causality in vector autoregressive (VAR) models and found
that the results of Granger causal analysis heavily depend
on temporal aggregation.

Recovering the high frequency causal relations from tem-
porally aggregated data is a very hard problem due to infor-
mation loss in the aggregation process. A classical way to
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Effects of Subsampling: Linear Case

• Assume

• Subsampled data with subsampling factor k follow another VAR:

• Ak can be very different from A; tend to vanish as k→∞

Example I: 

Xt = AXt�1 +Et

X̃t+1 = X1+tk = AX1+tk�1 +E1+tk = A(Ax1+tk�2 +E1+tk�1) +E1+tk = ...

= AkX̃t+
k�1X

l=0

AlE1+tk�l

| {z }
,Ẽt+1: complex error terms

.

A =


0.6 .6
0.6 �0.6

�
) A2 =


0.72 0
0 0.72

�
and errors Ẽt = Et +AẼt�1

have uncorrelatd components!

Example II: 

A =


0.8 .5
0 �0.8

�
) A2 =


0.64 0
0 0.64

�

{X̃1t} and {X̃2t} become two independent processes in the Gaussian case!



Identifiability of A: 
Gaussian Case

• Is A at true causal frequency identifiable from observed data                                  
?

• E.g., causal info from daily stock returns/ fMRI signals?

• Find Ak and then solve for A ?

• Estimate of Ak  involves relatively large errors

• Given Ak, usually a large number of possible solutions to A. E.g., 

• It has been demonstrated that with only the second-order 
information, A is not identifiable (Palm & Nijman, 1984)

X1,t-1 
. 
. 
. 

Xn,t-1

X1t 
. 
. 
. 

Xnt

A

X1,t+1 
. 
. 
. 

Xn,t+1

A? ?... ...

X̃t+1= AkX̃t+Ẽt+1


1 0
0 1

�
has symmetric square roots 1

a


b c
c �b

�
, where b2 + c2 = a2, bc 6= 0



• Assumptions: 

• A1: System is stable;

• A2: pEi are non-Gaussian and 
different across i; their 
characteristic functions are all 
analytic (or non-vanishing)

• Then in general, A can be 
uniquely identified from 
subsampled data

Identifiability of A: 
Non-Gaussian Case

X1,t-1 
. 
. 
. 

Xn,t-1

X1t 
. 
. 
. 

Xnt

A

X1,t+1 
. 
. 
. 

Xn,t+1

A? ?... ...

X̃t+1= AkX̃t+
k�1X

l=0

AlE1+tk�l

admits [I A A2 · · · Ak�1] · [E(1)
1 , ..., E(1)

n , E(2)
1 , ..., E(2)

n , ...E(k)
1 , ..., E(k)

n ]|

X̃ Proof is based on extensive use of 
Kagan et al. (1973)

[Theorem on Identifiability] Suppose X̃t

also admits another kth order subsampling rep-
resentation (A0,E0, k). Let A1 – A2 hold. As
T ! 1, we have

(i) A0 = AD1, where D1 is a diagonal matrix
with 1 or �1 on its diagonal. If The diagonal
entries ofA and A0 are positive, then A0 = A.

(ii) If each pEi is asymmetric, A0 = A.

(iii) If A is of full rank, all its diagonal entries are
non-zero, and the graph implied byA is weakly
connected, thenA0 = A for odd k andA0 must
be A or �A for even k.



On Temperature Ozone Data

• Temperature Ozone: time series for daily temperature X1 and 
ozone density X2

• It is believed that X2→X1

• k=1,2,3: CV-likelihood: -89.64, -89.20, -90.25

Â=

0.729 0.177
�0.038 0.953

�
,


0.831 0.137
0.009 0.954

�
,


0.882 �0.099
0.029 0.946

�

Temperature

Ozone density



On “Temperature 
in House” Data

• 2 (outside) & 3 (kitchen):

• Causal frequency seems high: 2 (1) and 3 are adjacent 

• 2 (outside) & 4 (living room)

1-shed
2-outside
3-kitchen
4-living room
5-WC
6-bathroom


0.948 �0.002
0.062 0.939

�
,


0.974 �0.0011
0.033 0.969

�
,


0.982 �0.0007
0.022 0.979

�
...


0.942 0.008
0.064 0.956

�
,


0.971 0.004
0.034 0.976

�
,


0.980 0.002
0.023 0.984

�
...

Causal freq. around 
15 minutes

Â=

k=1,...,5: 183.596, 184.076, 184.139, 184.168, 184.183 ➚

Â=

Recorded hourly

k=1,...,5: 273.53, 273.72, 322.35, 370.56, 370.55



Confounding Effect

• What if Zt is not observable?

• Discovered causal relations sensitive to confounders: 
Example

• Can we identify B (as well as C) from Xt ?

- G. Philipp, K. Zhang, M. Gong, D. Janzing, B. Schölkopf. Causal inference by identification of vector 
autoregressive processes with hidden components, ICML 2015

X1,t-1 
. 
. 
. 

Xn,t-1

X1t 
. 
. 
. 

Xnt

A

X1,t+1 
. 
. 
. 

Xn,t+1

A? ?


Xt

Zt

�
=


B C
D E

� 
Xt�1

Zt�1

�
+ Et

≙A

220
221
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Causal Inference by Identification of Vector Autoregressive Processes with Hidden Components

We say W is a diagonal-structural VAR process, or DS-
VAR process for short, if in the above definition the addi-
tional condition is met that N1

0 , . . . , N
K
0 are mutually in-

dependent.2

3.2. Statistical Model of Observed and Hidden
Components

In this section we define the time series which we will ex-
amine throughout the paper. Let KX be arbitrary but fixed.
Let X be a KX -variate time series. As stated in Section
1, X is the random process from which we assume we
measured a sample. In particular, the random variables
in X have a meaning in reality (e.g., X1

3 is the tempera-
ture measured in room 1 at time 3) and we are interested in
the causal relations between these variables. Let X be re-
lated to a K-variate VAR process W , with VAR matrix A,
noise time series N , and noise convariance matrix ⌃, and a
KZ-variate time series Z, as follows: W = (X,Z)> and
KZ  KX . Furthermore, let

A =:

✓
B C
D E

◆
, (2)

with B a KX ⇥KX matrix.

We call B, which is the most interesting part of A in this
paper, the structural matrix underlying X . Furthermore, in
case C 6= 0, we call Z a hidden confounder.

3.3. Link Between Statistical and Causal Models
As already mentioned in Section 1, throughout this paper
we assume that the variables in Z are in principle measur-
able and intervenable, and based on this that the entries of
A, in particular the submatrix B, capture the actual direct
causal influences between the variables in W .

We also mentioned that there are two lines of thought based
on which this assumption can be justified. Let us briefly
elaborate on this here.

On the one hand, Granger (Granger, 1969) proposed a def-
inition of causation between observables which we will re-
fer to as Granger’s ideal definition. Assume the statistical
model for the observed sample of X specified in Subsection
3.2. If we additionally assume that Z models the whole rest
of the universe or the “relevant” subpart of it, then accord-
ing to Granger’s ideal definition the non-instantaneous (di-
rect) causal influences between the components of X are
precisely given by the entries of B. But this implies that
everything about B that we can infer from X can be in-
terpreted causally, if one accepts Granger’s ideal definition
and the additional assumptions that are necessary (such as
KZ  KX , which in fact may be a quite strong assumption
of course). This is one way to justify our approach.

2Note that the notion “diagonal-structural” is a special case of
the more general notion of “structural” in e.g., (Lütkepohl, 2006).

On the other hand, Pearl, Spirtes and others (Pearl, 2000;
Spirtes et al., 2000) do not define causation based on ob-
servable distributions but instead formalize causation by
so-called structural equation models and link them to ob-
servable distributions via additional assumptions. In this
sense, let us assume that X together with some hidden Z
forms a causally sufficient set of variables W = (X,Z)>,
whose structural equations are given by the VAR(1) equa-
tions (2), i.e., these equations represent causal influences
from the r.h.s. to the l.h.s. In particular these equations
define the (temporal) causal directed acyclic graph (DAG)
for (X,Z)>. Then, essentially following the above men-
tioned authors, everything about B that we can infer from
the distribution of X can be interpreted causally. This is
the other way to justify our approach (in case the require-
ment KZ  KX and the other additional assumptions are
met). Note that we neglect here that W is not a finite set of
variables while Pearl generally only considers such finite
sets.

3.4. Relation to Practical Granger Causal Analysis and
How It Can Go Wrong

The above ideal definition of causation by Granger (Sub-
section 3.3) needs to be contrasted with what we introduced
as “practical Granger causation” in Section 1. In practi-
cal Granger causal analysis, one just performs a linear re-
gression of present on past on the observed X and then
interpret the regression matrix causally.3 While making the
ideal definition practically feasible, this may lead to wrong
causal conclusions in the sense that it does not comply with
the causal structure that we would infer given we had more
information.

Let us give an example for this. Let X be bivariate and Z
be univariate. Moreover, assume

A =

0

@
0.9 0 0.5
0.1 0.1 0.8
0 0 0.9

1

A ,

and let the covariance matrix of Nt be the identity matrix.
To perform practical Granger causal analysis, we proceed
as usual: we fit a VAR model on only X , in particular cal-
culate the VAR transition matrix by

BpG := E(XtX
>
t�1)E(XtX

>
t )�1 =

✓
0.89 0.35
0.08 0.65

◆

(3)

(up to rounding) and interpret the coefficients of BpG as
causal influences. Although, based on A, X2

t does not
3We are aware that nonlinear models (Chu and Glymour,

2008) and nonparametric estimators (Schreiber, 2000) have been
used to find temporal causal relations. In this paper we focus on
the linear case.
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We say W is a diagonal-structural VAR process, or DS-
VAR process for short, if in the above definition the addi-
tional condition is met that N1

0 , . . . , N
K
0 are mutually in-

dependent.2

3.2. Statistical Model of Observed and Hidden
Components

In this section we define the time series which we will ex-
amine throughout the paper. Let KX be arbitrary but fixed.
Let X be a KX -variate time series. As stated in Section
1, X is the random process from which we assume we
measured a sample. In particular, the random variables
in X have a meaning in reality (e.g., X1

3 is the tempera-
ture measured in room 1 at time 3) and we are interested in
the causal relations between these variables. Let X be re-
lated to a K-variate VAR process W , with VAR matrix A,
noise time series N , and noise convariance matrix ⌃, and a
KZ-variate time series Z, as follows: W = (X,Z)> and
KZ  KX . Furthermore, let

A =:

✓
B C
D E

◆
, (2)

with B a KX ⇥KX matrix.

We call B, which is the most interesting part of A in this
paper, the structural matrix underlying X . Furthermore, in
case C 6= 0, we call Z a hidden confounder.

3.3. Link Between Statistical and Causal Models
As already mentioned in Section 1, throughout this paper
we assume that the variables in Z are in principle measur-
able and intervenable, and based on this that the entries of
A, in particular the submatrix B, capture the actual direct
causal influences between the variables in W .

We also mentioned that there are two lines of thought based
on which this assumption can be justified. Let us briefly
elaborate on this here.

On the one hand, Granger (Granger, 1969) proposed a def-
inition of causation between observables which we will re-
fer to as Granger’s ideal definition. Assume the statistical
model for the observed sample of X specified in Subsection
3.2. If we additionally assume that Z models the whole rest
of the universe or the “relevant” subpart of it, then accord-
ing to Granger’s ideal definition the non-instantaneous (di-
rect) causal influences between the components of X are
precisely given by the entries of B. But this implies that
everything about B that we can infer from X can be in-
terpreted causally, if one accepts Granger’s ideal definition
and the additional assumptions that are necessary (such as
KZ  KX , which in fact may be a quite strong assumption
of course). This is one way to justify our approach.

2Note that the notion “diagonal-structural” is a special case of
the more general notion of “structural” in e.g., (Lütkepohl, 2006).

On the other hand, Pearl, Spirtes and others (Pearl, 2000;
Spirtes et al., 2000) do not define causation based on ob-
servable distributions but instead formalize causation by
so-called structural equation models and link them to ob-
servable distributions via additional assumptions. In this
sense, let us assume that X together with some hidden Z
forms a causally sufficient set of variables W = (X,Z)>,
whose structural equations are given by the VAR(1) equa-
tions (2), i.e., these equations represent causal influences
from the r.h.s. to the l.h.s. In particular these equations
define the (temporal) causal directed acyclic graph (DAG)
for (X,Z)>. Then, essentially following the above men-
tioned authors, everything about B that we can infer from
the distribution of X can be interpreted causally. This is
the other way to justify our approach (in case the require-
ment KZ  KX and the other additional assumptions are
met). Note that we neglect here that W is not a finite set of
variables while Pearl generally only considers such finite
sets.

3.4. Relation to Practical Granger Causal Analysis and
How It Can Go Wrong

The above ideal definition of causation by Granger (Sub-
section 3.3) needs to be contrasted with what we introduced
as “practical Granger causation” in Section 1. In practi-
cal Granger causal analysis, one just performs a linear re-
gression of present on past on the observed X and then
interpret the regression matrix causally.3 While making the
ideal definition practically feasible, this may lead to wrong
causal conclusions in the sense that it does not comply with
the causal structure that we would infer given we had more
information.

Let us give an example for this. Let X be bivariate and Z
be univariate. Moreover, assume

A =

0

@
0.9 0 0.5
0.1 0.1 0.8
0 0 0.9

1

A ,

and let the covariance matrix of Nt be the identity matrix.
To perform practical Granger causal analysis, we proceed
as usual: we fit a VAR model on only X , in particular cal-
culate the VAR transition matrix by

BpG := E(XtX
>
t�1)E(XtX

>
t )�1 =

✓
0.89 0.35
0.08 0.65

◆

(3)

(up to rounding) and interpret the coefficients of BpG as
causal influences. Although, based on A, X2

t does not
3We are aware that nonlinear models (Chu and Glymour,

2008) and nonparametric estimators (Schreiber, 2000) have been
used to find temporal causal relations. In this paper we focus on
the linear case.



Summary: Causality in Time 
Series

• Basic concepts: time series & stochastic processes

• Causality in time series vs. causality in the i.i.d. case

• Granger causality

• Temporal constraint!

• Practical issues: confounding, nonlinear effects, 
subsampling, aggregation...

• Vector autoregressive model: interpretation & 
estimation (testing)


